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Results are presented on a measurement of thet t̄ pair production cross section inpp̄ collisions atAs
51.8 TeV from nine independent decay channels. The data were collected by the DØ experiment during the
1992–1996 run of the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. A total of 80 candidate events is observed with an expected
background of 38.863.3 events. For a top quark mass of 172.1 GeV/c2, the measured cross section is 5.69
61.21(stat)61.04(syst) pb.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The observation of the top quark by the Collider Detector
at Fermilab~CDF! and DØ Collaborations in the spring of
1995 @1,2# was the culmination of a long and intensive
search that began following the discovery of thelepton in
1976@3# and the bottom~b! quark in 1977@4#. The discovery
of these two particles gave a firm foundation to the existence
of a third family, originally proposed by Kobayashi and
Maskawa in 1973 to account for the occurrence ofCP vio-
lation within the standard model@5#. Theb quark was shown
to possess a charge ofQb52
1
3 e @6–8# and a weak isospin
of I 352
1
2 @9–11#. Within the standard model~SM!, this
demanded the existence of a partner to theb quark with a
charge of1 23 e and a weak isospin of1
1
2 . This partner is
called the ‘‘top’’ quark.
Initial searches for the top quark were carried out ate1e2
colliders. These searches looked for a narrow resonance~if a
bound t t̄ state was produced!, an increase in the rate of
e1e2→hadrons~if a bound t t̄ state was not produced!, or
events with more spherical angular distributions which dif-
ferentiate top quark events from the more planar angular dis-
tributions expected from the lighter quarks. As shown in Fig.
1~a!, experiments ate1e2 colliders, Petra at DESY@12,13#,
Tristan at KEK @14#, the Stanford Linear Collider~SLC!
@15#, and LEP at CERN@16#, raised the lower limit on the
top quark mass (mt) from 15 GeV/c
2 in 1979 to
45.8 GeV/c2 in 1990. In the late 1980s, in the absence of a
signal, the focus of the top quark search shifted frome1e2
colliders topp̄ colliders and higher center-of-mass energies.
Unlike e1e2 colliders, pp̄ colliders cannot provide direct
limits on the mass of the top quark, but rather upper limits on
the t t̄ production cross section. By assuming a relationship
between mass and cross section~as provided by SM theory!,
these cross section upper limits can be turned into lower
limits on the mass. The UA1 Collaboration provided the first
such limit in 1988, setting a lower bound on the top quark
mass of 45 GeV/c2 @17#. This limit was followed in 1990 by
an updated limit from UA1 (60 GeV/c2) @18# and new limits
from UA2 and CDF~69 @19# and 77@20# GeV/c2 respec-
tively!. In 1992, CDF raised the lower limit on the top quark
mass to 91 GeV/c2 @21#, and in 1994, DØ set a lower bound
of 128 GeV/c2 @22#.
The first evidence fort t̄ production was claimed by the
CDF Collaboration in 1994@23#. With an integrated luminos-
ity of 19.3 pb21, CDF observed twelve candidate events with
an expected background of about six events and estimated a
0.26% probability for the background to fluctuate to at least
twelve events. The excess was assumed to be due tot t̄ pro-
duction and the cross section was determined to bes t t̄
513.924.8
16.1 pb for mt5174 GeV/c
2. The DØ analysis in mid-
1994 @24# based on 13.5 pb21 yielded 7 events with an ex-
pected background of 3.261.1 events. The DØ and CDF
sensitivities~expected number of events for a given cross
section! and expected significance~signal to background ra-
tio! were the same. The small excess seen in DØ, if inter-
preted as being due tot̄ production, gave a cross-section of
6.564.9 pb for mt5180 GeV/c
2. At the time of the top
quark discovery the following year, the CDF and DØ Col-
*Also at University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.
†Also at Institute of Nuclear Physics, Krakow, Poland.
FIG. 1. ~a! Lower limit on the top quark mass from 1978 to
1994 @12–22#. ~b! Publishedt t̄ quark cross section results from
1994 to 2001@23,1,2,25–27#. The solid triangle marker with the
dashed line uncertainty corresponds to the unpublished DØt t̄ cross
section in mid-1994@24#.
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laborations reportedt t̄ production cross sections ofs t t̄
56.822.4
13.6 pb for mt5176 GeV/c
2 @1# and s t t̄56.462.2 pb
for mt5199 GeV/c
2 @2#, respectively. These results were up-
dated by DØ~1997! and CDF ~1998! to s t t̄55.561.8 pb
@25# for mt5173.3 GeV/c
2 ands t t̄57.621.5
11.8 pb @26# for mt
5175 GeV/c2, respectively. In 2001, the CDF Collaboration
reporteds t t̄56.521.4
11.7 pb for mt5175 GeV/c
2 @27# as their
final t t̄ production cross section based on the 1992–1996 run
of the Tevatron. The corresponding result from the DØ Col-
laboration, reported in this article, ist t̄55.761.6 pb for
mt5172.1 GeV/c
2.
At the Tevatron center-of-mass energy of 1.8 TeV, top
quarks can be produced singly or in pairs. The two cross
sections are of similar magnitude@28# but single top quark
events are much more difficult to distinguish from back-
ground and have not yet been observed@29,30#. This paper is
thus concerned only witht t̄ pair production.
The pp̄→t t̄ production cross section can be factorized in
terms of the parton-parton cross section and the parton dis-
tribution functions for the proton and antiproton, and is writ-
ten @31#
s~pp̄→t t̄ !5(
i , j
E dxidxj f ip~xi ,m2!
3~ f j
p̄~xj ,m
2!ŝ i j ~ ŝ,m
2,mt!, ~1.1!
where the summation indicesi andj run over the light quarks
and gluons,xi and xj are the momentum fractions of the
partons involved in thepp̄ collision, f i
p(xi ,m
2) and
f j
p̄(xj ,m
2) are the parton distribution functions, and
ŝ i j ( ŝ,m
2,mt) is the parton-parton cross section atŝ5xixjs.
The renormalization and factorization scales, typically cho-
sen to be the same valuem, are arbitrary parameters with
dimensions of energy. The former is introduced by the renor-
malization procedure and the latter by the splitting of the
cross section into perturbative (ŝ) and nonperturbative
( f p, f p̄) parts. An exact calculation of the cross section would
be independent of the choice ofm, but current calculations
are performed to finite order in perturbative QCD and are
thus dependent onm, which is usually taken to be of the
order ofmt . Theorists typically estimate the uncertainty in-
troduced by truncating the perturbation expansion by varying
m over some arbitrary range, usuallymt/2,m,2mt ~the
range used for all theoretical cross sections referred to in this
paper!.
In leading-order QCD~LO!, O(as2), t t̄ production pro-
ceeds throughqq̄→t t̄ andgg→t t̄ processes~see Fig. 2!. At
As51.8 TeV, theqq̄→t t̄ process dominates, contributing
90% of the cross section with thegg→t t̄ process contribut-
ing only 10%. The first calculations of the LO cross section
ŝ were performed in the late 1970s@32–37#. Calculations of
the t t̄ production cross section at next-to-leading order
~NLO!, O(as3), began to appear in the late 1980s@38–44#.
The 1990s saw the introduction of calculations which at-
tempt to estimate the contribution of the higher order terms
through a technique known asresummation, in which the
sums of the dominant logarithms from soft gluon emission to
all orders in perturbation theory are calculated, thus reducing
the dependence of the cross section on the value ofm. The
first such calculations@45,46# summed only leading-log~LL !
contributions. Increased precision was soon achieved
through calculations@47,48# which incorporated summations
through next-to-leading-log~NLL ! contributions. The most
recent calculations@49,50# sum contributions through next-
to-next-to-leading-log ~NNLL !. Although the NLL and
NNLL calculations have reduced the scale dependence,
kinematic-induced ambiguities lead to estimated uncertain-
ties of about 7%~these latter uncertainties are not included in
the theoretical cross section predictions given in this paper!.
In the SM, the top quark is expected to decay predomi-
nantly into aW boson and ab quark. Decay mechanisms
whereby the top quark decays into a charged Higgs boson are
not considered here, but are investigated in Refs.@51–53#.
The channels in which the top quark is sought are thus de-
termined by the decay modes of the twoW bosons in thet t̄
event. TheW boson can decay leptonically into an electron,
muon, or at lepton ~and associated neutrino!, and hadroni-
cally into ud̄, us̄, ub̄, cd̄, cs̄, or cb̄ pairs.
The channels can be classified as follows: the dilepton
channel where bothW bosons decay leptonically into an
electron or a muon (ee,mm,em), the lepton1 jets channel
where one of theW bosons decays leptonically and the other
hadronically (e1 jets,m1 jets), and the all-jets channel
where bothW bosons decay hadronically. This paper will
focus primarily on the dilepton and lepton1 jets channels.
The all-jets channel is discussed in detail in Ref.@56# and is
only summarized here. Thet t̄ channels containing a tau lep-
ton are not explicitly considered, although events containing
t→enn̄ andt→mnn̄ decays do contribute to the efficiency
of all channels containing an electron or a muon. Similarly,
the inability to distinguish between a hadronic tau decay and
a hadronic jet, contributes to the efficiency of the lepton
1 jets channels. As is indicated in Figs. 3–6, the leptonic
channels are characterized by high transverse-momentum
(pT) leptons and jets as well as missing transverse momen-
tum (E” T) due to highpT neutrinos~see Sec. IV D!. The plots
FIG. 2. Lowest order Feynman diagrams for production oft t̄
pairs at the Tevatron. At Tevatron energies, the diagram involving
quark-antiquark fusion dominates over those involving gluon-gluon
fusion.
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show the distributions of several kinematic quantities ex-
pected fromt t̄ decay compared with those expected from the
leading background for them ~Figs. 3 and 5! and lepton
1 jets ~Figs. 4 and 6! channels. Initial search strategies are
based on previous studies and analyses@57,23,58#.
The paper is structured as follows: Sec. II gives a brief
overview of the DØ detector and indicates those aspects
which were employed in the dilepton and lepton1 jets analy-
ses. Section III describes the triggers used in the first stage of
the event selection. Event reconstruction and particle identi-
fication are the subjects of Sec. IV. Section V discusses the
simulation of thet t̄ signal and background. The dilepton
channels are described in Sec. VI and the lepton1 jets chan-
nels are described in Sec. VII. The all-jets channel is de-
scribed briefly in Sec. VIII. Section IX discusses the system-
atic uncertainties. The t t̄ cross section results are
summarized and tabulated in Sec. X and the conclusions to
be drawn from the combined analyses are presented in Sec.
XI. Appendix A describes the corrections applied to the jet
energy scale; Appendixes B and C describe the main-ring
veto and recovery; Appendix D presents an independent neu-
ral network based analysis of theem channel; and Appendix
E describes in detail the handling of the uncertainties and the
correlations between them.
II. THE DØ DETECTOR
DØ is a multipurpose detector designed to studypp̄ col-
lisions at high energies. The detector was commissioned at
the Fermilab Tevatron Collider during the summer of 1992.
The work presented here is based on approximately 125 pb21
of data recorded between August 1992 and February 1996. A
full description of the detector may be found in Ref.@59#.
This section describes briefly those properties of the detector
that are relevant for thet t̄ production cross section measure-
ments.
FIG. 3. Expected distributions forem dilepton events of~a!
electronET or muonpT , ~b! E” T , and ~c! leptonh[tanh
21(cosu)
~two entries per event!. The solid histograms aret t̄→em1X signal
events~generated withHERWIG @54# with mt5175 GeV/c
2 for pp̄
collisions at As51.8 TeV). The dashed histograms areZ1 jets
→tt1 jets→em1 jets events~also generated withHERWIG!. All
histograms are normalized to unity and all events are required to
have pT
,.10 GeV/c, E” T.10 GeV, and at least two jets withET
.15 GeV anduhu,2.0.
FIG. 4. Expected distributions for lepton1 jets events of~a!
electronET and muonpT ~two entries per event!, ~b! E” T , and ~c!
leptonh. The solid histograms aret t̄ signal events~generated with
HERWIG with mt5175 GeV/c
2 for pp̄ collisions atAs51.8 TeV).
The dashed histograms areW1>4 jet events~generated with
VECBOS @55#!. All histograms are normalized to unity and all events
are required to havepT
,.15 GeV/c, E” T.15 GeV, and at least four
jets with ET.15 GeV anduhu,2.0.
FIG. 5. Expected distributions forem dilepton events of~a and
b! the transverse energies of the two leading jets and~c! the jeth
~two entries per event!. The solid histograms aret t̄→em1X signal
events~generated withHERWIG with mt5175 GeV/c
2 for pp̄ colli-
sions atAs51.8 TeV). The dashed histograms areZ1 jets→tt
1 jets→em1 jets events~also generated withHERWIG!. All histo-
grams are normalized to unity and all events are required to have
pT
,.10 GeV/c, E” T.10 GeV, and at least two jets withET
.15 GeV anduhu,2.0.
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Spatial coordinates are specified in a system with the ori-
gin at the center of the detector and the positivez-axis point-
ing in the direction of the proton beam. Thex-axis points
radially out of the Tevatron ring and they-axis points up-
ward. Because of the approximate cylindrical symmetry of
the detector, it is also convenient to use the variablesr ~the
perpendicular distance from the beamline!, f ~the azimuthal
angle with respect to thex-axis!, andu ~the polar angle with
respect to thez-axis!. The polar direction is usually described
by the pseudorapidity, defined ash[tanh21(cosu).
In the previous section it was noted that the final state
from t t̄ decay may contain electrons, muons, jets, and neu-
trinos. The DØ detector was designed to identify and mea-
sure the energy or momentum of all of these objects. As
shown in Fig. 7, the detector has three major subsystems: the
central tracking chambers, a uranium liquid-argon calorim-
eter, and a muon spectrometer. The detector design was op-
timized for high-resolution, nearly hermetic calorimetry that
provides the sole measurement of the energies of electrons
and jets. Because of the compact design of the calorimeter,
the inner tracking volume is relatively small, and there is no
central magnetic field.
The central tracking detectors measure the trajectories of
charged particles and aid in the identification of electrons.
The former function is performed using three wire-chamber
systems, and the latter by a transition-radiation detector
~TRD!. The three wire-chamber systems consist of two con-
centric cylindrical chambers centered on the interaction point
and a set of two forward drift chambers that are situated at
the ends of the cylinder. These chambers provide charged-
particle tracking over the regionuhu,3.2, measuring the tra-
jectories of charged particles with a resolution of 2.5 mrad in
f and 28 mrad inu. The position of the interaction vertex
along the beam direction~z! can be determined with a reso-
lution of 8 mm. These chambers also measure the track ion-
ization for distinguishing singly charged particles ande1e2
pairs from photon conversions. Concentric with, and radially
between, the two central chambers is the TRD. By measuring
the amount of radiation emitted by single isolated particles as
they pass through many thin sheets of polypropylene, this
detector aids in the separation of electrons from charged
pions andp6/g overlaps~since the amount of emitted tran-
sition radiation is proportional to the value ofE/m for the
particle!. This device provides a factor of 10 rejection of
pions while retaining 90% of isolated electrons.
Surrounding the central tracking system is the calorimeter,
which is composed of plates of uranium and stainless steel/
copper absorber surrounded by liquid argon as the sensitive
ionization medium. The calorimeter is divided into three
parts, the central calorimeter~CC!, uhu<1.2, and two end
calorimeters~EC!, which together cover the pseudorapidity
range uhu,4.2. Each consists of an inner electromagnetic
~EM! section, a fine hadronic~FH! section, and a coarse
hadronic~CH! section, housed in a steel cryostat. Each EM
FIG. 6. Expected distributions for lepton1 jets events of~a!–~d!
the transverse energies of the four leading jets and~e! the jeth ~four
entries per event!. The solid histograms aret t̄ signal events~gen-
erated withHERWIG with mt5175 GeV/c
2 for pp̄ collisions atAs
51.8 TeV). The dashed histograms areW1>4 jet events~gener-
ated withVECBOS!. All histograms are normalized to unity and all
events are required to havepT
,.15 GeV/c, E” T.15 GeV, and at
least four jets withET.15 GeV anduhu,2.0.
FIG. 7. Cutaway view of the DØ detector, showing the tracking
chambers, calorimetry, and muon system.
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section is 21 radiation lengths deep and is divided into four
longitudinal segments~layers!. The hadronic sections are
7–9 nuclear interaction lengths deep and are divided into
four ~CC! or five ~EC! layers. The outer layer of each had-
ronic calorimeter is known as the ‘‘outer hadronic layer.’’
The calorimeter is transversely segmented into pseudo-
projective towers withDh3Df50.130.1. The third layer
of the EM calorimeter, in which the maximum of EM show-
ers is expected, is segmented twice as finely into cells with
Dh3Df50.0530.05. With this fine segmentation, the azi-
muthal position resolution for electrons with energy above
50 GeV is about 2.5 mm. The energy resolution iss(E)/E
515%/AE(GeV)% 0.4% for electrons. For charged pions
the resolution is about 50%/AE(GeV) and for jets it is about
80%/AE(GeV) @59#. For minimum bias data, the resolution
for each component ofE” T , E” x andE” y , has been measured to
be 1.08 GeV10.019(SET), whereSET is the scalar sum of
the transverse energies in all calorimeter cells. In order to
improve the energy resolution for jets that straddle two cry-
ostats, an inter-cryostat detector~ICD! made of scintillator
tiles is situated in the space between the EC and CC cry-
ostats. In addition, separate single-cell structures called
‘‘massless gaps’’~MG! are installed in the intercryostat re-
gion in both the CC and EC calorimeters.
The DØ muon detection systems coveruhu<3.3. Since
muons from top quark decays predominantly populate the
central region, this work uses only the wide-angle muon
spectrometer~WAMUS! which consists of four planes of
proportional drift tubes~PDT! in front of magnetized iron
toroids with a magnetic field of 1.9 T and two groups of three
planes each of proportional drift tubes behind the toroids.
The magnetic field lines and the wires in the drift tubes are
oriented transversely to the beam direction. The WAMUS
covers the regionuhu,1.7 over the entire azimuth, with the
exception of the central region below the calorimeter
(uhu,1, 225°,f,315°), where the inner layer is missing
to make room for the calorimeter support-structure. The WA-
MUS system is divided into thecentral iron ~CF!, uhu
<1.0, andend iron ~EF!, 1.0,uhu<1.7, regions. As will be
discussed in Sec. IV B, the EF region was used for only part
of the run 1 data set. The total thickness of the material in the
calorimeter and iron toroids varies between 13 and 19 inter-
action lengths, making background from hadronic punch-
through negligible. The tracking volume is small, thereby
reducing backgrounds to prompt muons from in-flight decays
of p and K mesons. The muon momentump is measured
from its deflection angle in the magnetic field of the toroid.
The momentum resolution is limited by multiple Coulomb
scattering in the material traversed, the position resolution in
the muon chambers, and uncertainty in the magnetic field
integral. The typical resolution in 1/p is approximately
Gaussian and given by
d~1/p!50.18~p22!/p2% 0.003 ~2.1!
~with p in GeV/c).
As shown in Fig. 7, a separate synchrotron, the Main
Ring, sits above the Tevatron and passes through the forward
muon system and the outer hadronic section of the calorim-
eters. During data taking, it was used to accelerate protons
for antiproton production. Losses from the Main Ring can
deposit energy in the calorimeters and muon system, increas-
ing the instrumental background. As discussed below~Secs.
III, VI, and VII !, these ‘‘Main-Ring events’’ are removed
during the initial selection of all channels. Nevertheless, as
discussed in Appendix C, and Secs. VI A and VII A, several
analyses have been able to recover some, or all, of these
events.
III. TRIGGERS
During normal operation, the Tevatron maintains two
counter-rotating beams, one consisting of six bunches of pro-
tons and the other consisting of six bunches of antiprotons.
Proton and antiproton bunches collide at the DØ interaction
region every 3.5ms ~286 kHz!. The DØ trigger system is
used to select the interesting events and reduce this to a rate
of approximately 3–4 Hz, suitable for recording on tape.
The DØ trigger system is composed of three hardware
stages~level 0, level 1, and level 1.5! and one software stage
~level 2! @59,58#. The first stage~level 0! consists of hodo-
scopes of scintillation counters mounted close to the beam on
the inner surfaces of the end-calorimeter cryostats and regis-
ters hits consistent with app̄ interaction. This stage is typi-
cally used as an input to level 1, but level 0 is not required to
fire before an event can proceed to the next stage. In addi-
tion, level 0 is used to measure the luminosity. The next
stage~level 1! forms fast analog sums of the transverse en-
ergies in calorimeter towers. These towers have a size of
Dh3Df50.230.2 and are segmented longitudinally into
electromagnetic and hadronic sections. Based on these sums
and patterns of hits in the muon spectrometer, the level 1
trigger decision takes place within the space of a single beam
crossing, unless a level 1.5 decision is required~see below!.
Events accepted at level 1 are digitized and passed on to the
level 2 trigger which consists of a farm of 48 general-
purpose processors. Software filters running on these proces-
sors make the final trigger decision.
At both level 1 and level 2, the triggers are defined in
terms of specific objects: electron or photon, muon, jet,E” T .
Tables I–IV show the triggers used fort t̄ event selection.
Table V shows the triggers used for the muon tag-rate studies
discussed in Sec. VII B. As noted above, level 0 is treated as
an input term to level 1. Level 1 triggers that do not demand
a level 0 pass are denoted ‘‘NoL0.’’
At level 1, the triggers for electrons~and photons! require
the transverse energy in the EM section of the calorimeter to
be above programmed thresholds:ET[E sinu.T, whereE
is the energy deposited in the tower,u its angle with the
beam as viewed from the center of the detector (z50), and
T a programmable threshold. The level 2 electron triggers
exploit the full segmentation of the EM calorimeter to iden-
tify electron showers. Using the trigger towers above thresh-
old at level 1 as seeds, the algorithm forms clusters that
include all cells in the four EM layers and the first FH layer
in a region ofDh3Df50.330.3, centered on the highest
ET tower. It checks the shower shape against criteria on the
fraction of the energy found in the different EM layers. The
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ET of the electron is computed based on its energy and thez
position of the interaction vertex as determined from the tim-
ing of hits in the level 0 hodoscopes. The level 2 algorithm
can also apply an isolation requirement or demand an asso-
ciated track in the central detector.
During the later portion of the run, the level 1.5 trigger
processor became available for selecting electrons and pho-
tons. For this purpose, theET of each EM trigger tower
passing the level 1 threshold is summed with the neighboring
tower that has the most energy and a cut is made on this sum.
The hadronic portions of the two towers are also summed
and the ratio of the EM transverse energy to the total trans-
verse energy of the two towers is required to be greater than
0.85. The use of a level 1.5 electron trigger is indicated in
Tables I–V as an ‘‘EX’’ tower in the level 1 column.
Muon triggers make use of hit patterns in the muon cham-
bers at level 1 and provide the number of muon candidates in
different regions of the muon spectrometer. The algorithm
searches for hit patterns consistent with a muon originating
from the nominal vertex (z50). A level 1.5 processor is also
available and can be used to place apT requirement on the
candidates~at the expense of a slightly increased dead time!.
The use of a level 1.5 muon trigger is indicated in Tables
I–V as an ‘‘MX’’ muon in the level 1 column.
At level 2, muon tracks are reconstructed using the muon
PDT hits and thez position of the interaction vertex from
level 0. Valid muon track selection is based on the muonpT
and quality requirements~similar to those of Sec. IV B 1!.
The level 2 muon trigger can also require the presence of a
minimum ionizing particle trace in the calorimeter cells
along the track. This requirement is indicated in Tables I–V
by ‘‘cal confirm.’’ In addition, in between run 1a and run 1b,
layers of scintillator were added to the exterior of the central
muon system to veto cosmic rays. The muon triggers indi-
cated by ‘‘scint’’ required the scintillator timing to be in a
window of 30 ns before to 70 ns after the beam crossing.
Jet triggers use projective towers of energy deposition in
the calorimeter similar to the EM trigger towers but includ-
ing energy from the hadronic portion of the calorimeter.
Level 1 jet triggers require the sum of the transverse energy
in the EM and FH sections of a trigger tower~jet tower! to be
above programmed thresholds:E sinu.T, where E is the
TABLE I. Electron triggers used in collection of thet t̄ signal sample. Column 1 gives the trigger name, column 2 gives the run period
for which it was applied, column 3 gives the exposure in pb21 ~see text for definition!, columns 4 and 5 give the level 1 and level 2
definitions, and column 6 lists the channels that used each trigger. See Appendix C for definitions of the MR veto terms:GB, MRBS, ML, and
GC. Channel names are defined in Secs. VI and VII.
Name Run
Expsr.
~pb21! Level 1 Level 2 Used by
ELE-HIGH 1a 11.0 1 EM tower,ET.10 GeV 1 isolated,e, ET.20 GeV e1 jets/topo
GB
ELE-JET 1a 14.4 1 EM tower,ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.6 1e, ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 ee,em,en
2 jet towers,ET.5 GeV 2 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 e1 jets
MRBS E” T
cal.10 GeV e1 jets/m
ELE-JET-HIGH 1b 98.0 1 EM tower,ET.12 GeV, uhu,2.6 1e, ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 ee,em,en
2 jet towers,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 2 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 e1 jets/topo
ML E” T
cal.14 GeV e1 jets/m
ELE-JET-HIGH 1c 1.9 1 EM tower,ET.12 GeV, uhu,2.6 1e, ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 ee,em,en
2 jet towers,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 2 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 e1 jets/m
ML E” T
cal.14 GeV
ELE-JET-HIGHA 1c 11.0 1 EM tower,ET.12 GeV, uhu,2.6 1e, ET.17 GeV, uhu,2.5 ee,em,en
2 jet towers,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 2 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 e1 jets/m
1 EX tower,ET.15 GeV E” T
cal.14 GeV
ML
EM1-EISTRKCC-MS 1b 93.4 1 EM tower,ET.10 GeV 1 isolatede w/track,ET.20 GeV en
1 EX tower,ET.15 GeV E” T
cal.15 GeV e1 jets/topo
GC, NoL0
MU-ELE 1a 13.7 1 EM tower,ET.7 GeV 1e, ET.7 GeV em
1 m, uhu,2.4 1m, pT.5 GeV/c, uhu,2.4
MRBS
1b 93.9 1 EM tower,ET.7 GeV 1e, ET.7 GeV, uhu,2.5 em
1 MX m, uhu,2.4 1m, pT.8 GeV/c, uhu,2.4
GC
MU-ELE-HIGH 1c 10.6 1 EM tower,ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 1e, ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 em
1 MX m, uhu,2.4 1m, pT.8 GeV/c, uhu,1.7
GC
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energy deposit in the tower,u its angle with the beam as seen
from the center of the detector (z50), andT a program-
mable threshold. Alternatively, level 1 can sum the transverse
energies within ‘‘large tiles’’ of size 0.831.6 in h3f and
cut on these sums. The level 2 jet algorithm begins with an
ET-ordered list of towers that are above threshold at level 1.
A level 2 jet is formed by placing a cone of radiusDR
5ADh21Df2 around the seed tower from level 1. If an-
other seed tower lies within the jet cone, then it is passed
over and not allowed to seed a new jet. Using the vertex
position measured by the level 0 hodoscopes, the summed
ET in all of the towers included in the jet defines the jetET .
If any two jet cones overlap, then the towers in the overlap
region are added into the jet candidate that was formed first.
E” T
cal, the missing transverse energy as measured in the
calorimeter~see Sec. IV D for definition!, can be computed
at both level 1 and level 2. At level 1, thez position is
assumed to bez50. At level 2, the vertex position from level
0 is used. In the offline reconstruction, the determination of
E” T
cal uses thez position as determined by the tracking system.
Therefore, the resolution ofE” T
cal at the trigger level is signifi-
cantly poorer than that in the offline reconstruction.
As noted in Sec. II, the Main Ring passes directly through
a portion of the outer hadronic calorimeter and muon system.
Particles lost from the Main Ring can affect the measure-
ments in these subsystems. Several schemes were employed
at the trigger level to reduce or eliminate these effects; these
are described in Appendix B.
In addition to the complications introduced by the Main
Ring, there are also effects due to multiple interactions. At
the mean luminosity (7.531030/cm2/s), there are on average
1.3 interactions per bunch crossing. Since the cross section
for the production of high-pT interactions is small compared
to that for minimum bias, it is very unlikely that more than
one high-pT interaction will be present in any given bunch
crossing. These additional minimum-bias interactions are
usually not included in the Monte Carlo models, but do con-
tribute to mismeasurement of the primary interaction vertex,
and therefore to mismeasurement of lepton and jet transverse
energies or momenta. The systematic uncertainty due to mul-
tiple interactions is discussed in Sec. IX A 7.
The Run 1 data were acquired in three separate run peri-
ods: Run 1a from 1992–1993, run 1b from 1994–1995, and
run 1c from 1995–1996. The period appropriate to each trig-
ger is given in the second column of Tables I–V.
The integrated luminosityL was determined from the
counting rate in the level 0 hodoscopes (RL0) as
L5 2 ln~12tRL0!
tsL0
~3.1!
TABLE II. Muon1 jet triggers used in collection of thet t̄ signal sample. Column 1 gives the trigger name, column 2 gives the run period
for which it was applied, column 3 gives the exposure in pb21 ~see text for definition!, columns 4 and 5 give the level 1 and level 2
definitions, and column 6 lists the channels that used each trigger. See Appendix C for definitions of the MR veto terms:GB andGC. Channel
names are defined in Secs. VI and VII.
Name Run
Expsr.
~pb21! Level 1 Level 2 Used by
MU-JET-HIGH 1a 10.2 1m, uhu,2.4 1m, pT.8 GeV/c, uhu,1.7 em,mm
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV 1 jet (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV m1 jets/topo
GB m1 jets/m
1b 66.4 1m, pT.7 GeV/c, uhu,1.7 1m, pT.10 GeV/c, uhu,1.7, scint em,mm
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 1 jet (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 m1 jets/topo
GC m1 jets/m
MU-JET-CAL 1b 88.0 1m, pT.7 GeV/c, uhu,1.7 1m, pT.10 GeV/c, uhu,1.7 mm
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 cal confirm, scint m1 jets/topo
GC 1 jet (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 m1 jets/m
MU-JET-CENT 1b 48.5 1m, uhu,1.0 1m, pT.10 GeV/c, uhu,1.0, scint em,mm
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 1 jet (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 m1 jets/topo
GC m1 jets/m
1c 8.9 1m, uhu,1.0 1m, pT.12 GeV/c, uhu,1.0, scint em,mm
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 1 jet (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5
2 jet towers,ET.3 GeV
GC
MU-JET-CENCAL 1b 51.2 1m, uhu,1.0 1m, pT.10 GeV/c, uhu,1.0 mm
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 cal confirm, scint m1 jets/topo
GC 1 jet (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 m1 jets/m
1c 11.4 1m, uhu,1.0 1m, pT.12 GeV/c, uhu,1.0 em,mm
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.0 cal confirm, scint
2 jet towers,ET.3 GeV, 1 jet (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5
GC
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wheret53.5ms is the time interval between beam crossings
and sL0 is the effectivepp̄ cross section subtended by the
level 0 counters. As described in detail in Ref.@60#, sL0
543.161.9 mb is obtained from the level 0 trigger effi-
ciency and geometrical acceptance, and from a ‘‘world aver-
age’’ pp̄ total inelastic cross section of 57.3961.56 mb
based on results from the CDF@61#, E710 @62#, and E811
@63# Collaborations at Fermilab. The level 0 trigger effi-
ciency is determined using samples of data collected from
triggers on random beam crossings and the geometrical ac-
ceptance from Monte Carlo studies. It should be noted that
the CDF luminosity determinations are based solely on its
own measurement of thepp̄ inelastic cross section. As a
result, luminosities reported by CDF are 6.2% lower than
those currently reported by DØ, and consequently, all CDF
cross sections areab initio 6.2% larger than all DØ cross
sections. Earlier DØ cross sections~and all previous DØt t̄
cross sections! were based on app̄ inelastic cross section
TABLE III. Jet triggers used in collection of thet t̄ signal sample. Column 1 gives the trigger name, column 2 gives the run period for
which it was applied, column 3 gives the exposure in pb21 ~see text for definition!, columns 4 and 5 give the level 1 and level 2 definitions,
and column 6 lists the channels that used each trigger. See Appendix C for definitions of the MR veto terms:ML, MB, and MRBS. The
lepton1 jets channels are defined in Sec. VII.
Name Run
Expsr.
~pb21! Level 1 Level 2 Used by
JET-3-MU 1b 11.9 3 jet towers,ET.5 GeV 3 jets (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 m1 jets/topo
E” T
cal.20 GeV E” T
cal.17 GeV m1 jets/m
ML
JET-3-MISS-LOW 1b 57.8 3 large tiles,ET.15, uhu,2.4 3 jets (DR50.5), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5 m1 jets/topo
3 jet towers,ET.7 GeV, uhu,2.6 E” T
cal.17 GeV m1 jets/m
MB
JET-3-L2MU 1b 25.8 3 large tiles,ET.15, uhu,2.4 1m, pT.6 GeV/c, uhu,1.7 m1 jets/topo
3 jet towers,ET.4 GeV, uhu,2.6 cal confirm, scint m1 jets/m
MB 3 jets (DR50.5), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.5
E” T
cal.17 GeV
JET-MULTI 1a 14.6 4 jet towers,ET.5 GeV 5 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.0 all-jets
MRBS
1b 96.6 3 large tiles,ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.4 5 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 all-jets
3 jet towers,ET.7 GeV, uhu,2.6 SET.100 GeV for jets withuhu,2.5
and 1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV
ML
1c 11.3 3 large tiles,ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.4 5 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 all-jets
3 jet towers,ET.7 GeV, uhu,2.6 SET.120 GeV for jets withuhu,2.5
and 1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV,
ML
TABLE IV. E” T triggers used in collection of thet t̄ signal sample. Column 1 gives the trigger name,
column 2 gives the run period for which it was applied, column 3 gives the exposure in pb21 ~see text for
definition!, columns 4 and 5 give the level 1 and level 2 definitions, and column 6 notes that these triggers
were used only by then channel. See Appendix C for definitions of the MR veto terms:MRBS andGB. The
en channel is defined in Sec. VI.
Name Run
Expsr.
~pb21! Level 1 Level 2 Used by
MISSING-ET 1a 13.7 E” T
cal.30 GeV E” T
cal.35 GeV en
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.6
MRBS
1b 83.6 E” T
cal.40 GeV E” T
cal.40 GeV en
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.6
GB
MISSING-ET-HIGH 1c 0.7 E” T
cal.50 GeV E” T
cal.50 GeV en
1 jet tower,ET.5 GeV, uhu,2.6
GB
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determined only from the CDF and E710 measurements and
are 3.2% lower than current DØ cross sections.
The integrated luminosity~exposure! seen by each of the
triggers is given in the third column, labeled ‘‘Expsr.,’’ of
Tables I–V. These values include luminosity losses due to
Main-Ring vetos and prescale factors~if appropriate!, but do
not include the loss to the offlineGOOD-BEAM requirement or
losses from runs rejected at later stages of the analysis~see
Appendix B for a discussion of the Main-Ring veto
schemes!.
IV. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION
A. Electron identification
Electrons and positrons are identified by the distinctive
pattern of energy that electromagnetic showers deposit in the
calorimeter and by the presence of a track from the interac-
tion vertex to the cluster of hit calorimeter cells. The algo-
rithm for clustering calorimeter energy and quantities used to
distinguish electrons from backgrounds are described in Ref.
@58#. The present analysis includes two additional features:
the separation between electrons and backgrounds has been
improved by the introduction of a multivariate discriminant,
and, for the dilepton channels, use is made of information
from the TRD.
The electromagnetic energy scale was calibrated usingZ
→ee, J/c→ee, and p0→gg decays to a precision of
0.08% atE5MZ/2 and to 0.6% atE520 GeV @64,65#.
The complete set of identification variables, efficiencies,
and misidentification rates is discussed below. Unless other-
wise indicated, electrons specified to be in the CC region of
the detector span the range 0<uhu<1.2 and electrons speci-
fied to be in the EC region of the detector span the range
1.2,uhu<2.0 ~with the region between the cryostats, 1.2
,uhu,1.5, having only a minimal acceptance!. Since the
central tracking system does not measure the charge of par-
ticles, it is not possible to distinguish between electrons and
positrons. Therefore, for the remainder of this paper, ‘‘elec-
tron’’ shall be used to indicate both electrons and positrons.
1. Electromagnetic energy fraction
Electromagnetic energy clusters are formed by combining
calorimeter towers using a nearest-neighbor algorithm with
EM tower seeds. The electromagnetic energy fractionf EM of
a cluster is the ratio of its energy found in EM calorimeter
cells to its total energy. All electron candidates are required
to havef EM>0.9.
2. Isolation fraction (I )
Electron showers are compact and mostly contained in the
core of EM cells within a radiusR50.2 in ~h,f! around the
TABLE V. Triggers used to study the,1 jets/m backgrounds and tag rate function~see Sec. VII B!. Column 1 gives the trigger name,
column 2 gives the run period for which it was applied, column 3 gives the exposure in pb21 ~see text for definition!, columns 4 and 5 gives
the level 1 and level 2 definitions, and column 6 notes that these triggers were used only for,1 jets background studies. See Appendix C
for definitions of the MR veto terms:GB, MRBS, ML, andGC. The lepton1 jets channels are defined in Sec. VII.
Name Run
Expsr.
~pb21! Level 1 Level 2 Used by
JET-MIN 1b 0.007 1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV 1 jet (DR50.3), ET.20 GeV ,1 jets/m
GB prescale520 bkg
JET-3-MON 1b 0.92 2 jet towers,ET.5 GeV 3 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV ,1 jets/m
and 1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV prescale55 bkg
GB
JET-4-MON 1b 4.6 2 jet towers,ET.5 GeV 4 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV ,1 jets/m
and 1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV bkg
GB
JET-MULTI 1a 14.6 4 jet towers,ET.5 GeV 5 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.0 ,1 jets/m
MRBS bkg
1b 96.6 3 large tiles,ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.4 5 jets (DR50.3), ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 ,1 jets/m
3 jet towers,ET.7 GeV, uhu,2.6 SET.100 GeV for jets withuhu,2.5 bkg
and 1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV
ML
ELE-1-MON 1b 3.1 1 EM tower,ET.7 GeV, uhu,2.5 1e, ET.16 GeV/c ,1 jets/m
1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV bkg
GC
CIS-DIJET 1b 93.5 1 EM tower,ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 1 isolatede/g, ET.15 GeV/c, uhu,2.0 ,1 jets/m
1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV 3 jets (DR50.7), ET.15 GeV, uhu,2.0 bkg
GC SET.70 GeV for jets withuhu,2.0
EM1-EISTRKCC-ESC 1b 91.9 1 EM tower,ET.10 GeV, uhu,2.5 1e ~no shape cuts!, ET.16 GeV ,1 jets/m
1 jet tower,ET.3 GeV and 1 isolatede w/track,Et.20 GeV bkg
GC
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shower center. The isolation fractionI is defined as the ratio
of energy in noncore EM and FH cells (Etot) within a cone of
0.4 around the center to energy in the EM cluster core (EEM)
I5 Etot~0.4!2EEM~0.2!
EEM~0.2!
. ~4.1!
This quantity tends to be substantially smaller for electrons
from the decay ofW andZ bosons than for the background,
most of which originates from hadronic jets where the elec-
tron candidate is usually accompanied by nearby energetic
particles.
3. Covariance matrix (xe
2)
A covariance matrix is used to compute ax2 variable
(xe
2) representing the consistency of the cluster shape with
that of an electron shower. The covariance matrix uses 41
variables: the fractions of energy deposited in the first, sec-
ond, and fourth layers of the EM calorimeter; the fractions of
energy in each cell of the third EM layer lying in a six by six
array around the tower containing the highest energy cell; the
logarithm of the cluster energy; and thez position of the
interaction vertex. The elements of the covariance matrix
depend onh and were determined using theDØGEANT @66#
model of the detector~see Sec. V!.
4. Cluster-track match significance (strk)
Calorimeter clusters are required to lie along the trajecto-
ries of charged particle tracks reconstructed in one of the
inner tracking chambers. The cluster-track match signifi-
cances trk is a measure of the distance between the cluster
centroid and the intersection of the extrapolated track to the
third layer of the EM calorimeter.
5. Track ionization (dEÕdx)
Photons that convert toe1e2 pairs before the calorimeter
produce pairs of tracks that match an EM cluster well and are
too close together to be resolved. Such double tracks can be
identified by the amount of ionization produced along the
track (dE/dx); photon conversions typically deposit twice
the charge expected from one minimum ionizing particle.
6. TRD efficiency (et)
The response of the TRD is characterized by the variable
e t :
e t~DE!5
*DE
`
]N
]E
~E!dE
*0
`
]N
]E
~E!dE
, ~4.2!
whereDE is the difference between the total energy recorded
in the TRD~E! and that recorded in the layer with the largest
signal ~this is done to reduce sensitivity tod-rays! and
]N/]E is the electron energy spectrum from a sample of
W→en events @67,68#. Hadrons generally deposit energy
mainly in a single layer~giving a small value forDE) and
electrons deposit energy more evenly~giving a larger value
for DE). Therefore, hadrons tend to have values ofe t near
unity whereas the distribution from electrons is roughly uni-
form over the allowed range from 0 to 1.
7. Likelihood ratio (L4,L 5)
In order to attain the maximum background rejection
while keeping a high efficiency for real electrons, the vari-
ables f EM , xe
2, s trk , and dE/dx are combined into an ap-
proximate four-variable likelihood ratioL4 for the hypoth-
eses that a candidate electron is signal or background.
Similarly, the variablesf EM , xe
2, s trk , dE/dx, and e t are
combined into an approximate five-variable likelihood ratio
L5 . These likelihood ratios are defined using the Neyman-
Pearson test for signal~e! and background~b! hypotheses,
where an EM cluster is considered to be an electron if it
satisfies
Ln[
pn~xub!
pn~xue!
,k, ~4.3!
wherex is the vector of observables,pn(xuH) is the prob-
ability density forx if the hypothesisH is true, andk is the
cutoff value. The probability densities are computed by
forming the joint likelihood of the four or five variables:
p4~xuH !5p~ f EMuH !3p~xe
2uH !3p~s trkuH !
3p~dE/dxuH !, ~4.4!
FIG. 8. ~a!–~e! Electron identification variables used in theL4
andL5 likelihood ratios,~f! isolation, and~g! and~h! 4-variable and
5-variable likelihood ratios. The open histograms are from electron
candidates fromZ→e1e2 events and the shaded histograms are
from electron candidates from EM clusters in inclusive jet data
~mainly background!. Arrows indicate the position of the cuts on
isolation,L4 , andL5 . All quantities are for the CC region of the
detector only.
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p5~xuH !5p~ f EMuH !3p~xe
2uH !3p~s trkuH !
3p~dE/dxuH !3p~e tuH !, ~4.5!
wherep(yuH) is the probability density for a single variable
y if the hypothesisH is true. These signal and background
hypotheses are constructed respectively from inclusiveZ
→e1e2 data and inclusive jet production.
The distributions associated with all the above variables
for electrons in the CC region of the detector are shown in
Fig. 8.
8. Selection
Based on these quantities, four classes of electron candi-
dates are defined:~i! extra-looseelectrons are defined as ob-
jects satisfyingf EM>0.9,I,0.3, andxe2,300; ~ii ! minimal
electrons are defined as objects satisfyingf EM>0.9 andI
,0.1; ~iii ! looseelectrons are defined as the subset of the
extra-loose sample that satisfies the additional requirements
I,0.1 andL5,0.5 for CC and EC clusters; and~iv! tight
electrons are defined as the subset of the extra-loose sample
that satisfies the additional requirementsI,0.1 and L4
,0.25(0.3) for CC~EC! clusters.
The loose definition is used for the final selection in the
dilepton channels (ee,em,en). The tight definition is used
for the final selection in the1 jets channels.
9. Efficiency
The efficiencies for electron identification are obtained by
using theZ→ee mass peak. The procedure is based on a
sample of events from theEM1-EISTRKCC-ESCtrigger ~see
Table V! that has two reconstructed electromagnetic clusters,
each withET>20 GeV. From this sample, one of the elec-
tron candidates, denoted as the ‘‘tag,’’ is required to be a
good electron (xe
2<100,I<0.15). If the other electromag-
netic cluster, denoted as the ‘‘probe,’’ satisfiesI<0.1, then
the invariant mass of the pair,m(tag,probe), is recorded.
This is done separately for probes in the CC and EC regions
of the calorimeter. The number of entries in theZ boson mass
window, 80 GeV/c2,m(tag,probe),100 GeV/c2, with
background subtracted, and in the instrumented region of the
central tracking system, defines the number of true electron
probes@69#. The track finding efficiency« trk is defined as the
ratio of the number of true electron probes with a track to the
total number of true electron probes. This efficiency varies
with the number of interactions per event~see Secs. III and
IX A 7 !. Typical values are 82.761.1% for electrons in the
CC and 85.261.0% in the EC. The electron identification
efficiencies, given in Table VI, are defined by the ratio of the
number of true electron probes with a reconstructed track
that pass the given identification requirements to the total
number of true electron probes with a reconstructed track.
These efficiencies do not include geometric factors due to
uninstrumented fiducial regions of detector. The geometrical
acceptance for electrons in the DØ detector is (87.6
60.5)% in the CC and (79.261.4)% in the EC.
10. Misidentification rate (Rmis )
The electron misidentification rates (Rmis) given in Table
VI are measured from a sample of QCD multijet events that
contained one electromagnetic cluster passing the extra-loose
electron identification requirements defined above. From this
sample of extra-loose electron candidates, the fraction pass-
ing the loose/tight electron identification is obtained sepa-
rately for the CC and EC regions of the calorimeter and
defined to be the rate for an extra-loose electron candidate to
pass the loose/tight criteria. Note that the multijet back-
grounds due to electron misidentification are handled differ-
ently in thee1 jets analyses and are discussed in Secs. VII A
and VII B.
B. Muon identification
Muon tracks are reconstructed using the muon system
PDTs. Additional information about the interaction vertex,
matching tracks in the central tracker, and minimum ionizing
traces left in the calorimeter is also available.
As noted in Sec. II, the decay products from thet̄ pair
are emitted at central rapidities and the muon identification is
therefore restricted to the central~WAMUS! portion of the
DØ muon system,uhu<1.7. Due to inefficiencies caused by
radiation damage, the forward muon region~EF! with 1.0
<uhu<1.7 was not used in these analyses for run 1a~'10
pb21! or the early part of run 1b~'49 pb21!. The chambers
were subsequently cleaned and returned to full efficiency for
the remainder of run 1b and run 1c. In the discussion below,
the pre-cleaning period of run 1b is denoted as ‘‘preclean’’
and the post-cleaning period as ‘‘postclean.’’
Several categories of muons are used in the analyses. The
primary categories correspond to the selection ofis lated
muons arising dominantly fromW→mn decay andnoniso-
lated ~tag! muons fromb→m1X decays. Isolation implies a
separation of the muon track from nearby jet activity. Iso-
lated muons fall into two categories,tight and loose. The
selection requirements for the three types vary slightly over
time and are summarized in Tables VII–IX for run 1a, run 1b
~preclean!, and run 1b1c ~postclean! respectively. Tight and
loose muons share most requirements except that tight
muons have the additional requirements of an impact param-
ter cut and a minimum magnetic field path length~see be-
low!. The pT and DR(m, jet) requirements for isolated
muons are characteristic of what is expected fromW→mn
decay. The selection requirements for tag muons are very
similar to those for loose-isolated muons except for the lower
momentum threshold ofpT>4 GeV/c and the nonisolation
requirement ofDR(m, jet),0.5. ThesepT and DR require-
TABLE VI. Definition of loose and tight electron identification
criteria and the corresponding efficiencies~Eff! and misidentifica-
tion rates (Rmis).
Loose Tight
Region CC EC CC EC
Def L5,.5 L5,.5 L4,.25 L4,.3
Eff~%! 88.061.6 63.862.3 81.161.0 51.461.8
Rmis(%) 4.660.1 8.060.1 2.260.1 4.060.3
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ments select muons characteristic of those expected from
heavy-flavor decays.
The momentum of the muon is computed from the deflec-
tion of the muon trajectory in the magnetized toroid. The
momentum calculation uses a least squares method that con-
siders seven parameters: four describing the position and
angle of the track before the calorimeter~in both the bend
and nonbend views!, two describing the effects due to mul-
tiple scattering, and the inverse of the muon momentum 1/p.
This seven-parameter fit is applied to sixteen data points:
vertex position measurements along thex and y directions,
the angles and positions of track segments before and after
the calorimeter and outside of the iron, and two angles~one
in the bend view, one in the nonbend view! representing the
deflection due to multiple Coulomb scattering of the muon in
the calorimeter. Energy loss corrections are applied using the
restricted energy loss formula parametrized inGEANT @70#.
The muon momentum resolution depends on the amount
of material traversed, the magnetic field integral, and the
precision of the measurement of the muon bend angle. As
noted in Sec. II, the resolution function shown in Eq.~2 1!,
was based on studies ofZ→mm data. The first term in the
resolution function reflects multiple Coulomb scattering in
the iron toroids and is the dominant effect for low momen-
tum muons. The second term reflects the resolution of the
muon position measurements. The muon momentum scale
was calibrated usingJ/c→mm andZ→mm candidates and
has an uncertainty of 2.5%.
The complete set of identification variables and misiden-
tification rates is discussed below.
1. Muon quality (Q)
For each found track in the muon system, the reconstruc-
tion makes a set of cuts on the number of modules hit, the
impact parameters, and the hit residuals. The number of cuts
which a track fails is defined as the muon quality,Q ~for a
perfect trackQ50). A similar parameter is also produced by
the level 2 trigger. If a track fails more than one~CF! or any
~EF! of the cuts on the above quantities, then it is of insuf-
ficient quality and is rejected. Tracks that have hits only in
the inner layer of the muon system~inside the toroid! are
also rejected. This eliminates almost all hadronic punch-
through from the calorimeter into the muon system. If a
muon track is not bent by the toroid, muon momentum can-
not be measured~as is the case for tracks which only have
hits in the inner layers!.
2. CalmipÕMTC requirement
As a muon passes through the calorimeter it deposits en-
ergy through ionization along its path. This minimum ioniz-
ing trace should match to the track found in the muon and
central tracking systems and can serve as a very powerful
tool for the rejection of backgrounds. During the course of
the run this was used in two ways. For run 1a, it is accom-
plished by checking the energy in the calorimeter towers
along the expected path of the muon: For events in which a
track match is found in the central tracking system within
Dh<0.45 andDf<0.45 of the muon track, an energy de-
posit of at least 0.5 GeV is required in the calorimeter towers
along the track plus its two nearest neighbor towers; for
muons without a central detector track match, at least 1.5
GeV is required~to allow for tracking inefficiencies in the
region nearuhu'1 where the coverage of the central track-
ing system is incomplete!. This requirement is denoted by
‘‘calmip’’ in Tables VII–IX. For data from runs 1b and 1c, a
more sophisticated procedure is employed. This procedure,
denoted ‘‘MTC,’’ is based on muon tracking in the calorim-
eter. The track from the muon system is used to define a path
through the calorimeter to the position of the interaction ver-
tex. A 535 road of calorimeter cells is defined along this
path. Any cell with an energy two standard deviations above
the noise level is counted as hit. The longest contiguous set
of hit cells constitutes the calorimeter track. Muon candi-
dates are required to have tracks with hits in at least 70% of
the possible layers in the hadronic calorimeter. If a track does
not have hits in all the layers, then it is also required that at
least one of the nine central cells in the outermost layer of
the 535 road be hit@69#. These requirements reject both
combinatoric background and cosmic rays. The MTC criteria
cannot be used on the run 1a data because the required in-
formation is not supplied by the 1a reconstruction. For the
m1 jets channels~which use the tight muon identification
criteria! the run 1a raw data were reprocessed, incorporating
TABLE VII. Definitions of and identification efficiencies for
loose, tight, and tag CF (uhu<1.0) muons for run 1a. For calmip/
MTC: em, mm ~loose! and e1 jets/m ~tag! use calmip; m
1 jets/topo~tight! andm1 jets/m ~tight and tag! reprocessed the 1a
data and therefore use MTC. The two efficiencies given for tag
muons reflect inclusion of calmip or MTC requirements respec-
tively.
m id run 1a~CF!
Definition: Loose Tight Tag
pT
m> 15 20 4
Q< 1 1 1
calmip/MTC yes yes yes
IP< 20 cm
*Bdl> 1.83 Tm
DR(m, jet) >0.5 >0.5 ,0.5
Eff ~%! 6466 4667 8066/7766
TABLE VIII. Definitions of and identification efficiencies for
loose, tight, and tag CF (uhu<1.0) muons for run 1b~preclean!.
m id run 1b preclean~CF!
Definition: Loose Tight Tag
pT
m> 15 20 4
Q< 1 1 1
MTC yes yes yes
IP< 20 cm
*Bdl> 1.83 Tm
DR(m, jet) >0.5 >0.5 ,0.5
Eff ~%! 6565 4667 7666
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the needed information. Thus, in Table VII, MTC refers to
the tight identification and the tag identification for them
1 jets channels and calmip refers to the loose identification
and the tag identification for the1 jets/m channel.
3. Impact parameter (IP)
An impact parameter requirement for the muon trajectory
relative to the interaction vertex provides further rejection
against cosmic rays and misreconstructed muons. HereIPBV
and IPNB are the two-dimensional distances-of-closest ap-
proach between the muon and its associated vertex in the
bend and nonbend projections respectively. These are com-
bined in quadrature,IP[AIPBV2 1IPNB2 , and IP is required
to be less than 20 cm.
4. Minimum magnetic path length (*Bdl)
Muons that pass through the thinner part of the iron toroid
near uhu'0.9 have poorer momentum resolution and may
also be contaminated by a small background from punch-
through. Excluding these thin regions, the punchthrough
fraction is,2% and is essentially negligible for muons with
pT.5 GeV/c. The *BW 3d lW requirement ensures that muons
traverse enough field~>1.83 Tm! to provide an acceptable
pT measurement.
5. Isolation
A muon is considered isolated if it is well separated from
any reconstructed jet. Isolation, orDR(m, jet), is the distance
in ~h, f! space between a muon and the nearest 0.5 cone jet
with ET>8 GeV.
6. Efficiency
The total muon-finding efficiency is the product of the
muon geometrical acceptance and the muon identification
ficiency. The muon geometrical acceptance is (73.760.4)%
for the CF and (64.161.1)% for the EF. The total muon-
finding efficiency is well-modeled by a modified version of
DØGEANT. These modifications include input from measured
muon resolutions and efficiencies of the PDTs. The muon
identification efficiency is obtained from this modified ver-
sion ofDØGEANT, but is further corrected to account for time
dependent detector inefficiencies and incorrect modeling of
the muon track finding efficiency. As can be seen in Tables
VII–IX, the muon identification efficiency varies with muon
category and run period.
C. Jets
Jets are reconstructed using a cone algorithm@58,71,72#
with cone sizes,DR([ADh21Df2), of 0.3 and 0.5. The
cone size ofDR50.3 is used only in the level-2 trigger and
for certain aspects of the all-jets analysis~see Sec. VIII!; all
other analyses use a cone size ofDR50.5 to maximize the
efficiency for reconstructingt t̄ events. The algorithm is ex-
ecuted as follows. Starting from anET-ordered list of calo-
rimeter towers, the towers withinDR'0.3 and with ET
.1 GeV are grouped into preclusters. The energy within a
given cone~0.3 and 0.5 for the analyses presented here! cen-
tered on the precluster is summed, and a new ‘‘ET-weighted’’
center is obtained. Starting with this new center, the process
is repeated until the center stabilizes. A jet is required to have
ET.8 GeV. If two jets share energy, they are combined or
split, depending on the fraction ofET shared relative to the
ET of the lowerET jet. If the shared fraction exceeds 50%,
the jets are combined.
FIG. 9. JetET fractional resolution foruhu,0.5. The circles and
solid line correspond to the nominal resolution; the dotted lines are
the systematic uncertainty on the resolution measurement. The stars
correspond to resolutions obtained fromHERWIG1DØGEANT Monte
Carlo simulations, and are used at highET where dijet data are not
available.
TABLE IX. Definitions of and identification efficiencies for loose, tight, and tag muons for CF (uh
u<1.0) and EF (1.0,uhu<1.7) regions for run 1b1c ~postclean!.
m id run 1b1c postclean
Loose Tight Tag
Definition: CF EF CF EF CF EF
pT
m> 15 20 4
Q< 1 0 1 0 1 0
MTC yes yes yes
IP< 20 cm
*BDl> 1.83 Tm
DR(m, jet) >0.5 >0.5 >0.5
Eff ~%! 7363 6865 4967 52616 8464 62615
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The jet energy resolution is obtained from studies ofET
balance in dijet and photon1 jet data in differenth regions
@58#. As shown in Fig. 9, the fractional resolution
@s(ET)/ET# in the central region varies from 20% at a jetET
of 30 GeV to 8% at a jetET of 100 GeV. Resolutions in the
other detector regions are similar. The absolute jet energy
scale is discussed in the following section.
D. Missing E” T „E” T…
Neutrinos escape the detector without interacting. Simi-
larly, muons pass through the calorimeter depositing very
little energy. The presence of a high-energy neutrino can be
inferred from an imbalance in transverse energy or momen-
tum as measured in the calorimeter and muon systems.
Missing transverse energy in the calorimeter,E” T
cal, is de-
fined as
E” T
cal5AE” xcal
2
1E” y
cal2, ~4.6!
where
E” x
cal52(
i
Ei sin~u i !cos~f i !2(
j
DEx
j , ~4.7!
and
E” y
cal52(
i
Ei sin~u i !sin~f i !2(
j
DEy
j . ~4.8!
The first sum is over all cells in the calorimeter and ICD, and
the second sum is over the corrections inET applied to all
electrons and jets in the event~see Appendix A!. The missing
transverse energy (E” T) resolution of the calorimeter is pa-
rametrized as@58#
s~E” T
cal!51.08 GeV10.019( ET , ~4.9!
whereSET is the scalarET , which is defined to be the scalar
sum of all calorimeter cellET values.
For events that contain muons, the transverse momentum
of the muon is subtracted fromE” T
cal to compute the total
missingET :
E” x5E” x
cal2(
i
px
m i, ~4.10!
E” y5E” y
cal2(
i
py
m i. ~4.11!
V. EVENT SIMULATION
The t t̄ signal efficiencies and several rare background
rates are computed via Monte Carlo methods. The primary
event generator for the signal isHERWIG @54# with CTEQ3M
@73# parton distribution functions~PDF!. Tests were also per-
formed with three values ofLQCD, and using the MRSA8
PDF @74#, but no significant variation int t̄ acceptance was
seen.HERWIG chooses the momenta out of the initial hard
scattering according to matrix element calculations and mod-
els initial and final state gluon emission using leading-log
QCD evolution@75#. Each top quark is then made to decay
into a W boson and ab quark, and the final state partons are
hadronized into jets. Underlying spectator interactions are
also included in the model. As a cross-check, acceptances
were also computed using theISAJET @76# event generator
~also using the CTEQ3M PDFs!, and the difference between
the two is incorporated into the systematic uncertainties on a
per channel basis~see Secs. IX A 8 and IX A 9 for details!.
ISAJET also chooses the momenta out of the hard scattering
based on matrix element calculations, but models the initial
and final state gluon emission using Feynman-Field fragmen-
tation @77#.
HERWIG was chosen as the primary generator because it
provides good agreement with data in DØ’s color coherence
@78# and jet-shape@79# analyses. As discussed in Sec. X,
within available statistics, the leptonic top candidates found
in the current analysis are in good agreement with expecta-
tions fromHERWIG. However, it should be noted that version
5.7 of HERWIG ~the version used for the present analyses! is
based on leading-log matrix elements, and is therefore not in
complete agreement with higher-order predictions@80,81#.
HERWIG and ISAJET samples were generated with top
quark masses between 90 and 230 GeV/c2. To increase
event-processing efficiency, two samples were made for each
mass and generator:~i! one in which both of theW bosons
were required to decay leptonically~e,m,t!, from which only
those that resulted in a final state ofee, mm, or em were kept,
and ~ii ! one in which one of theW bosons was forced to
decay leptonically~e,m,t!, from which those with no final
state electrons or muons were rejected, as were one-half of
the dilepton events~in order to preserve the proper branching
ratios!.
For the dilepton channels, backgrounds fromZ→tt, Z
→mm, WW, WZ, and Drell-Yan production are determined
with PYTHIA @82# and withISAJET, and the difference used as
a measure of systematic uncertainty.
Background levels fromW1 jets production are deter-
mined from data. However, as discussed in Sec. VII A, shape
information from theVECBOS @55# Monte Carlo program is
used to determine the survival probability for the latter stages
of the ,1 jet/topo analyses. For them1 jets/m analysis~see
Sec. VII B!, VECBOS is used to determine theZ→mm back-
ground. In both cases, the CTEQ3M@73# PDFs are used.
VECBOSincorporates the exact tree-level matrix elements for
W and Z boson production, with up to four additional par-
tons, and supplies the final state partons. In order to include
the effects of additional radiation and underlying events, and
to model the hadronization of the final state particles, the
VECBOS output is passed throughHERWIG’s QCD evolution
and fragmentation stages. SinceHERWIG requires information
about the color labels of its input partons, both programs
were modified to assign color and flavor to the generated
partons. The flavors are assigned probabilistically by keeping
track of the relative weights of each diagram contributing to
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the process. The color labels are assigned randomly. To esti-
mate the systematic uncertainty, samples were also generated
using ISAJET, instead ofHERWIG, to fragment theVECBOS
partons.
The output of an event generator is typically processed
through aGEANT @70# simulation of the detector~DØGEANT!.
However, such a detailed simulation is extremely computa-
tionally intensive and does not allow for generation of the
necessary high-statistics samples. As a compromise, the full
DØGEANT simulation was run on a large sample of electrons
and hadrons, and the resultant calorimeter showers were
stored in a library@67#. These showers are binned in five
quantities representing the input particle:~i! z vertex position
~6 bins!; ~ii ! h ~37 bins matching calorimeter segmentation!;
~iii ! momentum~7 bins!; ~iv! f region: The calorimeter is
largely symmetric inf, the exceptions being the cracks be-
tween modules in the central electromagnetic calorimeter
and the region through which the Main Ring passes in the
hadronic calorimeter. Hence, there are only two bins inf,
representing the ‘‘good’’ and ‘‘bad’’ regions; and~v! particle
type: Energy depositions in the calorimeter for electrons or
photons and hadrons are stored separately in the shower li-
brary.
A total of 1.2 million events was used to populate the
library. As events are sent through the library version of the
simulation, a shower from the library is selected to model the
calorimeter response of each individual particle. The total
energy of the shower is scaled by the ratio of the energy of
the particle to be simulated to that of the library particle
which created the shower. Since the fullDØGEANT simulation
for muons is not as time-consuming~owing to their
minimum-ionizing nature!, muons are not included in the
shower library but are instead tracked through the detector
just as in the nonlibrary version of the simulation.
For the muon system, the efficiency is overestimated and
the resolution is underestimated byDØGEANT. The next step
in the simulation procedure therefore smears the muon hit
timing information so that the Monte Carlo hit position reso-
lution matches that inZ→mm data, and randomly discards
hits to model the chamber inefficiency more accurately. In
addition, the muon-system geometry in the Monte Carlo
simulation is misaligned in order to reproduce the correct
overall momentum resolution.
For several of the analyses, a final step in the simulation
models the level 1 and level 2 triggers~trigger simulator!. As
discussed in Sec. III, the level 1 trigger is a collection of
hardware elements interfaced to an AND-OR network. The
level 1 simulation therefore consists of simulated trigger el-
ements and a simulated AND-OR network. Level 2 is a soft-
ware trigger that runs in the online data acquisition environ-
ment. The level 2 simulation consists of exactly the same
code but has been ported to the offline environment. The
level 1 and level 2 simulations are typically used as a single
entity, referred to simply as the trigger simulator.
VI. ANALYSIS OF DILEPTON EVENTS
As discussed in Sec. I, theee, em, andmm dilepton sig-
natures are characterized by two isolated high-pT charged
leptons,E” T , and two or more jets~from the b quarks and
initial and final state radiation!. Figures 3 and 5 show Monte
Carlo distributions for the lepton and jetET /pT and uhu, and
the E” T expected int t̄→em events withmt5170 GeV/c2.
Background events with a similar topology are relatively rare
and arise primarily from Drell-Yan production of (Z/g)
1 jets, WW1 jets, and leptonicW1 jets events in which the
second lepton arises from the misidentification of one of the
jets. Therefore, requirements based on the above characteris-
tics form the initial selection for all three channels~ ee
Tables X, XII, and XIV!. Additionally, for the ee and mm
channels there are cuts designed to rejectZ→ee, mm events.
To attack the remaining background, variables were se-
lected based on a series of cut optimization studies. These
are designed to maximize the significance, defined asS
[signal/Abackground, and result in the introduction of a
new transverse energy variable, defined as
HT
e[(
jets
ET1~ leading electronET! ~6.1!
for the eeandem channels and as
HT5(
jets
ET ~6.2!
for the mm channel. The sums are over all jets withET
>15 GeV anduhu<2.5. The optimizedHT
e andHT cut val-
ues are given in the event selection tables in Secs. VI A,
VI B, and VI C. An additional result of the optimization stud-
ies was the requirement that, for thee , em, andmm chan-
nels, there should be at least two jets withET>20 GeV. As
discussed below, both of these requirements are very effec-
tive in distinguishingt t̄ events from background.
In addition to theee, em, andmm channels, a new channel
was introduced that is designed to catch dilepton events in
which one of the leptons either fails thepT requirement or
escapes detection~perhaps by passing through an uninstru-
mented region of the detector!. This ‘‘en ’’ channel selects
events that contain one high-pT electron, significant missing
transverse energy, and two or more jets. The analogousmn
channel has not been considered.
Acceptances for all four dilepton channels were computed
from Monte Carlo events generated by theHERWIG program
for 24 top quark mass values (mt590– 230 GeV/c
2) and
then passed through the full DØ detector simulation~see Sec.
V!. The expected number oft t̄ events passing the selection
for a given channel is
N5s t t̄~mt! (
i 5runs
(
j 5det
A~ i , j ,mt!•Li , j ~6.3!
wheres t t̄ is the theoreticalt t̄ cross section at a top quark
mass ofmt @45#, Li , j is the integrated luminosity for runi
and a pair of lepton detector regionsj ~for ee j5CC
1CC,CC1EC,EC1EC, for em j 5CC1CF,CC1EF,EC
1CF,EC1EF, and formm j 5CF1CF,CF1EF,EF1EF),
and the acceptance,A is
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A5« trig•«pid•«sel•G•B, ~6.4!
where« trig( i , j ,mt) is the trigger efficiency,«pid( i , j ) is the
efficiency for identifying the two leptons,«sel( i , j ,mt) is the
efficiency of the selection criteria,G( i , j ) is the geometric
acceptance, andB is the branching fraction for the sample
being studied. Trigger efficiencies are obtained from data or
Monte Carlo simulations, depending on the channel, and are
discussed in greater detail below. Particle identification effi-
ciencies are obtained from data in the case of electrons~as
discussed in Sec. IV A!, and from a combination of data and
Monte Carlo simulations in the case of muons~a discussed
in Sec. IV B!. The selection efficiencies«sel and geometrical
acceptancesG are calculated from Monte Carlo simulations.
As will be discussed in Sec. X, it is the acceptance, rather
than the expected number oft t̄ events, that is used to calcu-
late thet t̄ cross section. Typical values for acceptance, often
denoted as the ‘‘efficiency times branching fraction’’
(«3B), for all eight leptonic channels, are tabulated in Sec.
X for seven values of top quark mass. The numbers oft t̄
events expected in the four dilepton channels are tabulated in
Secs. VI A, VI B, VI C, and VI D, for the same set of top
quark masses. Systematic uncertainties on the acceptances
are discussed in Sec. IX.
Whenever possible, backgrounds are measured directly
from data. If not, then the backgrounds are determined from
Monte Carlo events in which the initial cross sections are
normalized either to measured or theoretical values:
B5sbkg (
i 5runs
(
j 5det
~« trig•«pid•«sel•G! i , j•Li , j ~6.5!
wheresbkg is the measured or theoretical cross section for
the background under consideration.
A. The eechannel
The signature for an event in theee channel consists of
two isolated high-ET electrons, two or more jets~from theb
quarks and initial and final state radiation!, and significant
E” T ~from the neutrinos!. The trigger for this channel was
~depending on run period! ELE-JET~1a!, ELE-JET-HIGH~1b!, or
ELE-JET-HIGHA~1c!, requiring an electron, 2 jets, andE” T at
level 2 ~see Sec. III for details!. As discussed in Appendix C,
for this analysis Main-Ring events were corrected and not
rejected. Over the complete run 1 data set, these triggers
provided a total integrated luminosity of 130.265.6 pb21.
The event sample passing these triggers consists primarily of
misidentified multijet and heavy flavor events.
The backgrounds to this signature arise from Drell-Yan
(Z/g* ) production that results in a dielectron final state (Z
→ee, Z→tt→ee, and g* →ee), WW→ee, and multijet
events containing one or more misidentified electrons. The
latter background consists primarily ofW(→en)13 jet
events in which one of the jets is misidentified as an electron.
The offline selection cuts and their cumulative effect are
summarized in Table X. After passing the trigger require-
ment, events are required to have 2 electrons~loose electron
identification, see Sec. IV A! with ET.20 GeV and uhu
<2.5. This initial selection has an acceptance («3B) of
(0.2660.03)%~for mt5170 GeV/c
2), and essentially elimi-
nates any background from heavy flavor production and re-
duces the QCD multijet background to a small fraction of the
remaining dominant background fromZ→ee. The number
of Z1n jet events is proportional toas
n , and a similar steep
falloff in jet multiplicity is observed for the other back-
grounds present at this stage. Requiring 2 jets withET
.15 GeV anduhu<2.5 significantly reduces backgrounds
from Z boson, Drell-Yan andWWproduction, and QCD mul-
tijet events. Most of these~Z, Drell-Yan, and QCD multijet!
do not contain high-pT neutrinos. Therefore, a hard cut on
theE” T brings these events to an even more manageable level.
At this point the background is still dominated byZ→ee
events, so the next step requires that the dielectron invariant
mass not be within the mass window of theZ boson~see
Table X!. However, sinceZ→ee events have no realE” T ,
this cut is only made for events withE” T,40 GeV, thereby
reclaiming a considerable amount oft t̄ efficiency. The final
two cuts,HT
e.120 GeV andNjets>2 with ET
jet.20 GeV and
uh jetu<2.5, are obtained through the optimization procedure
discussed in Sec. VI, and provide rejection against the re-
maining background fromZ→tt, WW, and Drell-Yan pro-
duction, and QCD multijet events. Table X shows the num-
ber of data events, expected signal (mt5172.1 GeV/c
2), and
TABLE X. Number of observed and expectede events passing at each cut level of the offline analysis.
Expected number oft t̄ events are formt5172.1 GeV/c
2. Uncertainties correspond to statistical and system-
atic contributions added in quadrature.
Number ofee events at each cut level
Data
Total
sig1bkg
Mis-id
bkg
Physics
bkg t t̄
2e, ET
e.20 GeV, 1e id1trig 416861243 1.960.3
12 jets,ET
jet.15 GeV 112 125636 9.060.08 114635 1.860.3
1E” T
cal.25 GeV 3 3.261.9 0.2360.06 1.561.9 1.560.3
1E” T
cal.40 GeV or
Mee,79 GeV/c
2 or Mee.103 GeV/c
2
2 2.360.5 0.2260.06 0.6260.21 1.560.3
12 jets,ET
jet.20 GeV 2 1.960.4 0.2060.05 0.3960.12 1.460.3
1HT
e.120 GeV 1 1.760.2 0.2060.05 0.2860.09 1.260.2
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expected background surviving at each stage of the selection.
It is clear from this table that theE” T requirement greatly
reduces the background. This is shown in Fig. 10, whereE” T
is plotted vsMee for all the major backgrounds~a!–~d!, for
t t̄ Monte Carlo simulation~e!, and for data~f!. Because of
the presence of two neutrinos, theWW background is not
reduced much by the selection onE” T . It is, however, re-
duced significantly by the jet andHT
e requirements. The ef-
fect of theHT
e cut onWWevents can be seen in Fig. 11~b!,
which gives theHT
e distribution for t t̄→em events, but is
very similar to that fort t̄→ee events. After the above selec-
tion, only oneeecandidate remains.
The Z→ee background is determined entirely from data.
As noted above,Z(→ee)1 jets events have no realE” T , and
due to the excellent electron momentum resolution, anyE” T
observed in the detector will arise from mismeasurement of
jet ET and other noise in the calorimeter. Because of the
extremely high rejection power of theE” T requirement onZ
→ee1 jet events, aE” T mismeasurement rate is determined
from a sample of QCD multijet data selected to closely
match the jet requirements in this analysis:>2 jets, ET
.20 GeV, HT.70 GeV~where the remaining 50 GeV con-
tribution to theHT
e.120 GeV is assumed to originate from
the highest-ET electron!. The fraction of events in this
sample that passes theE” T.25 GeV requirement is taken as
theE” T mismeasurement rate~i.e., the fraction of the time that
the detector resolution will result in a falseE” T signal!. Due
to a slight dependence on jet multiplicity, theE” T mismea-
surement rate is determined as a function of theE” T cut and
number of jetsn in the event and is found to be (1.02
60.09)% for n52, (0.86 0.02)% for n53, and (1.12
60.02)% forn54 for E” T.25 GeV; and (0.2060.04)% for
n52, (0.1460.01)% for n53, and (0.1760.01)% for n
54 for E” T.40 GeV. These factors are then applied to the
number of dielectron events that pass all selection require-
ments~including theZ boson mass window cut!, except for
that onE” T , to obtain the total expectedZ→ee background
of 0.05860.013 events. The systematic uncertainty on this
determination is discussed in Sec. IX.
The background from multijet events is also obtained en-
tirely from data. The probability for an extra-loose electron
to pass the loose electron identification criteria~see the elec-
tron misidentification rate discussion in Sec. IV A! is applied
FIG. 10. Scatter plots ofE” T vs Mee for the ee channel:~a! Z
→ee events~b! Z→tt→ee MC events,~c! QCD multijet events,
~d! WW→ee MC events, ~e! t t̄→ee MC signal (mt
5172.1 GeV/c2), and~f! data. The signal region is defined as being
above the solid line in each plot.
FIG. 11. HT
e distributions for theem channel for expected back-
ground~hatched!, expected signal~open!, and data~solid! after all
cuts exceptHT
e.120 GeV~shown by solid vertical line! and 2 jets
with ET
jet.20 GeV ~corresponding to line 6 of Table XII!. Plots
~a!–~c! show the individual contributions of the three leading back-
grounds and give the expected number of events. Plot~d! gives the
expectedt t̄ contribution (mt5170 GeV/c
2), and plot~e! overlays
the total expected background, expected signal, and data~30.1!.
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to both the full run 1 sample~not including Main-Ring, MR,
events! of dielectron events in which one electron candidate
passes the loose identification and the other fails the loose
identification but passes the extra-loose identification, and to
that where both electron candidates fail the loose identifica-
tion but pass the extra-loose identification. The resultant
misidentification background is then scaled up by the
(nonMR1MR)/nonMR luminosity ratio to account for the
misidentification background expected in the MR data.
Backgrounds fromZ→tt→ee, WW→ee, andg* →ee
are obtained fromPYTHIA and ISAJET Monte Carlo samples
via Eq. ~6.5!, and are normalized either to experimental or
theoretical values.
The Z→tt→ee Monte Carlo samples are normalized to
DØ’s Z boson cross section measurement and its measure-
ment ofpT
Z ~to obtain moreZ1 jets events and thus enhance
the final statistics, generator-level cuts are placed onpT
Z)
@83,84# and corrected for theZ→tt andt→en̄ent branch-
ing fractions@85#. Theg* →ee Monte Carlo sample is like-
wise normalized to DØ’s measurement of the Drell-Yan
(g* →ee) cross section in the dielectron mass range
30 GeV/c2<Mee<60 GeV/c
2 @86#. The WW→ee Monte
Carlo samples are normalized to theory@87#, and a 10%
uncertainty is assigned@88#.
For theZ→tt→ee background, the associated jet spec-
trum in PYTHIA, HERWIG, andISAJET does not agree with that
found in theZ→ee data. This is corrected by incorporating
the jet cut survival probabilities from theZ(→ee)1 jet data
~where theHT cut is taken as 70 GeV, as in the mismeasured
E” T calculation! rather than from Monte Carlo simulations.
As described in the previous section, thet t̄ acceptances
are computed via Eq.~6.4! using Monte Carlo events gener-
ated withHERWIG and passed through the DØ detector simu-
lation ~see Sec. V!. The trigger efficiency is obtained from
Z→eedata but cross checked with the trigger simulator~see
Sec. V!. Both approaches result in a trigger efficiency of
9961% @68#.
The acceptance values after all cuts for seven top quark
masses~for all channels! are given in Sec. X. The expected
numbers oft t̄ events, determined via Eq.~6.3!, are given in
Table XI for each of these seven masses. Finally, a cross
section of 2.464.6 pb is obtained for theechannel.
To test the robustness of the background predictions, com-
parison is made of data and expectations in regions domi-
nated by background~i.e., at earlier steps along the selection
chain!. Making use of Eqs.~6.3!–~6.5! for the different
stages of the selection, Table X shows that the expectation
from background andt t̄ compares well with what is ob-
served in the data at the various stages of the selection pro-
cedure.
B. The eµ channel
The signature for an event in theem channel consists of
one high-ET isolated electron, one high-pT isolated muon,
two or more jets~from theb quarks and initial and final state
radiation!, and significantE” T ~from the neutrinos!. The trig-
ger for this channel required one of the following level 2
terms to be satisfied:~i! ELE-JET~1a!, ELE-JET-HIGH~1b!, or
ELE-JET-HIGHA ~1c!, which required an electron, 2 jets, and
E” T ; ~ii ! MU-ELE~1a and b! or MU-ELE-HIGH~1c!, which re-
quired an electron and a muon; and~iii ! MU-JET-HIGH~1a and
b! or MU-JET-CENT~1c!, which required a muon and a jet.
Details of these triggers are discussed in Sec. III. Main-
Ring events are not included in this analysis. Over the com-
plete run 1 data set, these triggers provided a total integrated
luminosity of 112.6 4.8 pb21.
The backgrounds to this signature arise from Drell-Yan
production oftt which can lead toem final states (Z→tt
→em and g* →tt→em), WW→em, and multijet events
containing an isolated muon and a misidentified electron.
The latter background consists primarily ofW(→mn)13 jet
events, where one of the jets is misidentified as an electron.
Backgrounds containing a real electron and a misidentified
isolated muon, and those containing both a misidentified
electron and a misidentified isolated muon were discussed in
Ref. @58# and found to be negligible.
The offline selection cuts and their cumulative effect are
summarized in Table XII. After passing the trigger require-
ment, events are required to have>1 electron~loose electron
identification, see Sec. IV A! with ET.15 GeV, uhu<2.5
and>1 muon~loose muon identification, see Sec. IV B! with
pT.15 GeV/c. This initial selection has an acceptance
(«3B) of 0.6860.15% formt5170 GeV/c2. At this stage,
the background is dominated by QCD multijet events con-
taining a jet misidentified as an electron and a nonisolated
muon from the semi-leptonic decay of ab or c quark. This
background is reduced significantly by requiring the muon to
be isolated,DR(m, jet).0.5. To further reduce the misiden-
tification background, the next two steps requireE” T
.10 GeV andE” T
cal.20 GeV. The cut onE” T
cal is particularly
effective against background fromW(→mn)1 jets events
~where one of the jets is misidentified as an electron! due to
the fact thatE” T
cal provides a measure of the transverse mo-
TABLE XI. Expected number ofee signal and background
events after all cuts in 130.2 pb21. Uncertainties are statistical and
systematic contributions added in quadrature. The systematic uncer-
tainty on the total background includes correlations among the dif-
ferent background sources.
Expected number ofee events in 130.2 pb21
top MC mt (GeV/c
2)
140 2.3460.34
150 1.96 0.29
160 1.6260.23
170 1.2560.18
180 1.0260.15
190 0.7960.12
200 0.6260.09
Z→tt→ee 0.0860.06
multijet ~mis-id e! 0.2060.05
Z→ee 0.0660.01
WW→ee 0.0960.03
DY→ee 0.0660.03
Total background 0.4860.10
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mentum of theW boson since both of its decay products
deposit little or no energy in the calorimeter. Studies also
show that QCD multijet events that contain a highly electro-
magnetic jet~misidentified as an electron! which gives rise to
an isolated muon from the semi-leptonic decay of ab or c
quark, can easily enter this analysis@as canW(→mn)1 jets
events where there is significant bremsstrahlung from the
muon as it passes through the EM calorimeter#. Such events
typically have thee andm very close in~h, f! space, and a
requirement ofDR(e,m).0.25 effectively eliminates this
class of misidentification background.
After the above requirements, the background is primarily
from Z→tt→em events and, to a lesser extent, fromWW
→em events. The jets associated with these processes arise
from initial state radiation~recoil! and are therefore softer in
ET than theb jets in at t̄ event. In addition, as noted above
~see Sec. VI A!, the number ofZ1n jet events is propor-
tional to as
n , and a similar steep falloff in jet multiplicity is
observed for the Drell-Yan~and presumablyWW! back-
grounds. Requiring two jets withET
jet.15 GeV anduh jetu
<2.5 significantly reduces these backgrounds and that from
QCD multijet production. The final cuts onHT
e.120 GeV
and Njets>2 for ET
jet.20 GeV anduh jetu<2.0 are obtained
through the optimization procedure discussed in Sec. VI and
provide further rejection against the remaining backgrounds.
After the above selection, threeem candidates remain in the
data.
Table XII shows the number of data events, expected sig-
nal (mt5172.1 GeV/c
2), and expected background surviv-
ing at each stage of the selection. It is clear from this table
that the HT
e cut is the most effective cut during the final
stages of the analysis. This is also shown in Fig. 11, where
the HT
e distributions are given for the three major back-
grounds~a!–~c!, for t t̄ Monte Carlo~d!, and for data super-
imposed on the total background and expectedt t̄ signal ~e!.
As in the case of theee channel, the background from
multijet events is obtained entirely from data. The probabil-
ity for an extra-loose electron to pass the loose electron iden-
tification criteria~see the misidentification rate discussion in
Sec. IV A! is applied to the full run 1 sample ofem events,
where the electron candidate passes the extra-loose electron
identification but fails the loose electron identification, with
all the other kinematic cuts applied. As shown in Table XIII,
the QCD multijet~misidentifiede! background is determined
to be 0.0860.12 events.
Background estimates forZ→tt→em, WW→em, and
g* →em events are obtained via Eq.~6.5! using normalized
PYTHIA and ISAJET Monte Carlo samples. TheZ→tt→em
Monte Carlo samples are normalized to DØ’s measurement
of s(pp̄→Z1X)B(Z→ee) and the associated measurement
of pT
Z @83,84#, and incorporate theZ→tt, t→en̄ent , and
t→mn̄mnt branching fractions@85#. The g* →tt Monte
Carlo sample is likewise normalized to DØ’s measurement
of the Drell-Yan (g* →ee) cross section in the dielectron
TABLE XII. Number of observed and expectedm events passing at each cut level of the conventional
analysis. Expected number oft t̄ events are formt5172.1 GeV/c
2. Uncertainties correspond to statistical and
systematic contributions added in quadrature.
Number ofem events passing cuts
Data
Total
sig1bkg
Mis-id
bkg
Physics
bkg t t̄
ET
e.15 GeV, pT
m.15 GeV
1e id1m id1trig 130 9367 5062 3966 4.360.9
1DR(m, jet).0.5 60 5966 17.860.9 3866 3.460.7
1E” T.10 GeV 41 3863 13.560.7 21.463.3 3.460.7
1E” T
cal.20 GeV 22 21.862.2 4.560.4 14.062.1 3.260.6
1DR(e,m).0.25 20 19.562.2 2.360.3 14.062.0 3.260.6
12 jets,ET
jet.15 GeV 4 3.460.6 0.3260.14 0.3460.09 2.760.6
1HT
e.100 GeV 4 2.860.5 0.1160.12 0.2460.08 2.560.5
1HT
e.120 GeV 3 2.660.5 0.0860.12 0.2060.08 2.360.5
12 jets,ET
jet.20 GeV 3 2.560.5 0.0860.12 0.1960.10 2.260.5
TABLE XIII. Expected number ofem signal and background
events in 112.6 pb21 after all cuts in the conventional analysis.
Uncertainties are statistical and systematic contributions added in
quadrature. The systematic uncertainty on the total background in-
cludes correlations among the different background sources.
Expected number ofem events in 112.6 pb21
t t̄ MC mt (GeV/c
2)
140 4.0760.88
150 3.3260.72
160 2.7760.60
170 2.2960.49
180 1.8460.40
190 1.4860.32
200 1.1260.24
Z→tt→em 0.1060.09
QCD multijet ~mis-id e! 0.0860.12
WW→em 0.0860.02
DY→tt→em 0.00660.004
Total background 0.260.16
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mass range 30 GeV/c2<Mee<60 GeV/c
2 @86# also incorpo-
rating thet→en̄ent andt→mn̄mnt branching fractions@85#.
The WW→em Monte Carlo samples are normalized to
theory @87#, and a 10% uncertainty assigned@88#.
As for the ee channel, theZ→tt→em Monte Carlo
samples are not used to model the jet andHT
e requirements.
Instead survival probabilities for these cuts are obtained from
Z(→ee)1 jet data.
The t t̄ acceptances are computed via Eq.~6 4! using
Monte Carlo events that are generated withHERWIG and
passed through the DØ detector simulation~see Sec. V!. The
trigger efficiency is obtained from the trigger simulator and
is dependent on the detector region of the electron and muon,
giving (9565)% for CC(e)CF(m), (9365)% for
EC(e)CF(m), (9064)% for CC(e)EF(m), and (9365)%
for EC(e)EF(m). The acceptance values after all cuts for
seven top quark masses~and for all channels! are given in
Sec. X. The expected number oft t̄ events passing this selec-
tion is determined via Eq.~6.3! and are given in Table XIII
for these same seven masses. Finally, a cross section of 6.8
64.6 pb is obtained for them channel.
C. The mm channel
The signature for an event in themm channel consists of
two isolated high-pT muons, two or more jets~from the b
quarks and initial and final state radiation!, and significant
E” T ~from the neutrinos!. The trigger for this channel required
one of the following level 2 terms to be satisfied:MU-JET-
HIGH~1a and 1b!, MU-JET-CAL~1b!, MU-JET-CENT~1b and 1c!,
or MU-JET-CENCAL~1b and 1c!. Each of these required a muon
and one jet at level 2~see Sec. III for details!. Main-Ring
events are not included in this analysis. Over the complete
Run 1 data set, these triggers provided a total integrated lu-
minosity of 108.564.7 pb21.
The backgrounds to this signature arise from Drell-Yan
production with dimuon final states (Z→mm, Z→tt
→mm, andg* →mm), WW→mm, and multijet events con-
taining misidentified isolated muons. The latter background
consists primarily of four-jet events where the semi-leptonic
decay ofb and/orc quarks results in two muons that pass the
isolation requirement, and ofW(→mn)13 jet events where
one of the jets gives rise~through the semi-leptonic decay of
a b or c quark! to a muon that passes the isolation require-
ment.
The offline selection cuts and their cumulative effects are
summarized in Table XIV. After passing the trigger require-
ment, events are required to have two muons~loose muon
identification, see Sec. IV B! with pT.15 GeV/c and uhu
<1.0 (uhu<1.7 in run 1bc postclean! and one jet withET
jet
.20 GeV anduhu<2.5. This initial selection has an accep-
tance («3B) of 0.35% (mt5170 GeV/c2). At this stage, the
dominant background is from cosmic rays. This is minimized
by rejecting tracks that are back-to-back in bothh andf:
Df~mW 1 ,mW 2!,165° for uh~mW 1!1h~mW 2!u,0.3. ~6.6!
It is necessary to exclude background fromJ/c→mm. As
discussed below, the muon momentum resolution prohibits
an efficient cut onMmm at theZ boson mass peak. However,
at lower muonpT , it is an effective quantity and is used to
reject low-mass pairs resulting from high-pT J/c production
with recoil jets:Mmm.10 GeV/c
2 is required. At this stage,
the background is dominated by QCD multijet events rich in
heavy flavor with muons originating from semi-leptonic de-
cays ofb or c quarks. By requiring both muons to be isolated
@DR(m, jet).0.5#, this background is reduced to a negli-
gible level. The remaining background is mainly from events
containing isolated dimuons fromZ/g* andWWproduction.
The jets associated with these processes arise from recoil and
are thus softer inET than theb jets in a t t̄ event. Also, as
noted in Sec. VI A, the number ofZ1>n jet events is pro-
portional toas
n , and a similar steep falloff in jet multiplicity
is observed for the Drell-Yan andWWbackgrounds. The next
step in the analysis therefore requires a second jet withET
.20 GeV anduhu<2.5, reducing the dimuon background
from these sources. The requirement ofHT.100 GeV is ob-
tained through the optimization procedure, as discussed in
Sec. VI, and provides further rejection against the remaining
background, leaving only the contribution fromZ→mm at a
non-negligible level.
TABLE XIV. Number of observed and expectedmm events passing at each cut level of the offline
analysis. Shown are results for run 1b11c ~CF-CF! only. Expected number oft t̄ events are formt
5172.1 GeV/c2. Uncertainties correspond to statistical and systematic contributions added in quadrature.
number ofmm events passing cuts
Data
Total
sig1bkg
Mis-id
bkg
Physics
bkg t t̄
2m, pT
m.15 GeV/c, 1m id
1trig11 jet, ET
jet.20 GeV 606 174650 1.660.2
1Df(mW 1 ,mW 2),165° for uhm11hm2u,0.3 207 146 42 1.560.2
1Mmm.10 GeV/c
2 ~J/c rej! 165 187643 4069 146642 1.560.2
1DR(m, jet).0.5 105 136 39 0.7060.33 134639 0.960.1
12nd jet,ET
jet.20 GeV 19 13.6 8.0 0.2260.10 12.768.0 0.7260.09
1HT.100 GeV 6 5.163.3 0.0360.02 4.563.3 0.5360.07
1Z fit prob(x2),1% 1 0.960.3 0.0360.02 0.4260.16 0.4860.06
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As noted above, because of limitations on the momentum
resolution of the DØ muon system, the invariant mass peak
of the Z boson is smeared and a simple cut onMmm is inef-
fective in reducing this background. Instead, rejection is
achieved using the result of ax2 minimization procedure that
involves a refitting of the muon momenta with a constraint
that the transverse momentum of the dimuon system balance
the remaining transverse energy in the event:
x25
S 1pm12 1pm10 D
2
s2S 1pm1D
1
S 1pm22 1pm20 D
2
s2S 1pm2D
1
@E” x
cal2~pm1
0 !x2~pm2
0 !x#
2
s2~E” x
cal!
1
@E” y
cal2~pm1
0 !y2~pm2
0 !y#
2
s2~E” y
cal!
, ~6.7!
with the constraint thatMmm5MZ :
MZ
252~pm1
0 pm2
0 2pW m1
0
•pW m2
0 ! ~6.8!
wherepm i is the measured momentum for thei-th muon,pm i
0
is the fitted value ofpm i , s(1/pm i) is the measured muon
momentum resolution@see Eq.~2.1!#, E” x
cal andE” y
cal are thex
andy components ofE” T
cal, ands(E” x
cal) ands(E” y
cal) are their
measured resolutions@ ee Eq.~4.9!#. Thisx2 is minimized as
a function ofpm1
0 and pm2
0 . An event is considered to be a
Z→mm candidate, and is thus rejected, if Prob(x2).0.01.
This procedure is also used to removeZ→mm background
from the t t̄→m1 jets1m tag channel~see Sec. VII B!.
Table XIV shows the number of observed events, ex-
pected signal~for mt5172.1 GeV/c
2), and expected back-
ground surviving at each stage of the selection. It is clear
from this table that theHT and Prob(x
2) cuts provide sig-
nificant background rejection in the final stages of the analy-
sis. This is shown in Fig. 12, whereHT vs Prob(x
2) is plot-
ted for Z→mm andZ→tt→mm MC events~a!, ~b!, for t t̄
MC events~c!, and for data~d!.
Onet t̄→mm candidate survives the above selection. Both
muons in the event are central, and each track has the maxi-
mum of ten hits in the muon chambers, the case where the
momentum resolution is best modeled and understood. An
interesting feature of this event is that all the muons and jets
are in one hemisphere inf in the detector, leaving onlyE” T in
the other half; this topology is highly unlikely to come from
the main background ofZ→mm production.
The background from multijet events is determined en-
tirely from data. The probability for a jet to give rise to an
isolated muon is determined separately for the CF and EF
regions of the muon system using a sample of multijet
events. These probabilities are then applied to the jets in a
sample of muon~loose identification, see Sec. IV B! 1 jet
events to obtain the background expected fromW(→mn)
1 jets, QCD multijet production, andZ→tt→m1hadrons
where the second muon originates from the semi-leptonic
decay of ab or c quark from initial or final state radiation.
In a manner analogous to the background calculations
used for theee and em channels, backgrounds fromZ
→mm, Z→tt→mm, WW→mm, and g* →mm are ob-
tained via Eq.~6.5! from PYTHIA and ISAJET Monte Carlo
samples which are normalized to experimental or theoretical
values. In particular, theZ→tt→mm MC samples are nor-
malized to the DØZ boson cross section measurement but
incorporateZ→tt andt→mn̄mnt branching fractions from
elsewhere@85#. Similarly, theg* →mm Monte Carlo sample
is normalized to DØ’s measurement of the Drell-Yan (g*
→ee) cross section in the dielectron mass range
30 GeV/c2<Mee<60 GeV/c
2 @86#. The WW→mm Monte
Carlo sample is normalized to theory@87# and a 10% uncer-
tainty assigned@88#.
As for the ee and em channels, theZ→tt→mm Monte
Carlo samples are not used to model the jet andHT require-
ments. Instead, survival probabilities for these cuts are ob-
tained fromZ(→ee)1 jet data.
As described in Sec. VI, thet t̄ acceptances are computed
via Eq. ~6.4! using Monte Carlo events that are generated
with HERWIG and passed through the DØ detector simulation
~Sec. V!. The trigger efficiency is computed using data-
derived trigger turn-on curves applied tot̄ Monte Carlo
simulations and is determined to be (956 )%. Theaccep-
tance values after all cuts for seven top quark masses~and
for all channels! are given in Sec. X. The expected numbers
of t t̄ events passing this selection are determined via Eq.
~6.3! and are given in Table XV for these same seven masses.
Finally, a cross section of 2.168.8 pb is obtained for themm
channel.
FIG. 12. Scatter plots ofHT vs Prob(x
2) for themm channel:~a!
Z→mm background,~b! Z→tt→mm background,~c! t t̄→mm
signal, and~d! data. The signal region is shown in the upper left
corner of each plot@Prob(x2),1%, HT.100 GeV#.
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To test the robustness of the background predictions, com-
parisons are made between the data and expectations in re-
gions dominated by background~i.e., at earlier steps along
the selection chain!. Equations~6.3!–~6.5! give, for the dif-
ferent stages of the selection, the results in Table XIV, which
show that the expectation from background andt t̄ compares
well with what is observed in the data at the various stages of
the selection procedure.
D. The en channel
Theen channel is based on the assumption that one of the
W bosons decays toen and that the remainingt t̄ decay prod-
ucts conspire to give rise to significantE” T
cal ~.50 GeV!. As
can be inferred from Figs. 3 and 4, this is most probable for
eeandem events but will also occur in some fraction of the
e1 jets events. To eliminate overlap with the dilepton chan-
nels, it is further assumed that forem(ee) events, the muon
~second electron! is either too low inpT(ET) to pass the
selection or escapes detection. The signature for an event in
the en channel is therefore one, and only one, high-ET elec-
tron, two or more jets~from the b quarks and initial and
final-state radiation!, and very largeE” T ~from the neutrinos
and possibly a lost lepton!. The virtue of this channel is that
it can recover some of thet t̄ cross section not seen by the
other channels. Indeed, investigatingHERWIG t t̄ Monte Carlo
events~at mt5170 GeV/c
2), the finalen sample is found to
consist of one-half dilepton~eeandem) events, one-thirde
1 jets events, and one-sixthe1hadronic-tau events.
The trigger for theen channel required one of the follow-
ing level 2 terms to be satisfied~see Sec. III!: ~i! ELE-JET~1a!,
ELE-JET-HIGH~1b!, EM1-EISTRKCC-MS~1b! or ELE-JET-
HIGHA~1c!, all of which required an electron, 2 jets, andE” T ;
and ~ii ! MISSING-ET~1ab! or MISSING-ET-HIGH~1c!, both of
which required only very largeE” T
cal. Note that Main-Ring
events were not included in this analysis. Over the complete
run 1 data set, these triggers provided a total integrated lu-
minosity of 112.364.8 pb21.
The primary backgrounds to this signature arise from
W(→en)12 jet events and QCD production of three-jet
events where one jet is misidentified as an electron and the
E” T is an artifact of jetET mismeasurement. An additional
source of background isWW1n jets production where one
of the W bosons decays toen and, in the case ofn50 or 1,
the other W decays hadronically. Similarly, backgrounds
from WZ1n jets also contribute, but to a lesser extent.
The offline selection cuts and their cumulative effects are
summarized in Table XVI. After passing the trigger require-
ment, events are required to have one electron~mi imal elec-
tron identification, see Sec. IV A! with ET.20 GeV and
uhu<1.2. This channel differs from the othert t̄ channels
both in choosing its initial electron identification to be mini-
mal ~loose electron identification is required at a later stage!
and in the restriction of electrons to the CC region of the
calorimeter~to suppress QCD multijet background, which
increases in the forward region!. This initial selection has an
acceptance (e3B) of (11.163.2)% ~for mt5170 GeV/c2).
TABLE XV. Expected number ofmm signal and background
events after all cuts in 108.5 pb21. Uncertainties are statistical and
systematic contributions added in quadrature. The systematic uncer-
tainty on the total background includes correlations among the dif-
ferent background sources.
Expected number ofmm events in 108.5 pb21
t t̄ MC mt (GeV/c
2)
140 1.0260.15
150 0.8860.13
160 0.7860.11
170 0.6760.09
180 0.5460.08
190 0.4460.06
200 0.3360.05
Z→tt→mm 0.0360.03
QCD multijet ~mis-id m! 0.0760.01
Z→mm 0.5860.22
WW→mm 0.00760.004
DY→mm 0.0760.04
Total background 0.7560.24
TABLE XVI. Number of observed and expecteden events passing at each cut level of the offline
analysis. Expected number oft t̄ events are formt5172.1 GeV/c
2. Uncertainties correspond to statistical and
systematic contributions added in quadrature.
Number ofen events passing cuts
Data
Total
sig1bkg
Mis-id
bkg
Physics
bkg t t̄
1e, ET
e.20 GeV, 1min e id1trig 119,263 71.5620.2
1E” T
cal.50 GeV 3941 434674 36.0610.2
11 jet, ET
jet.30 GeV 1422 357661 35.5610.1
12nd jet,ET
jet.30 GeV 192 244.4639.0 92.9616.0 121.2635.6 30.368.6
1MT
W.115 GeV/c2 25 29.364.8 24.464.7 1.060.4 3.961.1
1Df(E”W T,2ndET object)>0.5 12 18.163.0 13.762.9 0.960.4 3.6 1.0
1loosee id 5 4.160.8 0.6960.12 0.7560.35 2.760.8
1 orthogonality to other channels 4 2.960.7 0.4760.15 0.7260.34 1.760.5
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The next step requiresE” T.50 GeV to select high-E” T t t̄
events, reject QCD multijet background, and decrease the
number ofW(→en) and WW events. To further decrease
these backgrounds, two jets withET.30 GeV anduhu<2.0
are required. At this stage the background is dominated by
W(→en)12 jet events and a cut on thee, E” T transverse
mass,MT
W.115 GeV, brings it down to approximately one
event. The transverse mass is defined by
MT
W~e,E” T!5A~ uEW Teu1uE”W Tu!22~EW Te1E”W T!2. ~6.9!
This cut is also effective against QCD multijet background,
being similar to theET
L(5ET
e1E” T) cut which will be de-
scribed in Sec. VII A, and tends to reject events where the
electron is parallel to theE” T in f. The background that re-
mains is dominated by 3-jet events, where one of the jets is
misidentified as an electron and theE” T is an artifact of jetET
mismeasurement. A topological cut,Df(E” T,2
ndET object)
.0.5 rad, rejects two-jet-like events where theE” T is aligned
with one of the jets due to an upward fluctuation of the
highest ET jet or a downward fluctuation of the second-
highestET jet. Note that the electron is treated as a jet in this
ET ordering.
The next step requires that the loose electron identifica-
tion criteria be applied to all electron candidates and brings
the remaining QCD multijet background down to an accept-
able level. The final step in the selection requires, for the
purpose of obtaining a combined cross section, that this
channel be orthogonal with the other top channels with
which it overlaps:ee, em, ande1 jets. This is accomplished
by vetoing any event that passes the selection requirements
of any one of these channels. As shown in Table XVI, four
events pass allen selection requirements. One of the events
has four jets withET.15 GeV, as would be expected for an
,1 jets event, and the remaining three events have only two
jets, which is more characteristic of dilepton events.
The background fromW1 jets is modeled withVECBOS
Monte Carlo distributions that are scaled to match the jet
ET , E” T , and MT
W spectra found in data. The Monte Carlo
sample is normalized to the number ofW(→en)12 jet
events found in data and Eq.~6.5! is used to compute the
expected background of 0.560.3 events, as shown in Table
XVII.
The QCD multijet background estimate is obtained from
data and is defined as the mean of the results from two in-
dependent methods. In the first method, the probability for a
jet to be misidentified as a loose electron is determined from
a sample of multijet data to be (0.009160.0012)% in the CC
region of the calorimeter. This probability is then applied to
the number of jets withET.20 GeV in a sample of three or
more jet events where all requirements except that of elec-
tron identification have been applied. This method results in
an estimate of the QCD multijet background of 0.576
60.077 (stat)60.076 (syst) events. In the second method,
the standard rate for an extra-loose candidate to be misiden-
tified as a loose candidate~see Table VI! is applied to a
sample of electron1 jet events~extra-loose electron identifi-
cation! to which all other kinematic cuts have been applied.
This method results in an estimate of the QCD multijet back-
ground of 0.36760.129 (stat)60.005 (syst) events. The
mean of these two approaches yields an expected QCD mul-
tijet background of 0.4760.15 events, as shown in Table
XVII.
The backgrounds fromWW and WZ events are obtained
via Eq. ~6.5! from PYTHIA Monte Carlo normalized to the
theoretical cross section@87#, and are given in Table XVII.
FIG. 13. Scatter plots ofE” T vs MT
W for the en channel:~a! W
1 jets background,~b! background from multijet events with a misi-
dentified electron,~c! t t̄ signal (mt5170 GeV/c
2), and ~d! data.
The signal region is shown in the upper right corner of each plot
(MT
W>115 GeV/c2, E” T>50 GeV).
TABLE XVII. Expected number ofen signal and background
events after all cuts in 112.3 pb21. Uncertainties are statistical and
systematic contributions added in quadrature. The systematic uncer-
tainty on the total background includes correlations among the
background sources.
Expected number ofen events in 112.3 pb21
t t̄ MC mt (GeV/c
2)
140 2.96 0.88
150 2.6460.77
160 2.06 0.60
170 1.7260.50
180 1.4960.43
190 1.1560.33
200 0.9160.27
WW 0.1660.05
WZ 0.01760.005
W1 jets 0.5460.32
QCD multijet 0.4760.15
Total background 1.1960.38
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As shown in Table XVI, the cuts onE” T
cal andMT
W are most
effective in reducing the background. This is shown in Fig.
13, whereE” T
cal vs MT
W is plotted for theW1 jets and QCD
multijet backgrounds~a!, ~b!, for t t̄ Monte Carlo events~c!,
and for data~d!. It can be seen that the four candidate events
are well inside the signal region and far from the cut bound-
aries.
As described in Sec. VI,t t̄ acceptances are computed via
Eq. ~6.4! using Monte Carlo events generated withHERWIG
and passed through the DØ detector simulation~see Sec. V!.
The trigger efficiency is obtained from the Trigger Simulator
~see Sec. V! and found to be 99.423.1
10.6%. The final acceptan-
ces for seven top quark masses~and for all channels! are
given in Sec. X. The expected numbers oft t̄ events passing
this selection are determined via Eq.~6.3! and are given in
Table XVII for these same seven masses. Finally, a cross
section of 9.167.2 pb is obtained for then channel.
To test the robustness of the background predictions, a
comparison is made between the data and expectations in
regions dominated by background~i.e., at earlier steps along
the selection chain!. Making use of Eqs.~6.3!–~6.5! for the
different stages of the selection, Table XVI shows that the
expectation from background andt t̄ compares well with
what is observed in the data at the various stages of the
selection procedure.
VII. ANALYSIS OF LEPTON ¿JETS EVENTS
As discussed in Sec. I, the lepton1 jets signatures are
characterized by one isolated, high-pT charged lepton,E” T ,
and four or more jets. This signature is similar to that ofW
1jets production. Figures 4 and 6 include Monte Carlo dis-
tributions for the lepton and jetET /pT and uhu, andE” T ex-
pected int t̄ lepton1 jets events. As shown in Table XVIII,
requirements based on these characteristics form the initial
selection for all four channels.
The triggers used to select the candidate events require at
least one high-pT lepton and some combination ofE” T and jet
requirements~see Sec. III for details!. The run ranges and
luminosities for the four channels are given in Table XIX.
The primary background sources areW1multijet produc-
tion and QCD multijet events with a misidentified isolated
lepton and mismeasuredE” T . As indicated in Table XVIII,
the initial selection requires a high-pT tight lepton ~which
dramatically reduces the QCD multijet background!, large
E” T , and several jets.
Figure 14 shows the number of events as a function of the
number of jets in the event fore1 jets inclusive data and for
t t̄ MC events after the initial selection. As can be seen, the
signal to background ratio is still very low. It is, therefore,
necessary to further exploit the differences between signal
and background. The most obvious differences are in the
event topology and the presence or absence of ab quark jet.
Theb quark is inferred in the DØ detector by the presence of
a nonisolated muon~muon tag!. Therefore, two orthogonal
analyses are employed beyond this point:~i! a purelytopo-
logical analysis, which by construction does not contain a
muon tag, and~ii ! an analysis that relies primarily on the
presence of amuon tag, but also makes use of some topo-
logical cuts. These channels are denoted respectively as,
1 jets/topo and,1 jets/m. The initial selection for these
channels is given in Table XVIII.
In order to obtain the most precise measurement of thet t̄
production cross section possible, an optimization was per-
formed to find those topological variables that provide the
best separation between signal and background. This was
accomplished through the use of a random grid search@89#
in which many possible cut points were tested on the signal
and background models. Many variables were investigated in
this way: pT(W)[upW T
Wu, E” T , Njets, h[@ET(lepton)
FIG. 14. Jet multiplicity distribution fore1E” T1 jets data~tri-
angle points! and t t̄ Monte Carlo simulation~hatched histogram!
after initial selection. Trigger inefficiency is not included in the
Monte Carlo samples.
TABLE XVIII. Initial selection for ,1 jets analyses. The
uh(W)u cut is introduced and described in Sec. VII A.
Topological Muon tag
Selection cut e1 jets m1 jets e1 jets m1 jets
1 isol e, ET
e>20 GeV,
uheu<2.01tight e id yes no yes no
1 isol m, pT
m>20 GeV/c,
uhmu<1.7(1.0)1tight m id no yes no yes
m tag veto yes
E” T
cal(GeV) >25 >20 >20
E” T(GeV) >20 >20
uh(W)u <2.0 -
Njets >4 >3
ET
jet(GeV) >15 >20
uh~jet!u <2.0 <2.0
TABLE XIX. ,1 jets run ranges and luminosities. Channel
names are as defined in the text.
e1 jets/topo m1 jets/topo e1 jets/m m1 jets/m
Run range 1a,1b 1a,1b 1a,1b,1c 1a,1b
Lum. ~pb21! 119.5 107.7 112.6 108.0
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1E” T#/@HT(jets)1pT(W)#, two types of aplanarity~A!, and
two types ofHT . Aplanarity is essentially a measure of the
‘‘flatness’’ of an event and is defined to be 3/2 of the smallest
eigenvalue of the normalized laboratory momentum tensor
~M!, where this tensor is defined by@90#
Mi j 5S (
o
po,i po, j D Y S (
o
upW ou2D , ~7.1!
wherepW o is the three momentum of objecto,i,j correspond to
the x,y, and z coordinates, and the objects included in the
sum depend on the type of aplanarity under consideration:~i!
only the jets,A~jets!, and ~ii ! the jets and the reconstructed
leptonicW, A(W1 jets). Large values ofA are indicative of
spherical events, whereas small values correspond to more
planar events. Events due tot t̄ production are quite symmet-
ric as is typical for the decay of a heavy object.W1 jet and
QCD multijet events are more planar, owing primarily to the
fact that the jets in these events arise from gluon radiation.
Analogous to the transverse-energy variable defined for
theeeandem channels, and identical in form to that used for
the mm channel@see Eq.~6.2!#, HT is defined for the lepton
1 jets channels as
HT[(
jets
ET . ~7.2!
The sum is over all jets withET>15 GeV anduhu<2.0 ~re-
call that the mm channel usesuhu<2.5). The second
transverse-energy variable is simply the sum of the standard
HT and the magnitude of theW boson transverse momentum
vector, HT(all)[HT1pT(W). Events due tot t̄ production
tend to have much higher values ofHT than background.
This is due to the fact that the jetET is typically much harder
for jets originating from the decay of a heavy object than are
those from gluon radiation.
The t t̄ sample used in the optimization of all four chan-
nels is generated usingHERWIG with mt5180 GeV/c
2. The
appropriate combination ofW1 jets and QCD multijet events
is used for background. TheZ→mm background to them
1 jets/m channel is not included in the optimization. For the
,1 jets/m channels, both theW1 jets and QCD multijet
background estimates are based entirely on data. For the to-
pological channels, the QCD multijet background is based on
data and theW1 jets contribution is modeled using theVEC-
BOS Monte Carlo simulation. These background samples are
used to investigate the region of phase space remaining after
the initial selection~see Table XVIII!, and thus differ some-
what from the samples used in the full background determi-
nation to be discussed in Secs. VII A and VII B.
All of these variables are studied in pairs and in different
combinations, and for each set of cut points a corresponding
point in the expected„S(signal),B(background)… plane is
found. When all such points are plotted, they define a bound-
ary that maximizes the expected signal for a given back-
ground level, which is termed the ‘‘optimal boundary’’~see,
for example, Fig. 15!. Comparison of the optimal boundaries
for the various combinations of variables shows that the pair
A(W1 jets) andHT provides the best signal to background
ratio for a given signal efficiency.
After determining thatA(W1 jets) andHT are the best
variables, it is necessary to select which cut point~on the
optimal boundary! results in the most precise cross section
measurement. Contours of constant uncertainty on the mea-
sured cross section (ds/s) can be derived from the relation
s5
S
«•L 5
N2B
«•L ~7.3!
where N, S, and B are the number of observed, expected
signal, and expected background events, respectively,« is the
signal efficiency,L is the integrated luminosity, ands is the
measured cross section@91#. The cut points on the optimal
boundary with the smallestds/s and best significance (s/b)
are ~see Fig. 16! ~i! ,1 jets/topo: HT>180 GeV, A(W
1 jets)>0.065; ~ii ! ,1 jets/m: HT>110 GeV, A(W1 jets)
>0.040.
Following the initial selection and optimization it is nec-
essary to make several additional channel-specific require-
ments. These requirements, along with the results and expec-
tations from signal and background, are discussed in the next
two sections~VII A and VII B !.
Acceptances for all four,1 jets channels are computed
from Monte Carlo events generated by theHERWIG @54# pro-
gram for 24 top quark mass values (mt590– 230 GeV/c
2)
and then passed through the full DØ detector simulation~see
Sec. V!. The expected number oft t̄ events passing the se-
lection for a given channel is
N5s t t̄~mt! (
i 5runs
(
j 5det
A~ i , j ,mt!•Li , j ~7.4!
FIG. 15. Results of the random grid search in terms of expected
signal vs expected background for thee1 jets topological analysis
for four possible variable sets:~a! A(W1 jets) andh, ~b! A(W
1 jets), h, and E” T , ~c! A(W1 jets), HT , and E” T , ~d! A(W
1 jets), HT , andpT(W). See text for definitions of these variables.
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where s t t̄(mt) is the theoreticalt t̄ cross section at a top
quark mass ofmt @45#; Li , j is the integrated luminosity for
run i and detector regionj ~CC and EC for electrons, CF and
EF for muons!; and the acceptance is
A~ i , j ,mt!5« trig•«pid•«sel•G•B, ~7.5!
where« trig( i , j ,mt) is the trigger efficiency,«pid( i , j ) is the
efficiency for lepton identification~isolated leptons and
muon tag!, «sel( i , j ,mt) is the efficiency of the selection cuts,
G( i , j ) is the geometrical acceptance, andB is the branching
fraction for the sample in question. Trigger efficiencies are
obtained from data or Monte Carlo events, depending on the
channel, and are discussed in more detail below. Particle
identification efficiencies are obtained from data for the case
of electrons~as discussed in Sec. IV A! and from a combi-
nation of data and Monte Carlo simulations in the case of
muons~as discussed in Sec. IV B!. The selection efficiencies
«sel and the geometrical acceptancesG are obtained from
Monte Carlo events. As discussed in Sec. X, the acceptance,
rather than the expected number oft t̄ events, is used in the
calculation of thet t̄ cross section. Typical values for the
acceptance, often denoted as the ‘‘efficiency times branching
fraction’’ («3B), for all eight leptonic channels, are given in
Sec. X for seven top quark masses. The numbers oft t̄ events
expected in the four,1 jets channels are given in Tables
XXII and XXV, Secs. VII A and VII B for the same set of top
quark masses. The systematic uncertainties on the acceptan-
ces and backgrounds are discussed in Sec. IX.
A. Topological tag
As described in the previous section, the first two stages
of the ,1 jets/topo selection require the-cuts described in
Table XVIII followed by the cuts onA(W1 jets) andHT .
There is, however, one cut in Table XVIII which has not yet
been discussed. This cut onh(W), the pseudorapidity of the
lepton andE” T fit to a W boson hypothesis, is designed to
remove from consideration those regions of phase space
where theW1 jets VECBOSMonte Carlo simulation does not
model theW1 jets data very well. As can be seen in Fig. 17,
the VECBOS prediction is considerably below the data in the
forward region@92#. Therefore, the initial selection requires
that uh(W)u<2.0. It should be noted that only a few percent
of t t̄ events haveuh(W)u.2.0, so this cut does not represent
a serious reduction in acceptance. It should further be noted
that these analyses determine theW1 jets backgrounds pri-
marily from the data. TheVECBOSMonte Carlo simulation is
only used to determine the survival probability for the cuts
on A(W1 jets!, HT , andETL which is the scalar sum of the
leptonET andE” T . As can be seen in Fig. 18, a requirement
of ET
L>60 GeV provides significant rejection against QCD
multijet background while having little effect on thet t̄ sig-
nal.
As noted above, the primary backgrounds to the,
1 jets/topo channels are fromW(→,n)1 jets and QCD mul-
tijet events which contain a misidentified electron or isolated
muon and mismeasuredE” T . The mismeasuredE” T arises pri-
marily from mismeasurement of jetET or vertexz position.
The background calculation proceeds in four steps.
~i! The QCD multijet background is determined as a func-
tion of the inclusive jet multiplicity from data samples in
which theA, HT , h(W), andETL cuts have not been applied.
Because of the different processes that give rise to a misi-
dentified electron or isolated muon, these backgrounds are
handled differently.
FIG. 16. Expected signal vs expected background plots for
A(W1 jets) andHT optimization variables for~a! m1 jets/topo and
~b! e1 jets/m. The solid curves are contours of constant uncertainty
on the cross section (ds/s). Arrows indicate chosen cut points.
FIG. 17. uh(W)u distribution for ,1 jets/topo data~histogram!
for the sum of predicted signal and background~filled circles!, and
background alone~open triangles!, after application of all selection
criteria except theh(W) cut.
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~a! Jets that have a large electromagnetic fraction can
sometimes pass the electron identification criteria and be
misidentified as electrons. To determine the background from
multijet events containing such misidentified electrons and
E” T , one begins with theE” T spectrum fromn11jet (n>0)
events withuh(W)u<2.0 which pass an electron trigger but
fail the full electron identification cuts~mis-id e1E” T
sample!. This sample correctly describes~with sufficient sta-
tistics! theE” T distribution for the QCD multijet background,
but the normalization is not correct since the electron iden-
tification requirement has not been made. The correct nor-
malization is obtained by matching the number of events at
low E” T (E” T<10 GeV) to that found in a complementary
sample that passes the normal electron identification criteria.
RequiringE” T>25 GeV then provides the expected number
of QCD multijet background events to thee1n jet selection.
Uncertainties on this procedure are dominated by the statis-
tics of the samples used and range from 9.5%~13%! for the
run 1a~run 1b! e11 jet selection to 27%~54%! for the run
1a ~run 1b! e14 jet selection.
~b! Muons from the semi-leptonic decay of ab or c quark
are normally accompanied by an associated jet~nonisolated!.
However, occasionally the decay kinematics are such that
there is insufficient hadronic energy to produce a jet. In these
cases the muons from semi-leptonicb andc decays will ap-
pear to be isolated. The probability that a muon originating
from the decay of a heavy quark will appear isolated varies
with jet multiplicity, run period, and detector region, and is
denoted byI mis-id(run,det). Typical CF values are 11% for
m1>1 jet events and 6% form1>2,>3,>4 jet events~the
corresponding EF values are 22% and 15%, respectively!.
For a given jet multiplicity,n, these probabilities are mea-
sured using samples of QCD multijet events withE” T
<20 GeV as the ratio of the number ofisolated-m1>n jet
events to the number of nonisolated-m1(>n11) jet events.
The QCD multijet background is defined by the product of
this probability and the number of nonisolated-m1(>n
11) jet events withE” T.20 GeV. The primary uncertainty
in this method stems from the determination of the above
misidentified muon isolation probabilities. The value of 30%
assigned to this uncertainty is dominated by the statistical
precision of the control sample used to derive the false iso-
lation fraction for four-jet events.
These procedures are carried out for each inclusive jet
multiplicity, thereby providing the expected QCD multijet
contribution to the,1>n jet selections (n51,2,3,4), as de-
fined in Table XVIII. For the,1>4 jet selection, the expec-
tation is 4.462.2 events in thee1 jets/topo channel and
6.4462.08 in them1 jets/m channel.
~ii ! The background fromW(→,n)1 jets is computed by
performing a fit to the jet-multiplicity spectrum that remains
following the subtraction of the QCD multijet background.
Inherent in the fit is the assumption of ‘‘Berends (Njets) scal-
ing’’ @93,94# which suggests that there is a simple exponen-
tial relationship between the number of events and the jet
multiplicity:
s~W1n jets!
s@W1~n21! jets#
5a, ~7.6!
wherea is a constant~for any given jetET and h require-
ments! andn is the inclusive jet multiplicity. For any given
inclusive jet multiplicity i, the number of events which are
observed following the QCD multijet subtraction is given by
Ni
obs5N1
W
•a i 211 f i
top
•Ntop, ~7.7!
where N1
W is the number ofW11 jet events,Ntop is the
number oft t̄ events in the sample, andf i
top is the fraction of
t t̄ events with jet multiplicityi ~obtained from Monte Carlo
simulations!. The values ofNi
obsare plotted in Fig. 19. Fits to
Eq. ~7.7! determine the values ofa given in column 2 of
Table XXI (N1
W and Ntop are also obtained from this fit!.
Oncea is known, the number ofW14 jet events that pass
the initial selection can be determined from the equation
N4
W5N1
W
•a3. ~7.8!
The resultingW1 jets background after the,14 jet selec-
tion is 37.264.5 events for thee1 jets channel and 18.8
63.2 events for them1 jets, as indicated in Table XXI. This
method, solely based on data, is independent of theoretical
calculations ofW1n jet cross sections which have large un-
certainties at high jet multiplicities.
~iii ! For thee1 jets channel only, a correction factor of
1.0960.39 (1.7160.12) is applied to the run 1a~run 1b!
QCD multijet background results to account for trigger dif-
ferences between the background method and the actual data
selection and for the increased luminosity from the inclusion
of the Main-Ring data~see Sec. III and Appendix C! in the
FIG. 18. ET
L distributions fort t̄ Monte Carlo simulations (mt
5170 GeV/c2) ~dashed histogram!, and for QCD multijet data
~solid histogram!, after application of all selection criteria except
those onET
L , A. andHT . The distribution forW1 jets is similar to
that for t t̄ . The solid vertical line atET
L560 GeV indicates the
cutoff value.
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run 1a and run 1b data sets. A similar correction factor of
1.0960.17 (1.2260.06) is applied to the run 1a~run 1b!
W1 jets background. Following these corrections, the back-
grounds to thee14 jets selection are found to be 7.26 .2
events from QCD multijet and 44.868.6 events fromW
1 jets.
~iv! To determine the expected background following the
final three cuts onET
L , A, and HT ~see Table XXI!, a cut
survival probability fis computed for each background. This
probability factor is applied to the results obtained after the
,1>4 jet selections, thus giving the final expected QCD
multijet andW1 jet backgrounds:
N~ total bkg!5N,14 j
QCD
• f QCD1N,14 j
W
• f W ~7.9!
where N,14 j
QCD and N,14 j
W are the QCD multijet andW1 jet
background estimates following the,1>4 jet selections,
and f QCD and f W are the survival probability factors for the
QCD multijet andW1 jets backgrounds respectively.
~a! For thee1 jets channel,f QCD is determined from the
combinedET
L , A, andHT pass rate on a sample of misiden-
tified electron14 jet events that satisfy theE” T and h(W)
requirements.
~b! For them1 jets channel, the prescription is simply an
extension of the QCD multijet background computation de-
scribed above for them1n jet selection. Specifically, the
selection criteria are applied to five-jet events, where the jet
associated with the nonisolated muon is not included in the
A andHT calculations.
For both channels,f W is determined using theVECBOS
Monte Carlo program to measure the final efficiency~includ-
ing the,1>4 jet, ET
L , A, andHT cuts! relative to that for
the,1>4 jet selection. To investigate the systematic uncer-
FIG. 19. Number of events as a function of inclusive jet multi-
plicity for the e1 jets/topo andm1 jets/topo analyses. All cuts have
been applied exceptA and HT . The linear nature of the distribu-
tions is known as Berends scaling. Note that since theET
L cut has
been applied, the values here differ from those in Table XX.
TABLE XX. Number of ,1 jets/topo data events passing at
each cut level. Note that the1 jets luminosity of 90.9 pb21 does
not include recovered Main-Ring data~see Appendix C!—the
Main-Ring contribution is given in parentheses. Similarly, the lumi-
nosity for them1 jets channel does not include run 1a or recovered
Main-Ring data. The Main-Ring contribution plus that from run 1a
is given in parentheses.
e1 jets m1 jets
Lum ~pb21! 90.9 76.6
Njets>1 6604 2127
Njets>2 1225 537
Njets>3 223 124
Njets>4 39 28
ET
L>60 GeV, 39 22
A>0.065, 18 10
HT>180 GeV 7~2! 4~6!
TABLE XXI. Steps in e1 jets/topo andm1 jets/topo background calculation: column 2, row 1 gives the expected number of QCD
multijet background events (,14 jets); column 1, row 2 gives the value ofa determined from the fit to Eq.~7.7!; column 2, row 2 gives
the expected number ofW14 jet events; column 3 gives the trigger and Main-Ring~MR! correction factors; column 4 gives the result of
multiplying column 2 by column 3~step 3 in the text!; column 5 gives theET
L ,_A, HT cut survival probabilities; and column 6 gives the final
expected background obtained by multiplying column 4 by column 5. Note that runs 1a and 1b are treated separately for the1 jets channel
whereas they are treated as a single run for them1 jets channel.
a
Exp # of evts
Steps 1-2
Trigger &
MR corr
Exp # of evts
Step 3
ET
L ,A,HT cut
survival prob.~f !
Exp # evts
Step 4
e1 jets QCD multijet 1a 0.760.8 1.0960.39 0.76 0.91 0.07160.040 0.05460.072
1b 3.762.0 1.7160.12 6.462.0 0.05160.010 0.32560.0119
Total 4.462.2 7.16 2.20 0.37960.13
W1 jets 1a 0.1760.02 5.4561.53 1.0960.17 5.961.9 0.09260.061 0.54460.185
1b 0.1860.01 31.7764.24 1.2260.06 38.968.3 0.09260.061 3.59060.799
Total 37.2164.50 44.868.6 4.13560.899
m1 jets QCD multijet 6.4462.08 13.964.4 0.99360.498
W1 jets 0.1960.02 18.863.2 1.3760.07 25.864.6 0.12960.027 3.32460.911
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tainties associated with this Monte Carlo based procedure,
samples are generated with two differentQ2 scales,MW
2 and
^pT
2(jet)&, and with two different hadronic fragmentation
prescriptions, ISAJET and HERWIG. Comparison with the
background-enriched sample of data indicates thatVECBOS
generated atQ25^pT
2(jet)& and fragmented throughHERWIG
provides the best match. This choice is therefore used to
compute the values off W .
These four steps are summarized in Table XXI.
Figure 20 shows the distribution ofA vs HT for ,1 jets
~combinede1 jets andm1 jets) events for data, theHERWIG
t t̄ Monte Carlo program (mt5170 GeV/c
2), QCD multijet,
andVECBOSW1 jets Monte Carlo events. From this figure it
is clear thatA andHT provide significant discrimination be-
tween signal and background.
As described in Sec. VII,t t̄ acceptances are computed via
Eq. ~7.5! using Monte Carlo events generated withHERWIG
and passed through the DØ detector simulation. The trigger
efficiency for thee1 jets channel is obtained fromW1 jets
data and determined to be 98.224.4
11.8%. For them1 jets chan-
nel, the trigger efficiency is computed using data-derived
trigger turn-on curves applied tot̄ Monte Carlo simulations
and is determined to be 8965%. The acceptance values af-
ter all cuts for seven different top quark masses~and for all
channels! are given in Sec. X.
Following Eq.~7.4!, the expected numbers oft t̄ events in
the ,1 jets/topo channels are given in Table XXII for these
same seven masses. Also shown are the final numbers of
events observed in the data, 9 in thee1 jets channel and 10
in the m1 jets channel. Table XX shows the observed num-
ber of data events passing at the different stages of the se-
lection procedure. Note that for this table, thee1 jets lumi-
nosity does not include Main-Ring data and them1 jets
luminosity does not include run 1a or Main-Ring data. Fi-
nally, the cross sections obtained from thee1 jets/topo and
m1 jets/topo channels are 2.862.1 pb and 5.6 3.7 pb, re-
spectively.
B. m tag
The initial selection for,1 jets/m events is described in
Sec. VII and summarized in Table XVIII. All events are re-
quired to have am tag as defined in Sec. IV B.
The dominant backgrounds that remain after the initial
selection arise fromW(→,n)1 jets production, QCD multi-
jet events that contain a misidentified electron or isolated
muon and mismeasuredE” T , and alsoZ(→mm)1 jets for the
m1 jets/m channel.
For events that have no genuine source ofE” T , the pres-
ence of a muon, as a consequence of the muon system’s
modest momentum resolution, may lead to mismeasuredE” T
which is aligned or anti-aligned with the muonpT . Indeed,
in multijet data, the distribution of the anglef between the
muon momentum and the direction of theE” T ,Df(m,E” T),
peaks at 0° and 180°, whereas fort t̄ events this distribution
rises monotonically from 0° to 180° as indicated in Fig. 21.
In order to reduce background from QCD multijet events,
bothm-tag channels make a cut on the allowed region in the
E” T ,Df(m,E” T) plane:
E” T.35 GeV, if uDf~m,E” T!u<25°, for e1 jets,
~7.10!
and,
FIG. 20. Scatter plots ofA vs HT for ,1 jets data~d! compared
to expectations from higher-luminosity samples oft t̄ MC (mt
5170 GeV/c2) ~c!, and QCD multijet~b! and W14 jet MC ~a!
backgrounds. The dashed lines represent the threshold values used
for selection. The effective luminosity given for plot~b! is deter-
mined as the product of the luminosity of the selected multi-jet
sample and the inverse of the appropriate misidentification rate.
TABLE XXII. Observed and expected number of,1 jets/topo
signal and background events after all cuts. Uncertainties shown are
statistical and systematic contributions added in quadrature. The
total background systematic uncertainty includes correlations
among the different background sources.
Lum ~pb21!
e1 jets
119.5
m1 jets
107.7
Observed 9 10
top MC mt (GeV/c
2)
140 12.06 5.20 8.2263.56
150 11.2063.72 7.8362.98
160 10.1162.35 7.1262.40
170 8.9761.61 5.7261.72
180 7.4461.04 4.8061.27
190 5.7060.68 3.8460.92
200 4.6060.47 3.1460.69
W1 jets 4.1460.90 3.3260.91
QCD multijet 0.3860.14 0.9960.50
Total background 4.5160.91 4.3261.04
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Df~m,E” T!,170°
and
uDf~m,E” T!290°u
90°
<
E” T
45 GeV
, for m1 jets. ~7.11!
The effectiveness of these cuts is displayed in Fig. 21, which
shows the distributions in theE” T ,Df(m,E” T) plane for QCD
multijet events andt t̄ Monte Carlo events for bothm-tag
channels.
In addition to the QCD multijet andW1 jets backgrounds
noted above, them1 jets/m channel, by virtue of the fact that
it requires two muons, has a non-negligible background from
Z(→mm)1 jets production. Although the muons fromZ bo-
son decay are, in principle, isolated, there is a small prob-
ability that one of them will overlap with one of the jets in
the event and thus appear to be nonisolated. Them1 jets/m
channel relies therefore on a kinematic fitting procedure to
reduce this background. As described in Sec. VI C, a kine-
matic fit to theZ→mm hypothesis is performed and ax2 is
obtained@see Eqs.~6.7! and ~6.8!#. Events with ax2 prob-
ability greater than 1%,P(x2).0.01, are considered likelyZ
boson candidates and are therefore rejected. As can be seen
in Fig. 22, this procedure provides very good rejection
against theZ(→mm)1 jets background and has essentially
no effect on thet t̄ signal.
The general scheme for background calculation proceeds
in three steps which are first outlined and then discussed in
detail.
~i! Compute the QCD multijet background:~a! For thee
1 jets/m channel, the QCD multijet background is computed
by applying an electron misidentification rate to am-tagged
multijet control sample passing all cuts except tight electron
identification.~b! For them1 jets/m channel, the QCD mul-
tijet background is computed by applying isolated-muon and
muontag misidentification rates to an untagged QCD multijet
control sample passing all other cuts except the isolated
muon requirement.
~ii ! Compute theW1 jets background: For both channels,
the background fromW1 jets events is computed by apply-
ing a muon tag rate to the number of untagged multijet-
subtracted,1>3 jet data events and then subtracting the
expectation fromt t̄ :
NW~bkg!5N~data2QCD!•Ptag2N3
t t̄ ~7.12!
where ‘‘data’’ is the number of events passing all cuts except
m-tag; ‘‘QCD’’ is @the number of~extra-loose-e1>3 jet)/
(>4 jet) events passingE” T , A, andHT cuts#. (e/m mis-id
rate!; ‘‘ Ptag’’ is the probability ~as a function of jetET andh,
and run period! for a jet to contain a tagged muon, and is
determined from QCD multijet data; and ‘‘N3
t t̄ ’’ is the ex-
pected top quark contribution after all cuts and is computed
differently for thee1 jets/m andm1 jets/m channels.~a! For
thee1 jets/m channel, the expected top quark contribution is
determined from data by fitting the jet spectra of the multijet-
subtracted untaggede1n jet data under the assumption of jet
scaling and measuring the excess forn>3. A tag rate derived
from t t̄ MC is applied to this excess to obtainN3
t t̄ . ~b! for
the m1 jets/m channel, the expected top quark contribution
(N3
t t̄) is determined fromHERWIG MC events normalized to
the theoretical cross section@95#.
~iii ! For them1 jets/m channel only, determine the back-
ground fromZ→mm usingVECBOS MC events.
The key elements of this procedure, namely the QCD
multijet background calculations and the parametrization of
the muon-tagging probability, are motivated and developed
below.
The estimation of the multijet background differs some-
what in thee1 jets/m andm1 jets/m channels. The calcula-
tion for thee1 jets/m channel is similar to that used for the
,1 jets/topo channels. Namely, the QCD multijet back-
ground is determined by relaxing the electron identification
criteria and observing the number of additional events that
pass the selection. It is assumed that the number of events in
FIG. 21. Scatter plots ofDf(m,E” T) vs E” T for ~a! e1 jets/m
QCD multijet background,~b! t t̄→e1 jets/m, ~c! m1 jets/m QCD
multijet background, and~d! t t̄→m1 jets/m. The solid lines define
the cut boundaries.
FIG. 22. x2 probability distribution for them1 jets/m channel
after all cuts exceptP(x2): ~a! Z(→mm)1 jets MC and~b! t t̄ MC.
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the extra-loose electron sample,Nl , consists of both real,
Ne , and misidentified~often referred to as ‘‘fake’’!, Nf ,
electrons
Nl5Ne1Nf . ~7.13!
The probability for a real electron to pass from the loose
sample into the tight sample,« t
e , is determined fromZ
→eedata. Similarly, the probability for a misidentified elec-
tron to make this transition,« t
f , is defined as the ratio of tight
to loose electron events in a sample of ‘‘loose electron
11 jet’’ events withoutE” T @69#. These probabilities are de-
termined separately for the CC and EC regions of the calo-
rimeter and are given in Table XXIII. Applying these prob-
abilities to the number of real and misidentified electrons in
the loose sample gives the expected number of events in the
tight sample:
Nt5« t
eNe1« t
fNf . ~7.14!
Equations~7.13! and~7.14! can be solved for the number of
misidentified electron events in the loose sample:
Nf5
« t
eNl2Nt
« t
e2« t
f . ~7.15!
The expected number of misidentified electron events in the
final sample is the product of the number in the loose sample
and the probability for a misidentified electron to pass the
tight requirement,« t
fNf . Values for the CC and EC regions
of the calorimeter are given in Table XXIII. The combined
(CC1EC) QCD multijet background for the1 jets/m chan-
nel, including additional systematic uncertainties~see Sec.
IX ! not given in Table XXIII, is tabulated later in this sec-
tion.
The calculation of the QCD multijet background for the
m1 jets/m channel is an extension of that used for them
1 jets/topo channel. As described in Sec. VII A, the QCD
multijet background calculation for them1 jets/topo analysis
applied the probability for a muon from ab or c quark decay
to appear isolated to the number of nonisolated-m1 jet events
to determine the expected number of misidentified isolated
muon events in the signal sample. Them1 jets/m analysis
extends this by applying an additional tag rate function. This
tag rate function is based on a Monte Carlo sample contain-
ing a high fraction ofb-quark jets, and is parametrized in
terms of the jetET as
h~ET ,run,det!5D~run,det!•tanhS ET215.0 GeV40.0 GeV D
~7.16!
whereD(run,det) is a scale factor that depends on the run
period and detector region under consideration. The QCD
multijet background to them1 jets/m channel is then deter-
mined from the product
NQCD5 (
run,det
(
jets
N0•I mis-id~run,det!•h~ET ,run,det!,
~7.17!
whereN0 is the number of events which pass all selection
criteria except for the isolation requirement on the high-pT m
and the m-tag requirement, andI mis-id(run,det) is the
misidentified-isolated-m probability discussed in Sec. VII A.
The final value, including systematic uncertainties, is tabu-
lated at the end of this section.
The jets produced in association withW boson production
originate primarily from final state gluon radiation. There-
fore, except for a small contribution from gluon splitting
(g→bb̄), W1 jets events are expected to contain very fewb
quarks and thus very few muon tags. In order to estimate this
background, it is assumed that the heavy flavor~b and c
quark! content in W1 jets events is the same as in QCD
multijet events@58#. The expected number ofW1 jets1m
tag events is therefore computed from the product of the
number of untaggedW1 jet events and a muon-tag probabil-
ity ( Ptag)
NW~ tagged!5NW~not tagged!•Ptag. ~7.18!
This probability is defined in a control sample of multijet
events by the fraction of jets that contain a muon within a
cone ofDR50.5 around a jet axis. The control sample con-
sists of events collected with a multijet trigger~JET-MULTI,
see Table V! that have four or more jets reconstructed offline
(ET>15 GeV, hu<2). These events were collected under
essentially the same detector and accelerator conditions as
the signal sample. The multijet and untaggedW1 jets
samples have similar jetET and h distributions, and, since
both samples owe their high jet multiplicity to gluon radia-
tion, they should also have similar quark-flavor content.
This fraction, also known as the tag rate, is parametrized
explicitly as a function of jetET andh, and is handled sepa-
rately for the CF and EF regions of the muon system. Theh
dependence is fit independently for the different run intervals
used in the two analyses~ ee Table XIX!. The tag rate as a
function of jetET andh for muons in the CF region for run
1b is shown in Fig. 23. The tag rate increases with jetET
because higher-energy jets have, on average, higher energy
muons that are more likely to penetrate the calorimeter and
magnet and be detected. The shape of theh distribution is
primarily due to the geometrical acceptance of the muon sys-
tem, but varies somewhat over the different run intervals. As
a function of jetET , the data are fit to the functional form
TABLE XXIII. e1 jets/m QCD multijet background calculation
parameters.
CC EC
Nt 4 1
Nl 8 6
« t
e 0.82860.010 0.45360.015
« t
f 0.02760.009 0.05360.012
Nf 3.2860.11 4.3060.31
« t
f
•Nf 0.08860.030 0.22860.054
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f ~ET!5H A11A2ET1A3ET2 for ET<r,A11A2r1A3r2 for ET.r, ~7.19!
wherer521/2A2 /A3 , and the parametersA1 , A2 and A3
are free. The resulting curves for muons in the CF and EF
regions are denotedf CF and f EF respectively. As a function of
h, the data for muons in the CF region are fit to the func-
tional form
gCF~h,r !5B1,r~11B4,rh
2!@erf~hB2,r1B3,r !
2erf~hB2,r2B3,r !#, ~7.20!
wherer labels the three periods of the run as specified in Sec.
IV B, erf(x)52/Ap*0
x exp(2t2)dt, and the parametersB1,r ,
B2,r , B3,r , andB4,r are free to vary. Similarly, for muons in
the EF region, the data are fit to
gEF~h!5C1$erf@~ uhu2C4!C21C3#
2erf@~ uhu2C4!C22C3#%, ~7.21!
with free parametersC1 , C2 , C3 , andC4 . There is no run
dependence in Eq.~7.21!, since, as noted in Sec. IV B, the
EF region of the muon system was only used during the final
run period ~run 1b1c postclean!. The complete tag rate
function is
Ptag~ET ,h,r !5Dr
CFf CF~ET!g
CF~h,r !
1Dr
EFf EF~ET!g
EF~h!, ~7.22!
where Dr
CF and Dr
EF are constants that normalize the pre-
dicted number of tagged jets in the control sample to the
actual number. The values of the parameters in Eqs.~7.19!–
~7.22! are given in Table XXIV.
The accuracy of this procedure has been studied by com-
paring the predicted to observed number of events having a
tagged jet for a variety of data samples representing different
trigger conditions, physics processes, and jet multiplicities.
These studies are summarized in Fig. 24, which shows the
~observed-predicted!/predicted values for data samples that
originate from nine different triggers~see Table V for the
definitions of these triggers!.
FIG. 23. Parametrization of the muon tag rate, for muons in the
CF region from run 1b, as a function of~a! jet ET and ~b! jet h.
FIG. 24. Tests of the muon tag rate. Shown are~Observed-
Predicted!/Predicted values for data sets that originate from nine
different triggers. Some of the scatter is due to statistics, as indi-
cated by the horizontal error bars; the remainder is ascribed to sys-
tematic effects as described in Sec. IX A 16. The solid vertical line
is the overall mean value and the dashed vertical lines are the un-
certainty on the overall mean.
TABLE XXIV. e1 jets1m tag parameters from Eqs.~7.19!–~7.22!.
f Parameters gCF Parameters gEF Param. Normalization Param.
CF value EF value r 51 r 52 r 53 r 53 r 51 r 52 r 53
A1 20.243E-2 20.902E-3 B1,r 0.386E-2 0.363E-2 0.395E-2 C1 0.349E-2 Dr
CF 249.6 248.7 223.4
A2 0.170E-3 0.847E-4 B2,r 11.5 2.26 4.78 C2 3.92 Dr
EF 528.8
A3 20.397E-6 20.368E-6 B3,r 12.4 2.17 4.85 C3 1.54
B4,r 20.483 20.477 20.198 C4 1.43
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~i! The inclusive multijet samples with minimum jet mul-
tiplicity of two, three, four, and five were taken with the
triggersJET-MIN, JET-3-MON, JET-4-MON, and JET-MULTI, re-
spectively. The last sample, with five jets selected offline, is
a complete subset of the four jet sample used in the actual
tag rate calculation, comprising about one-third of the jets in
the control sample.
~ii ! The electron samples consist of events with a tight
electron candidate, taken with theELE-1-MON ~GIS-DIJET!
trigger for the case of one~two! or more additional jets.
Almost all of the ‘‘electrons’’ are false. The purpose of ex-
amining these events is to check for an excess of tags due to
bb̄ or cc̄ production, where one heavy quark decays to an
electron and the other to a muon. There is no evidence of
such an excess, and none is expected because of the isolation
and highET requirements imposed on the electron.
~iii ! The photon samples consist of events with a tight
photon candidate~see Sec. IV A!, taken with the same trig-
gers as the electron samples. About 30% of theg1>1 jet
events are from direct-photon production and the rest are
from multijet background@96#. The purity is less in theg
1>2 jet data.
~iv! The Z1 jet data were obtained with theEM1-
EISTRKCC-ESCtrigger, by requiring two loose electron candi-
dates including at least one tight candidate. The invariant
mass of the electron pair is required to be between 80 and
100 GeV/c2. The background in this sample is low~10%!;
but unfortunately only four events with a tagged jet survive,
so the statistical uncertainty is quite large.
The horizontal error bars shown in Fig. 24 reflect the
statistical uncertainty on each comparison. As discussed in
Sec. IX, that portion of the scatter that cannot be attributed to
the statistical uncertainty is taken as a measure of the sys-
tematic uncertainty of the tag rate procedure.
The functional dependence of the tag rate is important
only to the extent that the target sample differs from the
control sample. It should therefore be noted that the test
samples with low jet multiplicity have significantly steeper
jet ET spectra than either the control sample or theW1 jets
data after application of theA andHT cuts.
Because these analyses are concerned with the number of
tagged events that remain in a data sample following selec-
tion cuts onHT andA, it is important to confirm that the tag
rate does not depend on these variables in an unexpected
way. Figure 25 shows a comparison of the predicted and
observed numbers of tagged events as a function ofHT and
A for the >3 jet and>4 jet test samples. The aplanarity
distributions are in good agreement. Differences in theHT
distributions suggest that a cut could result in a discrepancy
of a few percent between the predicted and observed number
of events. This is among the contributors to the tag-rate un-
certainty that are discussed in Sec. IX A 16.
As noted in the outline at the beginning of this section,
contamination from QCD multijet andt t̄ events requires that
the background fromW1 jets be computed via Eq.~7.12!.
The QCD multijet contribution to the untagged sample is
estimated by applying the lepton (e/m) misidentification rate
to a sample of (loose-1>3 jet)/(>4 jet) events that have
passed theE” T , A, andHT requirements. Thet t̄ contribution
(N3
t t̄) for the e1 jets/m channel is determined from data by
fitting the jet spectra of the QCD-multijet-subtractede1n jet
data under the assumption of jet scaling and measuring the
excess forn>3. Following the hypothesis of jet multiplicity
scaling, the number ofW1 jet events can be described by a
function of the form
ni5n3
Wa~ i 23!1n3
t t̄ f i / f 3 ~7.23!
whereni is the number of events withi or more jets,n3
W is
the number ofW boson events with three or more jets,f i is
the number of events in thet t̄ MC sample withi or more
FIG. 25. Predicted~histogram! and observed~filled circles! HT
andA distributions in multijet data:~a! HT distributions for>3 jet
data,~b! A distributions for>3 jet data,~c! HT distributions for>4
jet data, and~d! A distributions for>4 jet data.
TABLE XXV. Total observed and expected number of,
1 jets/m events after all cuts.
Lum ~pb21!
e1 jets/m
112.6
m1 jets/m
108.0
Observed 5 6
t t̄ MC mt (GeV/c
2)
140 6.9361.35 4.6561.19
150 6.1861.06 3.3160.83
160 4.5160.73 2.6060.63
170 3.7360.57 2.3460.55
180 3.1160.46 1.8460.43
190 2.4460.36 1.4060.32
200 1.8360.27 1.0860.25
W1 jets 0.7460.30 0.7360.14
QCD multijet 0.3260.26 0.5060.17
Z→mm – 0.1760.08
Total background 1.0560.40 1.4060.23
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jets, anda is a free parameter. A fit to Eq.~7.23! findsn3
t t̄ to
be 19.269.5 events.N3
t t̄ is determined by applying thet t̄ tag
rate (Ptag
t t̄ ) to n3
t t̄ . The t t̄ contribution (N3
t t̄) for the m
1 jets/m channel is determined from theHERWIG MC simu-
lation normalized to the theoretical cross section@95#.
As given in Table XXV, theW1 jets backgrounds for the
e1 jets/m and m1 jets/m channels are determined via the
multi-step procedure above to be 0.7460.30 and 0.73
60.14 events respectively. Systematic uncertainties on the
W1 jets background arise primarily from uncertainties in Be-
rends scaling andt t̄ MC tag rate (e1 jets/m channel only!
and the tag-rate parametrization. These are discussed in Sec.
IX.
The background fromZ→mm to them1 jets/m channel is
determined fromVECBOS Z1 jets Monte Carlo events in a
fashion similar to the Monte Carlo background calculations
used for the dilepton channels@ ee Eq.~6.5!# and is given in
Table XXV.
Backgrounds from single top,WW, and WZ production
were also studied and found to have a negligible contribution
to the total combined background, and therefore are not in-
cluded in this discussion.
The inclusive jet multiplicity spectrum of the,1 jets/m
data obtained prior to enforcing theA andHT requirements
is compared with that for the expected background in Fig.
26. Good agreement is seen in the background-dominated 1
and 2 jet bins, but for 3 or more jets, the excess due tot t̄
production is evident in bothm-tagged channels.
Figures 27 and 28 show the distributions ofA vs HT for
e1 jets/m and m1 jets/m events for data, theHERWIG t t̄
simulation (mt5170 GeV/c
2), QCD multijet data, andVEC-
BOS W1 jets Monte Carlo events. From these figures it is
clear that the cuts onA and HT provide a significant im-
provement in the discrimination between signal and back-
ground for these channels.
As described in Sec. VII, thet t̄ acceptances are computed
via Eq. ~7.5! using Monte Carlo events generated withHER-
WIG and passed through the DØ detector simulation. The
FIG. 26. Inclusive jet multiplicity spectra for,1 jets/m data
~circles! and expected background~triangles! obtained prior to ap-
plying the A and HT requirements. Note that good agreement is
seen for the>1 and>2 jet bins, but the>3 jet bin shows a clear
excess in the data.
FIG. 27. Scatter plots ofA vs HT for the e1 jets/m channel for
~a! VECBOSW1 jets MC background,~b! QCD multijet background,
~c! HERWIG t t̄ MC events (mt5170 GeV/c
2), and~d! data.
FIG. 28. Scatter plots ofA vs HT for them1 jets/m channel for
~a! VECBOSW1 jets MC background,~b! QCD multijet background,
~c! HERWIG t t̄ MC (mt5170 GeV/c
2), and ~d! data. The effective
luminosity given for plot~b! is determined as the product of the
luminosity of the selected multi-jet sample and the inverse of the
muon misidentification rate.
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trigger efficiency for thee1 jets/m channel is obtained from
the Trigger Simulator~see Sec. V! and has been compared
with that found forW1 jets data to estimate its systematic
error, resulting in a value of 9925
11%. For the m1 jets/m
channel, the trigger efficiency is computed in the same fash-
ion as for them1 jets/topo channel using data-derived trigger
turn-on curves applied tot t̄ Monte Carlo events and is de-
termined to be 9625
14%. The acceptance values after all cuts
for seven different top quark masses~and for all channels!
are given in Sec. X~Table XXVII!. Following Eq.~7.4!, the
expected number oft t̄ events in the,1 jets/m channels are
given in Table XXV for these same seven masses. Also
shown in Table XXV are the final numbers of events ob-
served in the data, 5 in the1 jets/m channel and 6 in the
m1 jets/m channel. Finally, the cross sections obtained from
the e1 jets/m and m1 jets/m channels are 6.063.6 pb and
11.366.6 pb, respectively.
VIII. ANALYSIS OF ALL-JETS EVENTS
As noted in Sec. I, the all-jets channel is discussed in
detail in Ref.@56# and is only summarized here.
The signature for the all-jets channel is characterized by
the presence of six or more high transverse momentum jets.
Given the overwhelming nature of the background to this
channel, primarily from QCD multijet production, the chal-
lenge of this analysis is to develop selection criteria that
provide maximum discrimination between signal and back-
ground, together with an estimate of the residual background
in the signal region. Several kinematic and topological prop-
erties of the events were investigated, and neural networks
employed to properly combine all possible sources of dis-
crimination between signal and background. In order to im-
prove the signal to background ratio, the analysis requires
the presence of at least one muon-tagged jet in every event.
Because the data provide an almost pure sample of back-
ground events, the background model is determined entirely
from data. The modeling uses untagged events that are made
to represent tagged events by adding muon tags to one of the
jets in the event. The cross section is determined using fits to
the neural network output, and checked using a conventional
counting method. The cross section obtained formt
5172.1 GeV/c2 is
s t t̄57.362.8~stat!61.5~syst!pb. ~8.1!
This cross section differs slightly from the value reported in
Ref. @56# due to an update of the luminosity normalization.
The significance of the excess oft t̄ signal over background
is estimated by defining the probabilityP of having the ex-
pected background fluctuate up to the observed number of
events. This corresponds to a 3.2 standard deviation effect,
sufficient to establish the existence of at t̄ signal in multijet
final states@56,97#.
IX. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The individual uncertainties which affect the acceptance
and background are discussed below. A discussion of the
treatment of the correlations between the uncertainties can be
found in Appendix E.
A. Sources
1. Luminosity
As noted in Sec. III, the luminosity is determined with the
level 0 hodoscopes and is normalized to a world average
total pp̄ inelastic cross section from CDF@61#, E710 @62#,
and E811@63# Collaborations. The systematic uncertainty on
the luminosity stems from both the level 0 measurement and
the world average totalpp̄ inelastic cross section and is
found to be 4.3%.
2. Energy scale
Uncertainty in the jet energy scale affects the cross sec-
tion determination only via the uncertainty in the relative
scale between data and MC. This uncertainty is determined
by comparingZ(→ee)1 jet events in data and MC@98#.
Events are selected by requiring two electrons withET
>15 GeV, 82 GeV/c2,mee,102 GeV/c
2, and at least one
jet with ET>15 GeV. The azimuthal bisector of the two
electrons is determined and the transverse momentum of the
Z boson is projected along this bisector using the electron
momentum vectors. The jet transverse momenta are also pro-
jected along this bisector with the contribution from each jet
in the event summed to form the jet projection. The jet en-
ergy projection versus theZ→ee projection is plotted for
MC ~HERWIG andVECBOS! and data from run 1b, and a linear
regression fit performed to determine the slope and offset of
each sample. Comparison of the ratios of the slopes~MC/
data! and the differences in the offsets~MC-data! indicate an
uncertainty in the jet energy scale slope of 4% and an uncer-
tainty in the jet energy scale offset of 1 GeV.
3. Electron identification
The procedure for determining the electron identification
efficiencies is discussed in Sec. IV A 9. The primary source
of uncertainty in this technique stems from the method used
to subtract the background under theZ boson mass peak.
Comparison of several different background subtraction
schemes@68# is used to determine the systematic uncertain-
ties given in Table VI.
4. High pT and tag muon identification
As described in Sec. IV B 6, the muon identification effi-
ciencies are determined from a modified version ofDØGEANT
which has additional corrections to account for time depen-
dent detector inefficiencies and incorrect modeling of the
muon track finding efficiency. The time dependent correction
is applied only to run 1a and run 1b~preclean! with an un-
certainty of 5%, arising primarily from statistical consider-
ations. The track finding efficiency correction varied with
detector region with an uncertainty of 1.5% in the CF and
2.2% in the EF, also arising primarily from statistical consid-
erations. The uncertainty arising from the detector simulation
is determined by comparingZ→mm MC events which are
passed through the modified version ofDØGEANT with Z
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→mm data, the difference being a measure of the uncertainty.
This uncertainty varies with run period, detector region, and
muon identification choice, and includes uncertainties from
the muon trigger efficiency. The uncertainties noted above
are added in quadrature to determine the systematic uncer-
tainty on the efficiencies given in Tables VII–IX.
5. e¿ jets trigger
This uncertainty accounts for systematic variations in the
trigger efficiency for those signal and background MC
samples that rely primarily on electron triggers~see Table I!.
The determinations of the trigger efficiencies for each chan-
nel are discussed in the subsections of Secs. VI and VII. For
electron trigger efficiencies determined via the Trigger Simu-
lator (em: signal and all MC backgrounds;en: signal and all
MC backgrounds;e1 jets/m: signal!, the systematic uncer-
tainty is determined by comparing the trigger efficiency of
e1 jet data events~obtained from an unbiased trigger! with
that found passingW(→en)1 jet MC events through the
Trigger Simulator. For electron trigger efficiencies deter-
mined directly from data: for theechannel, comparison of
the Z(→ee)1 jets trigger rate obtained from unbiased data
with that obtained from passingZ(→ee)1 jet MC through
the Trigger Simulator found a difference of 1% which was
taken as a measure of the uncertainty; for thee1 jets chan-
nel, studies of the efficiency variation using different
samples and cuts led to the assignment of an uncertainty of
3%.
6. E” T¿ jets trigger
This uncertainty accounts for systematic variations in the
efficiency of theE” T triggers~see Table IV!. Trigger efficien-
cies from theE” T triggers were obtained from measured
turn-on curves convoluted with kinematics from MC events.
The systematic uncertainty is determined from the differ-
ences in efficiency due to variations in top quark mass~for
signal! and variations in theA andHT of the events~back-
ground!. Note that efficiencies for the muon triggers were
determined from a parametrization of the turn-on curves of
the muon1 jet triggers and the systematics have been folded
into the uncertainty on the muon identification efficiency.
7. Multiple interactions
As discussed in Sec. III, there were, on average, 1.3pp̄
interactions per bunch crossing during run 1, giving rise to
additional minimum bias events produced along with the
high-pT interactions of interest to the present analyses. These
additional minimum bias events were not included in the MC
models although they can contribute to mismeasurement of
the primary interaction vertex and thus to mismeasurement
of lepton and jet transverse energies or momenta. For,
1 jet events, such effects were found to be negligible since
the presence of three or more hard jets from a single inter-
action vertex minimized any potential confusion in determin-
ing the correct vertex. For the dilepton channels the effect is
more pronounced, and a systematic uncertainty is estimated
for all signal and MC-based backgrounds. To make this es-
timate, additional signal and background MC samples were
produced with one and two minimum bias events added. The
efficiencies and background predictions from these samples
are then weighted according to the luminosity distribution of
the run 1 data set and compared to the samples for which no
minimum bias events had been added. The deviations, which
vary significantly from channel to channel and between sig-
nal and background, are taken as an estimate of the uncer-
tainty.
8. t t̄ Monte Carlo generator (kinematics)
The uncertainty on the modeling of kinematic quantities
~high-pT leptons, jets, andE” T) due to imperfections in the
MC generator is based on efficiency differences between the
HERWIG andISAJET generators. This uncertainty is calculated
separately for each channel. The procedure, which is the
same for each channel, is to generate a smooth curve sum-
marizing the observed generator difference~ISAJET-HERWIG/
HERWIG! for top quark masses from 140 GeV/c2 to
200 GeV/c2, ignoring anyb-tag orb-tag-veto cuts. As seen
in Table XXVI, the dilepton channels are parametrized using
a constant relative uncertainty and the lepton1 jets channels
are parametrized using an exponential function of the top
quark mass. The aspect of the generator to which the kine-
matic acceptance is most sensitive is the parton showering.
HERWIG has been shown to reproduce jet properties well at
both the Tevatron@99# and LEP@100#. Reference@99# de-
scribes a study of the topological properties~spectra of
angles and energy distribution among jets! in inclusive three
and four jet events and the authors find that ‘‘@a#part from the
cos(u* ) distributions, theHERWIG event generator provides a
reasonably good description of the data while the differences
between the data and the predictions of@the# ISAJET and
PYTHIA event generators are large in many distributions.’’
9. t t̄ Monte Carlo generator (b-tagging)
In addition to kinematic quantities~high-pT leptons, jets,
andE” T), generator imperfections can contribute to the uncer-
tainty in the probability that a soft muon will be produced
and subsequently pass the identification andpT cuts~see Sec.
IV B !. Potential sources of uncertainty include the branching
fraction ofb→m1X, the branching fraction ofc→m1X for
TABLE XXVI. Smoothed kinematic generator uncertainties for
the eight leptonic channels.
Channel
Relative ucertainty
Fit Applied
ee 5.5% 5%
em 24.9% 5%
mm 3.3% 5%
en 211.1% 12%
e1 jets exp(4.5920.0407mt)
m1 jets exp(0.54620.0120mt)
e1 jets/m exp(20.27920.0150mt)
m1 jets/m exp(20.29320.0124mt)
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cascade decays,b quark fragmentation,B hadron decay form
factors, and uncertainties associated with misidentified tags.
Only the effect of the branching fraction ofb→m1X has
been considered. InHERWIG, all b hadrons decay via a spec-
tator model with a branching fraction to muonsB(b→m)
50.11. The particle data book@85# lists the following inclu-
sive measurements ofB hadron semileptonic branching frac-
tion:
Y(4S) inclusiveB→m 10.360.5%
Y(4S) inclusiveB→, 10.4360.24%
High energy inclusiveB→m 10.760.7%
High energy inclusiveB→, 11.1360.29%.
The errors on the inclusiveB→, branching fraction are
quite small, although theY(4S) and high energy measure-
ments are inconsistent at two standard deviations. The uncer-
tainty due to this variation has been increased to account for
the remaining sources of uncertainty, resulting in the assign-
ment of a fractional uncertainty of 10%.
10. VECBOS
As discussed in Sec. VII A, the,1 jets/topo channels use
VECBOS to determine theA(W1 jets), HT , andETL cut sur-
vival probability for W1 jets backgrounds. The systematic
uncertainty for this procedure is estimated by comparing the
A(W1 jets), HT , and ETL distributions of>2 and >3 jet
events in data andVECBOS ~after adding contributions from
t t̄ and QCD multijet production to theVECBOSsample in the
appropriate proportions!. For >2 jet events, a 6% difference
is seen and for>3 jet events, a 10% difference is seen.
Extrapolated to>4 jet events, a 15% uncertainty is esti-
mated.
11. Background cross section
As described in Secs. VI and VII B, backgrounds deter-
mined from MC simulations have their initial cross sections
normalized to either measured or theoretical values and the
uncertainties are therefore taken from the cited references.
12. Other simulation
This uncertainty accounts for additional, channel specific,
systematic effects due to the simulation and is only included
for the Z→tt background to theee, em, andmm channels
and for the QCD multijet background to theen channel. As
described in Secs. VI A–VI C, the jet cut survival probabili-
ties for theZ→tt→,, backgrounds are obtained fromZ
(→ee)1 jet data. The primary limitation of this technique is
the limited statistics of theZ(→ee)1 jet data set, which is
taken as the dominant uncertainty. As described in Sec. VI D,
the QCD multijet background is obtained as the mean of two
independent procedures. The difference between the two pro-
cedures is taken as a systematic uncertainty.
13. Berends scaling
As noted in Sec. VII A, the assumption ofNjets or Berends
scaling@see Eq.~7.6!# is used by the,1 jets/topo channels to
compute the background fromW1 jets. In order to investi-
gate the validity of this assumption, a number of data sets
were examined:W1 jets, QCD multijet, Z1 jets, photon
1 jets, andVECBOSW1 jets production. For each sample the
number of events with a minimum jet multiplicity ofn21
and n22 was used to predict the number of events with a
minimum jet multiplicity >n. These predictions were com-
pared with observations and the maximum differences are
given in Table XXVII. Based on these values an uncertainty
of 10% is assigned for the uncertainty due to Berends scal-
ing.
As described in Sec. VII B, the calculation of theW
1 jets background for the1 jets/m channel is determined
via Eq. ~7.12! whereN3
t t̄ is obtained by applying thet t̄ tag
rate to the measured excess fore1 3 or more jets as deter-
mined from Berends scaling@Eq. ~7.23!#. In addition to the
uncertainty from Berends scaling of 10%, there is a signifi-
cant uncertainty in thet t̄ tag rate determined from MC cal-
culations, leading to a total uncertainty of 40% which has
been included under the Berends scaling heading for thee
1 jets/m channel. Note that Berends scaling is not used for
the m1 jets/m channel.
14. Electron misidentification rate (mis-id e)
As described in Secs. IV A, VI, and VII B, determination
of the background from multijet events in which a jet is
misidentified as an electron is based on an independent mea-
surement of the electron ‘‘misidentification rate.’’ For thee ,
em, anden channels, these misidentification rates were de-
termined by counting the number of loose electron candi-
dates found in a sample of QCD multijet events containing
one electromagnetic cluster that passed the extra-loose elec-
tron identification requirements. The uncertainties on this
procedure are dominated by the statistics of the extra-loose
electron sample. For thee1 jets/m sample, the misidentifica-
tion rate described in Sec. VII B depends on the jet multi-
plicity from which an uncertainty of 21% was estimated.
Note that for thee1 jets/topo channel, the background from
QCD multijet events is handled differently and did not make
use of an electron ‘‘misidentification rate.’’
15. Mismeasured E” T
As noted in Sec. VI A, for theeechannel the background
from Z(→ee)1 jets is determined directly from data, but
since Z(→ee)1 jet events have no realE” T , a E” T mis-
measurement rate, computed from QCD multijet data as a
function of jet multiplicity, is applied. The uncertainty on
TABLE XXVII. Maximum deviation between predictions from
Berends scaling and observation for several data sets.
Data set Maximum deviation~%!
W1 jets 3.1
QCD multijet ,10
Z1 jets ,4
Photon1 jets ,5
VECBOS W1 jets ,1
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this procedure is obtained by varying the triggers and selec-
tion criteria used to collect the initial multijet sample, and is
assigned a value of 15%.
16. Tag rate
TheW1 jets background to the,1 jets/m channels is ob-
tained, as a function of jetET and h, by multiplying the
number of ~QCD multijet and t t̄ subtracted! untagged,
1 jets events by a tag rate determined from multijet data. As
described in Sec. VII B, the accuracy of the tag rate was
studied by applying it to a number of different data sets and
comparing the predicted and observed values~see Fig. 24!.
Variation not due to statistics is calculated to be 8.2%@69#
and rounded upward to 10%.
17. Muon misidentification rate (mis-idm)
The m1 jets/topo andm1 jets/m channels both employ
the use of an ‘‘isolated muon misidentification rate’’ to de-
termine the background from QCD multijet events. As de-
scribed in Sec. VII A, this misidentification rate is dependent
on the jet multiplicity and is computed from samples of QCD
multijet events withE” T<20 GeV as the ratio of the number
of isolated-m1n jet events to the number ofnonisolated-m
1(n11) jet events. The primary source of uncertainty in
this measurement is the statistical precision of the control
samples, leading to an uncertainty of 30% for the four-jet
samples used for them1 jets/topo channel and 20% for the
three-jet samples used for them1 jets/m channel.
18. m multijet
Both them1 jets/topo andm1 jets/m channels have back-
ground from QCD multijet events which contain a muon
from b or c quark decay that is misidentified as an isolated
muon. Both channels rely on multijet control samples to
model this background. Differences in key kinematic distri-
butions between the multijet control samples and the true
background are accounted for in the uncertainty discussed
here. As discussed in Sec. VII A, the QCD multijet back-
ground to them1 jets/topo channel is obtained by applying a
survival probabilityto pass theET
L , A, andHT cuts ~deter-
mined fromn11 jet data! to ann jet control sample. Com-
parisons of theA andHT distributions for then andn11 jet
sample lead to an estimated uncertainty of 20%. Similarly,
for the m1 jets/m channel, the QCD multijet background is
determined by applying a tag probability to the jets in a
multijet control sample ofnonisolatedm13 jet events on
which all kinematic cuts~including A and HT) have been
applied. Differences in theA and HT distributions between
the multijet control sample and the true background sample
lead to the assignment of an uncertainty of 20%.
19. m tag probability
As described in Sec. VII B, for them1 jets/m channel the
QCD multijet background is determined by applying a tag
probability, derived fromt t̄ MC events, to a multijet control
sample. An uncertainty of 15% is assigned to this tag prob-
ability to account for the fact that the probability is averaged
over the CF and EF detector regions and that the MC sample
has not been subjected to the corrections described in Sec.
IV B 6.
20. Z boson mass fitter (Z fitter)
As described in Secs. VI C and VII B, themm and m
1 jets/m channels reduce their background fromZ→mm
events by cutting on a minimizedx2 fit for the muon pair
mass to giveMZ and forE” T
cal to equal thepT of theZ boson,
in effect ‘‘fitting for the Z.’’ Consideration of the muon mo-
mentum resolution and variation of theE” T resolution param-
etrizations used for both data and MC simulations, lead to
the estimate of a systematic uncertainty of 10% for this pro-
cedure.
Systematic uncertainties on the acceptance~«3B! are
given for all channels in Table XXVIII. Systematic uncer-
tainties for all backgrounds to all channels are given in
Tables XXIX–XXXI.
X. CROSS SECTION RESULTS
The preceding sections describe nine analyses that extract
data samples rich int t̄ events. For an individual channeli,
the cross section is determined from the relation
s~mt! t t̄ ,i5
Ni2~( jBj !
A~mt! i•Li ~10.1!
whereA(mt) is the acceptance~efficiency times branching
fraction! for a top quark mass ofmt , Li is the integrated
luminosity, Ni is the number of observed events, andBj is
the number of expected background events from sourcej.
The efficiency times branching fraction values for all eight
FIG. 29. DØ measuredt t̄ production cross section values for all
channels, assuming a top quark mass of 172.1 GeV/c2. The vertical
line corresponds to the cross section for all channels combined and
the shaded band shows the range of theoretical predictions@45–
47,50#.
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leptonic channels formt5140– 200 GeV/c
2 are given in
Table XXXII. The numbers of observed events, along with
those expected from signal and background, the integrated
luminosity, and the final measured cross sections~for mt
5172.1 GeV/c2) for each channel are summarized in Table
XXXIII. The value of mt5172.1 GeV/c
2 is DØ’s combined
dilepton and lepton1 jets mass measurement@92,101#. The
cross section results for the various channels~and several
combinations! are compared in Fig. 29, and are seen to be in
good agreement with one another and with theoretical expec-
tations @45–47#. Complete details of the 39 observed lep-
tonic events are given in Ref.@102#.
The combinedt t̄ production cross section is determined
from the analog of Eq.~10.1!:
s~mt! t t̄5
( iNi2( jBj
( iA~mt! i•Li , ~10.2!
where the sumi is over all nine channels and the sumj is
over all background sources in all nine channels. Recall~see
Sec. I! that all channels are, by construction, orthogonal. As
discussed in Appendix E, the determination of the cross sec-
tion takes into account the correlated uncertainties between
the inputs to Eq.~10.2!. Plotting the cross section values and
their uncertainties for a range of top quark masses gives the
band shown in Fig. 30. Also shown are the theoretical expec-
tations for thet t̄ cross section as a function ofmt @45–
47,50#. Combining this cross section result with the com-
bined DØ dilepton and lepton1jets mass measurement@92#
gives the point with error bars shown in Fig. 30.
In addition to the final cross section and mass result, it is
also instructive to compare the properties of thet t̄ candidate
events with expectations. These is examined in Figs. 31–34
which show the distributions of thet t̄ candidates~shaded
histograms!, t t̄ Monte Carlo simulations~unshaded histo-
TABLE XXVIII. Efficiency times branching fraction («3B) and statistical and systematic uncertainties~all in percent! for mt
5170 GeV/c2.
ee em mm en e1 jets m1 jets e1 jets/m m1 jets/m All-jets
«3B 0.165 0.349 0.106 0.263 1.288 0.911 0.568 0.371 1.963
Statistical 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.008 0.020 0.046 0.017 0.037 0.151
Energy scale 0.011 0.020 0.008 0.066 0.169 0.137 0.026 0.008 0.112
Electron id 0.008 0.009 0.006 0.044 0.022
High-pTm id 0.033 0.007 0.098 0.048
Tag m id 0.005 0.022 0.022 0.137
e1 jets trigger 0.001 0.018 0.008 0.058 0.028
E” T1 jets trigger 0.046 0.019 0.098
Mult. Int. 0.016 0.057 0.005 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Generator~kin! 0.008 0.017 0.005 0.032 0.126 0.203 0.034 0.034
Generator~b tag! 0.021 0.017 0.057 0.037
Z fitter 0.003 0.019
Total error 0.023 0.074 0.013 0.076 0.225 0.272 0.084 0.086 0.253
TABLE XXIX. Expected run 1 dilepton backgrounds and the corresponding statistical and systematic uncertainties~number of events!.
ee em mm
Zee Ztt WW DYee multijet Ztt WW DYtt multijet Zmm Ztt WW DYmm multijet
No. of evts 0.058 0.081 0.086 0.056 0.197 0.103 0.077 0.006 0.077 0.579 0.030 0.007 0.068 0.068
Statistical 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.011 0.044 0.051 0.006 0.004 0.121 0.141 0.015 0.003 0.030 0.010
Luminosity 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.003 0.000 0.025 0.001 0.000 0.003
Energy Scale 0.020 0.022 0.014 0.026 0.010 0.000 0.133 0.007 0.002 0.016
e id 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.005 0.002 0.000
High pT m id 0.012 0.007 0.001 0.040 0.002 0.001 0.005
e1 jets trig 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.004 0.000
Mult. Int. 0.008 0.009 0.006 0.017 0.012 0.001 0.018 0.001 0.000 0.002
Bkg crsec 0.010 0.009 0.028 0.010 0.008 0.001 0.059 0.005 0.001 0.010
Other Sim 0.050 0.064 0.019
Mis-id e 0.015 0.003
Mis-measE” T 0.009
Z fitter 0.060 0.001 0.000 0.002
Total 0.013 0.056 0.027 0.034 0.046 0.089 0.021 0.004 0.121 0.218 0.026 0.004 0.036 0.010
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gram!, expected background~open triangles!, and expected
signal plus background~solid circles! for various quantities.
Overall, these plots show better agreement between the can-
didate andt t̄ 1background distributions than between the
candidate and the background only distributions.
XI. CONCLUSIONS
Nine analyses have been described which select event
samples dominated byt t̄ production. A total of 39 events are
found in the leptonic channels with an expected background
of 14.062.2. Combining these results with the integrated
luminosity and signal efficiency~at mt5172.1 GeV/c
2), the
t t̄ production cross section for the leptonic channels is de-
termined to be
5.3161.34~stat!61.08~syst! pb. ~11.1!
This cross section differs slightly from the value reported in
Ref. @103# due primarily to an updated luminosity normal-
ization, and to a lesser extent to minor changes in the back-
ground estimation for some channels and to the use of a
slightly different top mass.
For the all-jets channel, summarized in Sec. VIII and de-
scribed in detail in Ref.@56#, a total of 41 events are found
with an expected background of 24.862.4 events. Combin-
ing the leptonic and all-jets channels gives a total of 80 can-
didates with an expected background of 38.863.3 events.
This combination results in at t̄ production cross section of
5.6961.21~stat!61.04~syst! pb. ~11.2!
As can be seen in Fig. 29, thet t̄ production cross sections
obtained for the individual channels are in good agreement
with the combined cross section and with that from theory
@45–47#. And as shown in Fig. 1~b!, the combined cross
section is in excellent agreement with DØ’s previously re-
ported values. The current level of uncertainty on QCD pre-
ictions for thet t̄ production cross section@46,47# is seen in
Fig. 30 to be about60.3 pb, less than 20% of the current
experimental uncertainty. Run II of the Fermilab Tevatron is
expected to provide an experimental uncertainty on thet t̄
cross section of around69% ~'0.6 pb! in 2 fb21, limited by
systematic uncertainties@104#. This will begin to place re-
strictions on the various QCD predictions and provide strin-
gent tests for nonstandard production and decay mecha-
nisms. In the longer term, the systematic limitations on the
measurement of thet t̄ production cross section at the CERN
Large Hadron Collider are expected to be less than 10%
@105#.
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APPENDIX A: ENERGY SCALE CORRECTIONS
Gluon radiation and fragmentation can alter a parton’s
original energy and direction before its remnants interact and
are measured in the calorimeter (Emeas
jet ). Also, accompanying
spectator interactions, not associated with the hard scattering,
can deposit energy within a jet. In addition, fluctuations in
interactions in the detector can provide changes toEmeas
jet . For
example, emitted particles, especially hadrons, can produce
very wide showers in the calorimeter that can affect the frac-
tion of energy (12S) contained within any fixed size cone.
Also, most of the absorber is composed of uranium, the ra-
dioactive decay of which can deposit significant energy in
the calorimeter. Finally, the signal response~R! of the calo-
rimeter to a jet is dominated by any difference of response to
electrons~or photons! relative to charged hadrons@106,107#,
and by any energy deposited in uninstrumented or nonuni-
form parts of the detector. The energy from spectator inter-
actions and uranium noise provides a total offset~O! that
must be corrected.
Other than correcting for spectator interactions, only de-
tector effects are considered in the energy calibration of jets.
A jet’s particle level energy (Eptcl
jet ) is defined as the energy of
a jet found from final state particles using a similar cone
algorithm to that used at the calorimeter level. The calibra-
tion procedure@107# providesEptcl
jet from Emeas
jet through the
relationship
Eptcl
jet 5
~Emeas
jet 2O!
R~12S!
. ~A1!
The calibration is performed separately but identically in
data and in the Monte Carlo simulations, with theO and S
corrections applied to jet energies to extract the particle-level
valuesEptcl
jet .
The offsetO is estimated as follows. The difference inET
density in~h,f! space between single and double-interaction
events, which was obtained with a minimum bias trigger, is
defined to be the contribution of the underlying event to
single interactions. The contribution from noise is obtained
from this same sample by subtracting theET for the under-
lying event from theET density in single interactions. The
total systematic uncertainty for the offset inET density varies
from 100 MeV to 300 MeV, depending on the value ofh.
The showering of a jet’s fragments in the calorimeter
causes energy to leak out of, or into, any jet cone. To quan-
tify this effect, jets are generated using theHERWIG program
@54#, and reconstructed from their original final-state par-
ticles. These are subsequently replaced with electron or had-
ron showers from test beam data, and reconstructed using
FIG. 32. JetET distributions for dilepton~a!–~b! and ,1 jets
~c!–~f! t t̄ candidates~shaded histogram!, t t̄ MC @HERWIG, mt
5170 GeV/c2] ~unshaded histogram!, expected background~open
triangles!, and expected signal plus background~solid circles!. The
dilepton candidate histograms@~a!–~b! shaded# have been multi-
plied by a factor of 0.25 for presentational clarity.
FIG. 33. Jeth distributions for dilepton~a!–~b! and ,1 jets
~c!–~f! t t̄ candidates~shaded histogram!, t t̄ MC @HERWIG, mt
5170 GeV/c2] ~unshaded histogram!, expected background~open
triangles!, and expected signal plus background~solid circles!. The
dilepton candidate histograms@~a!–~b! shaded# have been multi-
plied by a factor of 0.25 for presentational clarity.
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our cone algorithm, thereby defining a jet shower. The total
shower energy is normalized to that of the original final-state
particles. The ratio of the contained shower energy to that of
the original energy ([12S) is calculated as a function of
DR. For central jets withDR50.5, S lies between 0.01 and
0.03, depending on jet energy, with a systematic uncertainty
of 1% on 12S.
The E” T in direct-photon candidate events~composed of
true direct photon events and background dijet events where
a p0 is back to back with a hadronic jet! is used to determine
the response of the calorimeter to jets. Differences in re-
sponse between the photon and the recoiling hadronic system
produce an overall imbalance in transverse energy in the
calorimeter, giving rise toE” T . In these events, the absolute
responseR of the leading jet can be determined from other
well-measured quantities in the event:
R511
E”W T•n̂T
g
ET
g , ~A2!
whereET
g ~.15 GeV! is the transverse energy of the photon
and n̂T is the unit vector along the photon’s transverse mo-
mentum. Since both theET of the photon and the direction of
the probe jet are well-measured, the energy estimatorE8 can
be defined as
E85ET
g cosh~h jet!. ~A3!
Measuring the correlation ofR with E8, andEmeas
jet with E8,
determines the dependence ofRon Emeas
jet .
Backgrounds to direct photons are a source of uncertainty
for this analysis, particularly in collider data. Instrumental
background from highly electromagnetic jets is limited by
tight isolation criteria. The residual bias to the measured re-
sponse is 1.4%. The remaining background consists mostly
of W(→en)1 jets production, and corresponds to about
0.5%.
In the calibration, because of the rapidly falling photon
cross section, energies of central jets are limited to,150
GeV. Exploiting the uniformity of the detector, events with
EC jets are used to measure the response to higher energy
jets. Sensitivity to the number of multiple interactions in an
event results in a 2% systematic uncertainty. Because uncer-
tainties in the measurement of the energy scale of lowET jets
are quite large, a Monte Carlo direct-photon sample is used
for this region, and provides a systematic uncertainty of
about 3.5%.
The total correction is shown in Fig. 35. It rises to a
maximum of 1.18 atET.70 GeV, followed by a slow fall to
1.12 at ET.500 GeV. The upper and lower dashed lines
correspond to one standard deviation upper and lower excur-
sions on the total uncertainty, taken as the addition in quadra-
ture of the independent effects discussed above.
APPENDIX B: MAIN-RING VETO
As noted in Sec. III, particles lost from the Main Ring can
affect the measurements of the outer hadronic calorimeter
and muon system. The primary losses occur every 2.4 sec-
onds when the protons are injected into the Main Ring and
0.3 seconds later as the beam, which is being accelerated,
passes through transition@108#. The injection from the
Booster into the Main Ring causes the bunch to widen, and,
consequently, a greater amount of beam leaks out of the
beampipe. After a few full circuits of the beam in the Main
Ring, the bunch coalesces and is mainly confined to the
FIG. 34. E” T
cal distributions for theee ~a! and e1 jets/topo ~c!
channels, andE” T distributions for theem ~b! andm1 jets/topo and
m1 jets/m ~d! channels:t t̄ candidates~shaded histogram!, t t̄ MC
@HERWIG, mt5170 GeV/c
2] ~unshaded histogram!, expected back-
ground~open triangles!, and expected signal plus background~solid
circles!. Theeeandem candidate histograms@~a!–~b! shaded# have
been multiplied by a factor of 0.25 for presentational clarity. The
measuredE” T for em candidate 58796-7338~417! is 182.9 GeV and
is therefore off scale in plot~b!.
FIG. 35. Total correction to the energy scale for central
(uhu,0.5) jets.
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beampipe. Additional losses need to be accounted for in the
case when the passage of the proton beam coincides with the
pp̄ crossing in the Tevatron~which occurs every 3.5ms!.
With each pass, errant particles from the bunch scatter out-
side the beampipe causing energy deposition in the outer
layers of the calorimeter and multiple tracks in the muon
system. Because the electromagnetic calorimeter and track-
ing systems are shielded from these losses, the electron trig-
gers are not significantly impacted. However, jet and espe-
cially muon triggers are affected, and it is necessary to veto
events from jet,E” T
cal, and muon triggers that occur during
periods of Main-Ring activity. During the course of the run,
several schemes were used to eliminate such events without
introducing unnecessary deadtime:
~i! MRBS-LOSS ~MRBS!: The trigger is disabled for 0.4 s
after a proton bunch is injected into the Main Ring. This
vetoes events during injection and transition and provides a
brief recovery time for the muon and calorimeter systems.
The typical deadtime forMRBS-LOSSveto is'17%.
~ii ! MICRO-BLANK ~MB!: The trigger is disabled for events
where Main-Ring bunches are present during the livetime of
the muon system which is'6800 ns centered on thepp̄
crossing time. The calorimeter livetime is somewhat longer
~'2 ms!, so this is therefore not completely efficient for ve-
toing events with Main-Ring energy in the calorimeter. The
typical deadtime forMICRO-BLANK is '7%.
~iii ! MAX-LIVE ~ML!: The trigger is disabled during periods
of overlap betweenMRBS and MB. This corresponds to the
first few passes of a newly injected beam through the detec-
tor.
~iv! GOOD-CAL ~GC!: The trigger is disabled during peri-
ods of overlap betweenMRBS andMB and duringMB periods
of highest intensity beam leakage. This leakage is measured
by a set of scintillator arrays surrounding the Main-Ring
beampipe upstream of the DØ detector.
~v! GOOD-BEAM ~GB!: The trigger is disabled during peri-
ods of eitherMRBS or MB. GOOD-BEAM is the cleanest pos-
sible running condition.
The Main-Ring veto used for each trigger is given in
Tables I–V. However, by default, all channels required
GOOD-BEAM for the offline analyses. As will be noted in Ap-
pendix C and Secs. VI A and VII A, for theee and e
1 jets/topo channels it is possible to remove this offline re-
quirement onGOOD-BEAM and recover a significant fraction
of the data lost to it.
APPENDIX C: MAIN-RING RECOVERY
As noted in Sec. III, all triggers used in the present analy-
ses, being combinations of electron, muon, jet, andE” T
cal trig-
gers, suffer some loss from the vetoing of events that coin-
cide with activity in the Main Ring. Due to the location of
the Main-Ring beam pipe within the detector, the fine had-
ronic ~FH! and electromagnetic sections of the calorimeter
and the tracking systems are well shielded from this back-
ground, so electron and photon measurements are not signifi-
cantly affected. However, hadronic jet~and thusE” T
cal) and
muon measurements are affected. The effect on the hadronic
calorimeter gives rise to fake jet backgrounds and mismea-
suredE” T
cal arising from either large positive signals, if the
Main-Ring losses coincide with the Tevatron beam crossing
~MICRO-BLANK!, or from large negative signals for Tevatron
beam crossings that were preceded by Main-Ring losses
~MRBS!. In the latter case, the output voltage of the calorim-
eter preamps slowly decreases toward zero, causing the dif-
ference between a peak and the baseline to become negative.
As discussed in the following paragraphs, these effects on
the hadronic calorimetry can be minimized with the proper
corrections. The effect on the muon system is to decrease the
overall muon-finding efficiency by less than 10% during pe-
riods of Main-Ring activity, with most of the inefficiency
localized to the regions near the Main Ring.
The ee, e1 jets/topo, andm1 jets/topo channels all re-
trieve Main-Ring events and correct jets andE” T
cal in the same
way.
Normal jets~those from periods when the Main Ring is
not active@GOOD-BEAM#! typically have at most 10% of their
energy in the outer, coarse hadronic~CH! region of the calo-
rimeter. During periods of Main-Ring activity~MICRO-
BLANK !, a significant enhancement is seen in the number of
jets with f values close to that of the Main Ring (f'1.7),
and the vast majority of these jets have CH energy fractions
between 60 and 90%. Therefore, for jets in the vicinity of the
Main Ring (1.5,f,2.0) that have CH energy fractions
greater than 20%, the CH energy is simply removed@68#.
This correction causes the jetET to be biased low due to the
fact that some ‘‘real’’ CH energy is also removed, but as this
only affects a small fraction~,2%! of jets in Main-Ring
events, it is not a significant concern. Since jets in top quark
events are very energetic, the removal of the CH energy typi-
cally leaves the jetET well above threshold. Therefore, the
loss in efficiency is minimal, affecting only a small fraction
of the 2% of jets in Main-Ring events that are corrected. For
events with large negative signals~MRBS! there is also only a
small reduction in efficiency, so jets in these events are not
corrected.
For E” T
cal the situation is more complicated and requires
corrections for both the large positive signals inMICRO-
BLANK events and the large negative signals inMRBS-LOSS
events. The vast majority of these events are corrected sim-
ply by removing the CH energy from theE” T
cal calculation.
This can be seen in Fig. 36 which showsE” T
cal vs f for MRBS
events. Figure 36~a! is without any correction and shows a
large number of events with largeE” T
cal pointing towards the
Main Ring. As shown in Fig. 36~b!, where the CH energy has
been removed, most of the events with largeE” T
cal pointing
towards the Main Ring have been corrected. Although this
procedure does remove some positive energy that would nor-
mally be included, it does not degrade theE” T
cal resolution
appreciably due to the fact that normal~non-Main-Ring!
events characteristically have a low~,10%! CH energy frac-
tion. Unfortunately, some events with largeE” T
cal in the vicin-
ity of the Main Ring persist after the removal of the CH
energy. These events appear primarily in the region of the
intercryostat detector~ICD! and massless gap~MG!. To cor-
rect such events, a vector sum is calculated for all cells in the
ICD and MG that have negative energy below a given
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threshold, and this vector is then subtracted from theE” T
cal
vector. These thresholds were determined from comparisons
of the negative energy spectra of the ICD and MG cells for
GOOD-BEAM ~non-Main-Ring! andMRBS-LOSSevents@68#. In
addition to removing all unwanted negative energy, as seen
in Fig. 36~c!, this procedure brings theE” T
cal resolution to an
approximately normal level.
APPENDIX D: eµ NEURAL NETWORK ANALYSIS
To further explore this channel, a more sophisticated, in-
dependent analysis is also performed. The basic scheme be-
gins with a loose selection and then uses a neural network
~NN! to maximize the significance.
This newer analysis is based on the same data set and
trigger requirements described in Sec. VI B, and the initial
selection is similar. After passing the trigger requirement,
events are required to have at least 1 loose electron with
ET.15 GeV, uhu<2.5 and at least 1 loose muon withpT
.15 GeV/c. A cut of DR(m, jet).0.5 is then applied to re-
duce background from QCD multijet events containing a
misidentified electron and a nonisolated muon. To remove
QCD multijet events in which a misidentified electron and an
isolated muon arise from the same jet, a cut ofDR(e,m)
.0.25 is applied. As can be seen in Table XXXIV, at this
stage the backgrounds from QCD multijet events containing
a misidentified electron and an isolated muon from the semi-
leptonic decay of ab or c quark andW(→mn)1 jets events
in which one of the jets is misidentified as an electron are
still non-negligible. A cutE” T
cal>15 GeV eliminates the mul-
tijet events with lowE” T
cal and rejects the majority of the
W(→mn)1 jet events@as noted above, forW(→mn)1 jet
events,E” T
cal is a measure of the transverse momentum of the
W boson#. The background at this stage consists primarily of
dijet events with a misidentified electron and an isolated
muon from semileptonicb or c quark decay~note that the
muon momentum contributes to the measuredE” T
cal). This
background is effectively eliminated by requiring two jets
with ET>15 GeV. At this stage the background is a mixture
of QCD multijet @including W(→mn)1 jet events#, Z/g*
→tt→em, andWW→em events. For the remaining stages
of event selection, neural network techniques are used.
The optimal discrimination between signal and back-
ground can be achieved using three separate networks@109#.
Each of these discriminates between the signal and one of
FIG. 36. Effect of Main-RingE” T
cal corrections:E” T
cal vs f for
MRBS events for~a! no correction,~b! CH correction, and~c! total
correction.
TABLE XXX. Expected run 1,1 jets backgrounds and the corresponding statistical and systematic
uncertainties~number of events!.
e1 jets/topo m1 jets/topo e1 jets/m m1 jets/m
W1 jets multijet W1 jets multijet W1 jets multijet W1 jets Zmm multijet
No. of evts 4.135 0.379 3.324 0.993 0.738 0.316 0.726 0.170 0.500
Statistical 0.464 0.139 0.437 0.347 0.044 0.246 0.118 0.036 0.052
Luminosity 0.007
Energy Scale 0.207 0.179 0.017
High-pT m id 0.022
Tag m id 0.010
E” T1 jets trig 0.166 0.002
Mult. Int. 0.000
VECBOS 0.616 0.665
Bkg crsec 0.051
Berends scaling 0.413 0.369 0.292
Mis-id e 0.066
Tag rate 0.074 0.073
Mis-id m 0.298 0.100
m multijet 0.199 0.100
Tag probability 0.075
Z fitter 0.042
Total 0.899 0.139 0.911 0.498 0.304 0.255 0.139 0.081 0.168
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the dominant backgrounds:~i! Network 1~NN1!: t t̄ vs QCD
multijet events; ~ii ! Network 2 ~NN2!: t t̄ vs WW→em
events; and~iii ! Network 3~NN3!: t t̄ vs Z→tt→em events.
Training is performed on large samples of data~QCD multi-
jet! and MC (t t̄ ,WW,Z→tt) events. To reduce bias, these
samples are prepared with a minimal selection criteria of
ET
e>10 GeV, pT
m>10 GeV/c, and Njets>1 with ET
jet
>10 GeV. From these, a small sub-sample of 1000–2000
events is selected at random to provide the training sample.
The number of nodes and the input parameters for each net-
work are selected to maximize discrimination between signal
and background. The best results are obtained using three
identical networks, each with six input nodes, seven hidden
nodes, and one output node. The input parameters, which
consist of five energy and one topological variable for each
of the three networks, are listed below.
~i! Variables used in NN1 and NN2:ET
e , transverse en-
ergy of leading electron;ET
jet2, transverse energy of next to
leading jet;E” T
cal, missing transverse energy as measured by
the calorimeter;HT
jets, scalar sum of jet transverse energies,
HT
jets5 (
all jets
ET
jet , with uh jetu<2.5 and ET
jet>15 GeV;
M (em), electron-muon invariant mass; andDf(em), azi-
muthal separation of the leading electron and muon.
~ii ! Variables used in NN3: same as NN1 and NN2 except
that ET
jet1 replacesET
jet2 ~transverse energy of leading jet!.
Each of the three networks is trained for 2000 training
cycles. Training is started with a set of random weights and
thresholds which are adjusted using back propagation as the
training proceeded. During training the target outputs are set
to unity for signal and zero for background. For simplicity,
the outputs of the three networks,ONN1 ,ONN2 ,ONN3 , are
combined into an overall discriminant,
ONN
comb5
3
1
ONN1
1
1
ONN2
1
1
ONN3
, ~D1!
which gives the probability that a given event is signal. The
output from such a combination is equivalent to that from a
single network that was trained on each of the three different
backgrounds and the signal@109#. Testing on independent
samples found that a requirement ofONN
comb>0.88 maximized
the relative significance~which is defined to be the ratio of
the expected number of signal events to the measured uncer-
tainty on the number of background events!.
After this selection four candidate events remain, three of
which are also selected by the conventional analysis.
Backgrounds and acceptances are estimated in much the
same way as is done for the conventional analysis. The only
real difference is that an additional correction is made for the
effect of multiple interactions. This correction is obtained by
comparing special MC samples with one and two minimum
bias events added with the standard MC samples which have
no minimum bias events added. The acceptance variation is
parametrized as a linear function of the number of interac-
tions and a correction factor is obtained by applying this
function to the distribution of the number of interactions
throughout run 1. A correction factor of 9% was found fort t̄
events; since theZ/g* and WW backgrounds are kinemati-
TABLE XXXI. Expected run 1en and all-jets expected backgrounds~number of events! and the corre-
sponding statistical and systematic uncertainties. Uncertainties labeled Tag rate norm, Tag rate fn, andt t̄ corr
are for the all-jets channel only and correspond respectively to uncertainties associated with the normalization
of the muon tag rate, the functional form of the muon tag rate, and corrections to the background for thet t̄
signal. The systematic uncertainties on the all-jets channel are discussed in detail in Ref.@56#.
en All-jets
multijet
WW WZ W1 jets multijet
No. of evts 0.161 0.017 0.543 0.471 24.8
Statistical 0.028 0.002 0.272 0.103 0.7
Luminosity 0.007 0.001 0.023
Energy scale 0.040 0.004 0.136 1.0
e id 0.004 0.000 0.013
e1 jets trig 0.005 0.001 0.016 0.014
Mult. Int. 0.009 0.001 0.030
VECBOS 0.086
Bkg crsec 0.016 0.002
Other Sim 0.104
Mis-id e 0.034
Tag rate norm 1.2
Tag rate fn 1.2
t t̄ 1.0
Total 0.053 0.005 0.319 0.151 2.4
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cally and topologically similar, they receive the same correc-
tion. The QCD multijet background, being derived from
data, does not require such a correction. The expected num-
bers of signal and background events passing the full selec-
tion are given in Table XXXV. Figure 37 shows a compari-
son of data and the expected signal and background as a
function of neural network output after all initial cuts except
the requirement of 2 jets withET.15 GeV. A cross section
of 9.7565.18(stat)61.95(syst) pb is obtained for the NN-
based analysis which is in agreement with the value of 7.1
64.8 pb obtained for the conventional analysis. Comparison
of acceptances and background expectations between the two
analyses finds the NN analysis with an increase in accep-
tance of 10%~for mt5172 GeV/c
2) for the same back-
ground. Table XXXIV shows the number of data events, ex-
pected signal (mt5170 GeV/c
2), and expected background
surviving at each stage of the selection. As with the conven-
tional analysis, good agreement is seen between what is ob-
served and what is expected.
Systematic uncertainties are handled the same way as in
the conventional analysis and are summarized in Table
XXXVI and, with the exception of the uncertainty on the
efficiency times branching fraction due to the top quark
mass, are discussed in Sec. IX. The value ofmt measured by
DØ is 172.167.1 GeV/c2 @92,101# and the central value is
used in the calculation of the efficiency times branching frac-
tion. This uncertainty of67 GeV/c2 is composed of an un-
certainty of 4.0 GeV/c2 due to jet energy scale, 1.9 GeV/c2
due to thet t̄ MC generator, and 6.1 GeV/c2 due to statistics
and other sources. The effect of these uncertainties is deter-
mined by parametrizing the efficiency times branching frac-
tion as a linear function of top quark mass in the region
between 165 and 180 GeV/c2. This parametrization is used
to convert the above uncertainties onmt into uncertainties on
efficiency times branching fraction. The uncertainties onmt
due to the jet energy scale andt t̄ generator translate into
uncertainties one3B of 3.3% and 1.6%, respectively. These
uncertainties are combined with the other jet energy scale
andt t̄ generator uncertainty contributions~described in Sec.
IX !. The uncertainties onmt due to statistics and from other
sources translate into an uncertainty of 5.8% on«3B, and
are included as a separate source of uncertainty in Table
XXXVI. As discussed for the conventional dilepton analyses,
there is a significant discrepancy between data and MC simu-
lations for the jetET spectra inZ1 jet events. The conven-
tional analyses correct for this by taking the jet cut survival
probabilities from data and applying them to the MC simu-
lations. Such a procedure is not possible with a NN analysis.
Fortunately the primary disagreement between data and MC
simulations is inET
jet2. It is for this reason that the variables
used for NN3 differ from those for NN1 and NN2 in that
NN3 employsET
jet1 instead ofET
jet2. To account for the un-
certainty due to the initial jet cuts ofNjets>2 with ET
jet
>15 GeV, a data versus MC simulations comparison was
made and a difference of 21% was found. This uncertainty is
listed under the category ‘‘Other simulation’’ in Table
XXXVI and is applied only to theZ→tt background.
APPENDIX E: TREATMENT OF UNCERTAINTIES
As shown in Eq.~10.2!, calculation of thet t̄ production
cross section requires as input the number of observed events
found in all channels, the total expected background, the
individual channel acceptance fort t̄ events, and the inte-
grated luminosity for each channel. To simplify the discus-
sion, Eq.~10.2! can be written in the form
s~mt! t t̄5
N2B
AL ~E1!
where
FIG. 37. Distribution of signal1background~vertical hatching!,
background~diagonal hatching!, and data~circles! as a function of
neural network output. All initial cuts have been made except the
requirement of 2 jets withET.15 GeV.
TABLE XXXII. Efficiency3branching fraction~in percent! for all eight leptonic channels formt5140– 200 GeV/c
2. Uncertainties
correspond to statistical and systematic contributions added in quadrature.
mt (GeV/c
2) 140 150 160 170 180 190 200
ee 0.10660.015 0.12960.018 0.15260.021 0.16560.023 0.18760.026 0.19960.028 0.20960.029
em 0.21460.045 0.25260.053 0.30260.064 0.34960.074 0.38960.082 0.42960.092 0.44060.093
mm 0.05560.008 0.06960.010 0.08860.012 0.106 0.013 0.11960.016 0.13360.018 0.13760.018
en 0.15660.046 0.20160.058 0.22460.065 0.26360.076 0.31560.091 0.33560.096 0.36060.104
e1 jets/topo 0.59760.256 0.80160.264 1.036 0.236 1.28860.225 1.47960.197 1.55860.174 1.70360.158
m1 jets/topo 0.45160.194 0.62160.235 0.81060.271 0.91160.272 1.05860.276 1.16460.276 1.29160.278
e1 jets/m 0.36460.069 0.46960.078 0.49160.077 0.56860.084 0.656 0.095 0.70960.099 0.72160.102
m1 jets/m 0.25560.064 0.26260.065 0.29560.071 0.37160.086 0.40560.093 0.42360.096 0.44360.100
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N5(
i
Ni ~E2!
B5(
j
Bj ~E3!
A5
1
L (i AiLi ~E4!
L5(
i
Li , ~E5!
with the sumi being over all nine channels and the sumj
being over all backgrounds.
It is assumed that the backgrounds and acceptances are
subject to the same kinds of uncertainties~see Secs. IX A 1–
IX A 20! and that no correlation exists among the different
uncertainties. With these assumptions, the background error
matrix is given by
dBi j
2 5(
m
dBm i j
2 , ~E6!
where i and j represent the various backgrounds in the dif-
ferent channels~e.g. W1 jets background ine1 jets/topo
channel!, m represents the source of uncertainty~e.g. electron
identification!, and the error matrix for a given uncertainty,
dBm i j
2 , is computed from first principles according to the
equation
dBm i j
2 5^BiBj&m2^Bi&m^Bj&m , ~E7!
where the symbol̂ ...&m represents the average of the en-
closed quantity when it is varied according to the uncertainty
m. Accordingly, the correlation matrix for a given uncertainty
is given by
CBm i j 5
dBm i j
2
dBm idBm j
, ~E8!
wheredBm i is the uncertainty on backgroundi due to source
m.
With these definitions, the uncertainty on the total back-
ground is obtained from Eq.~E3! by propagation of errors
dB
25(
i j
S ]B]Bi D S ]B]Bj D dBi j2 ~E9!
5(
i j
dBi j
2 ~E10!
5(
m
(
i j
dBm i j
2 ~E11!
5(
m
~dB!m
2 , ~E12!
where
~dB!m
2 5(
i j
dBm i j
2 ~E13!
5(
i j
CBm i j dBm idBm j . ~E14!
In the case of uncorrelated errors (CBm i j 5the unit matrix),
Eq. ~E14! reduces to the usual quadratic sum formula,
~dB!m
2 5(
i
dBm i
2 . ~E15!
In the case of maximal positive correlation (CBm i j populated
entirely by 1’s!, Eq. ~E14! reduces to a linear sum of errors,
TABLE XXXIII. Summary of observed number of events, expected signal and background, integrated luminosity, and cross section for
all nine channels atmt5172.1 GeV/c
2. Uncertainties correspond to statistical and systematic contributions added in quadrature.
Nobs
Total
sig1bkg
Signal
(mt5172.1)
Total
background *Ldt ~pb21! s ~pb!
ee 1 1.6860.23 1.2060.17 0.4860.10 130.265.6 2.3764.58
em 3 2.4560.53 2.1960.47 0.26 0.16 112.6 4.8 6.8164.59
mm 1 1.3960.30 0.6460.09 0.7560.24 108.564.7 2.1168.79
en 4 2.8760.71 1.6860.49 1.1960.38 112.364.8 9.1267.23
Dilepton combined 9 8.3961.48 5.7161.07 2.6960.66 6.0263.21
e1 jets/topo 9 13.16 1.67 8.6461.47 4.5160.91 119.565.1 2.8362.05
m1 jets/topo 10 9.8461.62 5.5261.62 4.3261.04 107.764.6 5.6063.71
e1 jets/m 5 4.6560.54 3.5960.55 1.0560.40 112.6 4.8 5.9863.56
m1 jets/m 6 3.6260.52 2.2260.52 1.4060.23 108.064.6 11.2766.60
,1 jets combined 30 31.2763.52 19.9863.52 11.2861.97 5.1061.85
Leptonic combined 39 39.66Á4.65 25.69Á4.41 13.97Á2.22 5.31Á1.72
all-jets 41 37.4062.92 12.6062.12 24.8062.37 117.965.1 7.3363.20
All channels total 80 77.06Á6.19 38.29Á5.34 38.77Á3.32 5.69Á1.60
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~dB!m
2 5S (
i
dBm i D 2. ~E16!
For the analyses in this paper, all uncertainties are handled
according to one of these two limiting cases. Statistical un-
certainties are handled by the quadratic sum formula@Eq.
~E15!# and systematic uncertainties are handled according to
the linear sum formula@Eq. ~E16!#. The total uncertainty on
the background is therefore
dB
25 (
m5stat
(
i
dBm i
2 1 (
m5sys
S (
i
dBm i D 2. ~E17!
The importance of correlations for the background calcula-
tion as a whole depend on the extent to which different back-
grounds are affected by the same systematic uncertainties.
The systematic uncertainties for all backgrounds to all chan-
nels are given in Tables XXIX–XXXI.
Applying the steps above to Eq.~E4!, the uncertainty onA
is found to be
dA
25
1
L2 (m (i j CAm i j dAm idAm jLiLj ~E18!
5
1
L2 (m5stat (i dAm i
2 Li2
1
1
L2 (m5sys S (i dAm iLi D
2
. ~E19!
Systematic uncertainties on the acceptance («3B) are given
for all channels in Table XXVIII. Note that the acceptance
uncertainties are highly correlated due to the fact that the
calculation for each channel is affected by essentially the
same set of systematic uncertainties. The same relative un-
certainty on the luminosity has been assumed for all channels
~see Sec. IX A 1!.
The total uncertainty on the top quark cross section is
obtained by propagation of errors using Eq.~E1!. The four
inputs to the cross section can, in principle, give rise to six
different correlation terms. However, the signal~N! has only
a statistical uncertainty and the uncertainties on the accep-
tance~A! and the integrated luminosity~L! are uncorrelated.
TABLE XXXIV. Number of observed and expected events passing at each cut level of theem neural
network analysis. Expected number oft t̄ events are formt5170 GeV/c
2. Uncertainties correspond to sta-
tistical and systematic contributions added in quadrature.
Number of events passingem NN selection
Data
Total
sig1bkg
Mis-id
bkg
Physics
bkg t t̄
ET
e.15 GeV, pT
m.15 GeV
1e id1m id1trig 130 98612 5462 4069 4.360.9
1DR(m, jet).0.5, DR(e,m).0.25 58 5469 1261 3968 3.460.7
1E” T
cal.15 GeV 44 4268 5.860.5 3267 3.360.7
12 jets,ET
jet.15 GeV 6 4.460.9 0.6860.17 0.8560.21 2.860.7
1ONN
comb>0.88 4 2.560.7 0.0460.12 0.1960.07 2.360.5
TABLE XXXV. Expected number of signal and background
events after all cuts in 112.6 pb21 for theem neural network analy-
sis. Uncertainties are statistical and systematic contributions added
in quadrature. The systematic uncertainty on the total background
includes the correlations among the different background sources.
Expected number ofem NN evts in 112.6 pb21
t t̄ MC mt (GeV/c
2)
150 3.5160.86
160 2.8460.68
170 2.3060.53
180 1.8160.41
Z→tt→em 0.1060.07
multijet ~mis-id e! 0.0460.12
WW→em 0.0860.02
DY→tt→em 0.0160.01
Total background 0.2360.14
TABLE XXXVI. Efficiency times branching fraction («3B)
and statistical and systematic uncertainties~in percent!, and ex-
pected background and corresponding statistical and systematic un-
certainties~in number of events!, for theem neural network analy-
sis.
Expected no. of Bkg events
«3B ~%! Ztt WW DYtt Mis-id e
0.351 0.095 0.077 0.006 0.044
Statistical 0.004 0.055 0.006 0.004 0.117
Luminosity 0.005 0.004 0.000
Energy Scale 0.035 0.026 0.011 0.004
e id 0.010 0.004 0.002 0.000
High-pT m id 0.037 0.011 0.008 0.001
e1 jets trig 0.020 0.005 0.004 0.000
MC generator 0.025 0.005 0.004 0.000
Top quark mass 0.020
Bkg crsec 0.010 0.008 0.001
Other sim 0.022
Mis-id e 0.003
Total 0.065 0.067 0.018 0.005 0.117
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Therefore, the only correlation terms are those between the
background~B! and the acceptance~A! and between the
background~B! and the integrated luminosity~L!. The cor-
responding uncertainties are given by the equations
dBA
2 5(
m
~dBA!m
2 ~E20!
and
dBL
2 5(
m
~dBL!m
2 . ~E21!
The error corresponding to a given uncertainty~m! is calcu-
lated from first principles according to the equations
~dBA!m
2 5^BA&m2^B&m^A&m ~E22!
and
~dBL!m
2 5^BL&m2^B&m^L&m , ~E23!
where the symbol̂...& represents the average of the enclosed
quantities when they are varied according to the uncertainties
m. The correlation coefficients are given by
CBA5
dBA
2
dBdA
and CBL5
dBL
2
dBdL
. ~E24!
In the linear/quadratic approximation, these correlation coef-
ficients simplify to
CBA5
1
dBdA
(
m
CBAm~dB!m~dA!m , ~E25!
5
1
dBdA
(
m5sys
~dB!m~dA!m , ~E26!
and
CBL5
1
dBdL
(
m
CBLm~dB!m~dL!m , ~E27!
5
1
dBdL
(
m5sys
~dB!m~dL!m , ~E28!
5
1
dBdL
~dB!L~dL!, ~E29!
5
1
dB
~dB!L . ~E30!
The total uncertainty on the top quark cross section is there-
fore given by
ds t t̄
2 5S ]s t t̄]N D
2
dN
2 1S ds t t̄]B D
2
dB
21S ]s t t̄]A D
2
dA
2
1S ]s t t̄]L D
2
dL
21S ]s t t̄]B D S ]s t t̄]A D dBA2
1S ]s t t̄]B D S ]s t t̄]L D dBL2 , ~E31!
5s
t t̄
2 F dN2 1dB2
~N2B!2
1
dA
2
A2
1
dL
2
L2
1
dB
N2B S CBA dAA 1CBL dLL D G . ~E32!
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